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port, and for a long time engineer on Ross
& Howell’s tug boats, died July 20th at the
Eye and Ear Infirmary in Portland, aged 55
years. He was formerly engineer of the
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was a prominent contractor and builder.
A widow and one child, a mother, three

OBITUARY.

brothers and a sister survive him.
John R. Taber of Riverside, Cal., died
Benj. F. Butterfield died, Saturday, at
bis home, No. 36 Essex street, Bangor, suddenly of bowel trouble June 29th, while
at the age of 62 years. His death re- on a business trip away from home, in the
He was a
sulted from two strokes of paralysis, Southern part of the State.
from which he never rallied. Mr. But- native of Lincolnville, and a blacksmith by>t Weather Report.
terfield was bom in Wilton. He served trade. He served in the 26th Maine RegiPAGE 2.
in the Civil War as a member of the
ment, and contracted diseases while in the
.■ni of Mt. Washington....Coaching 28th Maine Regiment.
He was a Ma- service from which he
never recovered and
vor. Rockland’s Old Home Week
A
G.
A. R., Odd Fellow and A. O. IT.
son,
1 In* Maine Room at Buffalo..Collins'
which resulted fatally as above mentioned.
W.
A
widow
and
one
survive
A
Remdaughter
iterators.
Liquor Smuggling
After the war he carried on the blacksmithf he Missing .uiteliell.
him.
1
PAGE 3.
ing business at Lincolnville Centre, and
in Northern Africa..The Latest in
In Brief. The Prince Edward of afterwards came to Belfast and did the
.Maine flenefit Company Waldo
K. ports..The First ships..Gov. Hill York diamond, found in South Africa in sharpening at the marble and granite works
To Inspect the Philippines.
1894, and weighing 00 1-4 carats, a white of James F. Fernald. He was in company
PAGE 4.
perfect stone, has been purchased, ac- a short time with Chas. R. Harrison in the
.•Jen. F. S. N ickerson.. The News of
cording to the London Express of the stabling business, and the firm kept for a
\ •iihport News.. Newspaper Notes..
diamond syndicate, its holders since it
time one of the first Percheron-Xorman
.n\rs Deserted
The Maine Lobster
was discovered, by the agents of a New
stallions ever used here, a horse weighing
York
for
the
sum
of
firm,
20,000 pounds,
PAGE 5.
($100,000), and has been forwarded to about 1700 pounds. About 15 years ago Mr.
of Belfast— Base Ball..Wedding
the United States....Of the three school- Taber went to Riverside, Calif., and with
Correspondence.
page 0.
boys who have been racing around the his son Arthur engaged in the manufacture
world, the Chicago lad will come out of bicycles, in which they have built up a
first Place.. The Graff am Reward
Hoiway..A Piscatorial Party., ahead, completing his journey in about
large business. Mr. Taber is survived by
w Cut Oil'.Maine
Dentists.. Liter60 1-2 days. This will beat George Frani:*i Notes State Grange Meetings..
his wife, formerly- Franeelia Shepherd, two
cis Train's record by about eight days,
Campnieeting...RoeKland has a
Death of Gen. Butterfield. ..Frog
and will make boastful Chicago more daughters, Grace and Mabel, and one son,
> .tsliua..Finance Succeeds Politics..
boastful than ever—if that is possible... Arthur, of Riverside, and one sister, Mrs.
Deep Mater Vessels.. When I Go
the Pine Trees Said..A Country John Lewis Childs, who has just pur- J. L. Fernald of Portland. He was honored
chased the big birds' egg collection of and respected by all who knew him and
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day and

for the first time

will be celebrated in

ized labor.

:

Bangor

A movement is al-

city to have the day
legal holiday after the

in that

t

as a
,n

vogue in Massachusetts and
So far as is known the

"iites.

in Maine is confined to the
irades’ unions and nothing has

cut

done in the other cities and
The Labor day
t the State.
ion in Bangor will be under the
of the allied trades' unions.
a business man of
11 stubbs.
who mysteriously disappeared
home July loth.’ returned to
,,i. July lit. He says that on the
-appeared there came upon him
-istible desire to go away. He
boat for Boston.Speaking of
ditionof the track, a well-known
1
ontral official stated last Thurs^
,,t had the strike lasted 00 days
and it proved impossible to reikers with new men the track
He
ave gone along all right.
ait the condition of the roadbed
■r now than at any time in the
f the road, this condition being
.It of General Manager Evans’
.ml the employment of to per
.re section men on the system
■

■

■

.ere

formerly employed—Hon.

ink has tendered his resign aie governor as land agent, fish
■

e

commissioner, and forestry
to take effect Aug. 1.

loner,

ittangall. Esq.',

of Bangor, for:
Machias. has been appointed
it the I'uiversity of Maine law
It is reported at Augusta that
John T. Richards will resign
ni the national guard to accept
intment as superintendent of
non of a new national soldiers'
I cnnessee.The latest report
mdition of membership at the
Home, Togus, is as follows:
-•".71: absent, 72S; total, 27so.
Imothby lias received a letter
'•■•■retary of the Navy Long ae1 he invitation
to come to l’ortoe day during tiie Old Home
lebration and to make an ad1 don’t know what day Secreiig will come,” said the Mayor
ning, “but 1 think that it will be
.Senator Matthew S. Quay
nsylvania, accompanied by a par-

ends, passed through Portland

morning on the way to Masarhe spends several weeks each
They occupied the private Pullcre

ir

Olivette, which

was

attached

train from Boston. Anproniineut visitor, who was in
ml for a few minutes between
was lion. A. S. Ilewett, former
f New York city and a leading
inn in that State.Mrs. John
'irev and Miss Ethel Godfrey of
; will sail for Europe on Sept. 7,
Portland, in the steamship Vanof the Dominion line, as mem•■I the Maine Central European
They will visit the Glasgow Exn. Edinburgh, London, York and
athedral towns, after which they
to the continent for a prolonged
..The heaviest thunder shower
M ason at Pittsfield occurred July
preceded by a violent wind. Seviegraph and telephone wires were
and many large limbs of trees
iuoken off. The greatest damage
hone to gardens and specially to
lops. The shower continued for
•i
two hours and the streets preI an appearance of running rivTlie storm was general throughii State.Eire, resulting from the
•»>ion of a gasoline stove in Crowley
Nei Ison’s laundry, Biddeford, Satmorning, .1 uly 20th, destroyed five

morning

■

hugs, a three-story building
!iy various manufacturers

occu-

pretty high per dozen, the purchase
price having been $25,000. The collection

pay

is said to contain eggs of many colors,
shapes and sizes, from that of the great
auk, valued at $1800, to that of the smallest humming bird..Cecil Rhodes and Dr.
Jameson landed at Southampton, Eng.,
July 19th from Cape Colony. They declined to discuss South Africa, saying
they were no longer public men.In
reckoning up the cost of the steel workers strike.$210,000 is said to be the daily
loss of protits to the employers, and
$156,000 the daily loss of wages by the
workmen.The work of counting the
gold coin in the mint at San Francisco
has been completed by the experts in
charge. The amodnt inspected and
weighed was $47,140,000. The coin was
found intact to the dollar.The Pall
Mall Gazette publishes a remarkable
communication from its Paris corre-

spondent giving circumstantial detail

of an alleged conspiracy to overthrow
the French republic and install Prince
Louis Napoleon as Emperor of France.
.More than 500 school teachers, 370
men and 170 women, sailed on the army
transport Thomas on July 23rd from
San Francisco for the Philippines. For
the teachers this means 500 careers
opened up, at salaries ranging from
$900 to $1600.Capt, Howard Blackburn, who sailed from Gloucester,
Mass., last month in a 25- foot sloop, has
reached Lisbon after a voyage of thir-

ty-eight days.

Washington Whisperings. The
suggestion was made July isth by a
Rear Admiral of high standing that
Admiral Dewey should be given command of a large squadron comprising
the best of our new ships, to be present
at the coronation of King Edward VII.
The suggestion meets with high approval among high naval officials. The ships
recently ordered to the European stations are not considered fair representatives of our new navy, the Albany
being a foreign built ship, the Chicago
one of the early products of the new
navy, and the Nashville a comparatively small gunboat. It is expected that
the naval pageant at the time of the
coronation will bring together some of
the finest ships possessed by European
countries, and for that reason it is urged
that the United States should be represented by some of its best ships under
Admiral Dewey.The N'avv Department bought the big floating steel dry
dock in Havana harbor from Spain for
Sis.'i,000. It cost Spain sooo.OOO.The
secretary of the navy has decided that
the third volume of Maelay's History of
the Spanish American War shall not be
used as a text book at the Xaval Academy unless the obnoxious language it
contains in characterizing the action
of Rear Admiral Schley is eliminated.
The

E. M.

C. S.

Faculty.

The East Maine Conference Seminary at
Bueksport has secured its faculty for the
coming school year. Miss Edna A. Bright
A. B. of Kadcliffe college, formerly preceptress in Vermont Conference Seminary,
has been secured for the same position at
Bueksport. Prof. Fred U. Ward, A. B., of
Bowiloin lias been retained because of his
excellent service m the past year as teacher
of Greek and Political Science. For the department of Natural Sciences, it is expected
that a man who has had conspicuous success
as teacher in one of the leading Massachusetts schools will be selected. The school is
specially fortunate in securing the services
of Mr. E. A. Cooper, who for three years
was one of the teachers in Bay Path Institute, Springfield, Mass. M. Alice Cary, a
graduate of New England Conservatory of
Music, and a student for three years in
Dresden, Germany, has been secured as
teacher of instrumental music. Mr. Godfrey and M rs. F. R. Fuller remain in the
departments of vocal music and elocution.
The school is to be congratulated on its selection of teachers for the coming year.
—Narraguagus Times.
The Shoe

Situation.

Stability of prices seems assured in the
footwear industry. The firm tone is sustained by the steadiness of leather, and buyers are not seeking concessions.
Factories
are running full time, with orders on hand
for months aheol. Fall orders arrive freely,
and many New England producers refuse
new contracts unless allowed to make deliveries at their own convenience. Men’s
heavy goods are in special request, and
buyers as a rule are taking abetter grade of
goods than formerly. Local jobbing is improving, and stocks of summer goods in
wholesalers' hands are so low that little will
be carried over. Limited supplies of leather make the market very firm.
Hides are
fairly steady, some grades at Chicago tenddownward
on
account
of
reincreased
ing
ceipts of cattle because of the drouth, but
in the long run this should be a supporting
factor, as later arrivals must show at least
an equivalent decrease.—Dun’s Review.

the highest integrity.
He was a true devoted husband and father and a faithful
friend. His age was 00 years and 1 month.

George (J. Sanborn died at his home in
Waldo Tuesday from the effects of a fall
from a load of hay. He was tending the
horse fork and when the last fork-full went
up he was caught in the ropes and thrown
over the rack into the barn floor.
He was
conscious when taken up and explained
how the accident happened, but failed rapidly and died in less than an hour. Mr. Sanborn was one of the oldest and most respected farmers in Waldo. He was seventy-six
years of age July 19th, but was strong and
active. He leaves his wife, formerly Alvira
Peabody, six sons and four daughters. The
sons and daughters are Charles Sanborn
and Mrs. Margie Gurney of Waldo; Sylvanus Sanborn, Mrs. Alice Perkins and Mrs.
Olive Peabody of Lynn ; Harry and David,
who live in Montana; Frank and Ralph in
Massachusetts, and Mrs. Lucy Payson of
Lincolnville.
He also leaves two brothers
and two sisters.
The funeral will be held
this, Thursday, afternoon at his late home.
Fred W. Miller of Chelsea, Mass., died at
his summer home in Swanville, Me., July
19th, very suddenly. He came to Swanville
a short time ago to look after his farm.
His
son and daughter accompanied
him, but
Mrs. Miller remained in Chelsea, to follow
later. Last Thursday he was taken seriously ill with a bowel trouble, and a telegram was sent to Mrs. Miller. She took the
steamer from Boston Friday night and arrived here Saturday morning, but her husband passed away before her arrival. The
family returned on the steamer Saturday
night with the remains. Mr. Miller was a
native of Swanville, but has been in the
crockery business in Chelsea several years,
lie owned a large farm in Swanville, where
the family spent their summers, lie leaves
an aged mother, who lives in Swanville, his
wife, one son, Frank and one daughter,
Edith, both of Chelsea, His age was 38
years.
Acre Island lias met with an irreparable
loss in the sudden death of one of her most
highly esteemed citizens, Frank Marshall.
He knew no fear in the discharge of his
duty and his word was as good as his bond,
in all the relations of life he was beloved
and respected, and his memory will ever be
held dear in the island which was his home,
as well as on the neighboring shores, where
he was well-known and highly esteemed.
Each one of us who stood in sorrow by his
fresh-made grave felt a keen desire to
pay some fitting tribute to the honorable
character of Frank Marshall and to express
heart-felt sympathy with the devoted mother,
upon whom this blow falls with crushing force. Her faith in God, however, sustains her and follows her son into that place
of peace and progress which
has entered.—R. E. C.

we

trust he

William Knight, formerly of this city,
died in Whitneyville, July 18th. He was a
native of Searsport, but lived many years in
this city with his mother, Mrs. Hiram Jones,
who kept a boarding house on High street.
The deceased was a cripple from childhood,
but possessed
a
remarkable magnetic
power, which he used in the cure of rheumatic and similar complaints. He traveled
about the State extensively in his work as a
magnetic healer. He was unmarried. He
leaves one sister, Mrs. A. J. Biather of
Searsport. The interment was in Grove
Cemetery last #riday. Services were conducted at the grave by Rev. Ashley A.
Smith.

Capt. Henry J. Hemmingway died at his
on Washington street, Camden,
July 15th, aged 78years. He was a native of
the
eldest child of Josiah and
Camden,
Susan (Simonton) Hemmingway, and a
prominent ship master and a highly esteemed citizen. From early youth he followed

residence

the sea for a livelihood and was a successful ship master for some forty years, during
which time he had command of the brig
Toledo, the bark Adeline C. Adams, built
for him in Camden, the bark Meguuticook,
built for him in Bucksport, and the ship
Antioch, built for him in Portland, which
since the retirement of Capt. Hemmingway
has been commanded by his son, Capt.
Charles II. Hemmingway. At the time of
his death he was the oldest and one of the
most prominent and active members of the
Congregational Church. He was a member
of Amity Lodge, F. & A. Masons. He leaves
The Passing of the Clam.
to mourn their loss, a widow, three sons,
William, Charles H. and George F. HemSteadily the clam seems to be nearing ex- mingway, and one daughter, Mrs. A. W.
termination in New England. The yield in Smith of New York; also one brother, Wilthe Providence river is about the poorest liam S. Hemmingway of Rockland, and
ever known this year.
On great occasions three sisters, Mrs. Charles Hutchins, Mrs.
all New England has to be ransacked to fur- L. M. Kenniston and Mrs. George W. Heal
nish a “Rhode Island” clambake.
of Camden. The funeral was held ThursFormerly the supply from Maine was day afternoon, Rev. L. D. Evans officiating,
to
be
but
now
that
and
the burial was under Masonic honors.
thought
inexhaustible,
State enforces an export duty which is well
S. E. Plummer died at the home of his
nigh prohibitory. There are still plenty of
clams along the Massachusetts coast, but niece, Mrs. E. S. Robertson, in Detroit July
the tides are not favorable to their rapid 12th, after a lingering illness of consump“harvesting.”
tion, aged 43 years. He had only been in
glory of Rhode Island is departing. Detroit since July 8th, coming there from
Brunswick, Me., on Wednesday, Aug. A The
Island
Rhode
clambake
of
course,
is,
Winthrop, where he had been for the past
all
descendants
and
to
which
koi,
just as sweet when made of foreign clams, eight months. He was born in Troy, Me.,
m tamilies are
cordially invited. Of but it is even becoming difficult
to get and had lived in Detroit and Newport the
ii descendants two sons settled in
enough from abroad. Perhaps the clams greater part of his life, having been engagBrunswick and four sons and two are getting tired of trying
to supply the ed in business in both places at different
'■mghtere settled in Lincoln county. clamorous appetites of the eager multitude. times. He was an instructor in vocal music,
1'bund Silk of Bangor, and John —Boston Globe.
having had many large classes in the different towns in the State. He had always been
'Pun. alias Grey, of Portsmouth, were
associated with the different churches,
’treated at Bangor Saturday night for
Hot Very “Dry.”
cheerfully giving his services in the choir, a
recent burglary at Rockport. A
which will be hard to fill and where
The beer and rum shops are probably conof goods were recovered at
e will be
greatly missed as well as in all
1’iices where they had pawned them. ducting business on a changed basis. Doors the local and
charitable entertainments,
open, and matters look about as usual. in which he
;'*»jor ,las. M. Davis died at his home are
always took an active part. He
Probably the trusted customers are given leaves a wife,
mother and sister to mourn
lu Bangor, Sunday. He was born in their
old mixtures as usual; but the dealers
■n'unt, Oct. 7,1845. He served through understand that they are to be called bn at their loss.
lie Civil War and was at one time
any moment, and are carrying close sails.—
Prominent in the National Guard. He Hallowell Register.
Harry C. Blanchard, formerly of Bucksand
loss of $30,000. Before the
was under control the business
’‘"ii of the city was so threatened
destruction that after all the api' ns
in Saco and Biddeford was
it into use help was summoned
Portland.There will be several
“us totlie Bowdoin College facul<-xt fall.
Alfred L. P. Dennis has
Posen instructor in history in
of Professor MacDonald, whose
nation was accepted. Roscoe .7.
inis heen chosen instructor in moduiguages, and Miss Frances P.
,;ae assistant
registrar.One of the
that was put down in Portland
arl»«ir at the beginning of the Spanish
Mils been found floating around in
lower bay and removed to a place
!
ifety.The second annual reunion
: the descendants of William and
,u cs Lewis Simpson, who settled in
mswick, Me., about the year 1735,
1
be held in Merrymeeting park,
<i a

;!'

'Ijiuntity

Elace
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Howell and he left that boat for the Ralph
Ross. Five years ago he left the tow boats
and entered the employ of the Maine Steamship Co., on the steamship Manhattan. He
soon became chief engineer of that boat
and at the time of his death was chief of the
Horatio Hall, running between Portland
and New York. He was a capable engineer
and was well known throughout Maine. He
was a member of
Bucksport lodge, A. 0. U.
W. He leaves one daughter, Miss Helen

Blanchard.

John Frederick Merrill, a former Mayor of
Rockland and a prominent business man,
aied suddenly July 20th of heart disease.
Mr. Merrill had been in good health up to
within a few minutes before his death and
had just returned from a drive in the country. Upon returning to the city he entered
a store to make some
purchases and was attacked by weakness. He sank into a chair
and expired within a few moments. Sir.
Merrill was born in Rockland in 1839, the son
of Dr. John Merrill, a prominent physician
of that time. From his youth he was interested in city and county politics and early
became affiliated with the Democratic
party. A few years ago he received an appointment as clerk in the quartermaster’s department in Washington.
—

OLD HOME WEEK IN BELFAST.

Yachts

NUMBER 30
and

Boats.

A Rudder Station has been established at
with Orrin J. Dickey as

Temple Heights
captain.

The schooner yacht Speranza, F. W. Hill
of Bangor, was at Owls Head last week
cruising westward.
The sch. yacht Undercliff, with F. Lewis
Clark of Spokhane Falls, Wash., and a party
of friends on board was in port Friday and

Saturday. They are cruising eastward.
The schooner yacht Lorlei of Ellsworth is
on a cruise with the
following party on
board: Mayor A. W. Greeley, E. F. Robinson, J. F. Knowlton, J. A. Cunningham, L.
H. Cushman and 0. W. Tapley.
The bark-rigged yacht White Heather
was placed on the South marine
railway at
Rockland last week for repairs, having been
in collision with the Navahoe of the Clyde
line off Cape Cod, as previously reported.
The steam yacht Peregrine, R. H. White
of Boston owner, made Rockland her home
port last week so that Mr White could be in
close touch with his large business interests
by wire. On pleasant days the Peregrine
made trips to various points along the
coast, returning in the evening.

Mayor Small has received the following
A large number of yachts were in port at
correspondence in regard to the North- At- different times Saturday.
Among them
lantic Squadron-visiting Belfast Old Home were the steam
yacht Puritan, the schooner
Week:
Thelma, and the sloop Hopeful, besides sevManchester Me., July 17, 1901.
eral smaller crafts. The Thelma had on
Hon. Elmer Small,
board Mr. Wallace, wife and guest of
Mayor, Belfast, Maine.
My Dear Sir:—I inclose herewith letter Springfield, Mass. Mrs. Wallace was forjust received from Hon. John D. Long, Sec- merly Miss Nellie Dudley of Belfast.
retary of the Navy, which explains itself:
The steam yacht Nerita of Boston was
Regretting very much that the situation
is as stated by the Secretary, I am
in port Tuesday and Wednesday, with her
Yours very sincerely,
owner, W. E. Cox of Boston, his family and
E. C. Burleigh.
a few guests on board. They are cruising
Navy Department,
eastward. The yacht is 133 feet long, of 137
Washington, D. C.
gross tons, and was built in Noank, Conn.,
July 15, 1901.
Sir:—The receipt is acknowledged of your in 1887. She was
formerly the yacht Narletter of July 12, inclosing a letter from the
whal.
Hon. Elmer Small, Mayor of Belfast, Maine,
The steam yacht Never Again, owned
requesting that one or more vessels of the
North Atlantic Squadron visit Belfast har- by ex-Mayor Charles E.
Hyde of Bath, has
bor August 14th and 15th during Old Home
a record of 17J knots an hour.
She is 43
Week.
The Department regrets to inform you feet long on the water line. Her hull and
that an important intinerary of drills and engines were designed
by the owner, and
exercises for the North Atlantic Squadron
she is built on much the same lines as the
has just been adopted and that it is unable
on this account to order any of the
ships to fast torpedo boats which have been conparticipate this season in the exercises in structed at the Bath Iron Works, of which
connection with Old Home Week at Belfast
plant Mr. Hyde is the consulting engineer.
as well as at Rockland.
The schooner yacht Puritan, owned by J.
Very respectfully,
Hon. E. C. Burleigh,
J. I). Long,
0. Shaw of Boston and commanded by Capt.
Manchester, Maine.
Secretary.
Harry Gray of Deer Isle, was at Rockland
Saturday Mayor Small received the fol- last week. This yacht in 1885, then slooplowing despatch from Mr. Burleigh:
rigged, successfully defended the America
cup against the cutter Genesta. “The PuriAugusta, Maine, July 20,1901.
Hon. Elmer Small, Mayor of Belfast:
tan is still a good boat,” remarked one of
Just received the following letter from
the crew, “We made 07 miles in less than
Secretary Long:
eight hours the other day, and that’s not
Navy Department,

Washington,

D. C.
July 17,1901.
letter of J uly 12th,
you are informed that the department has
this day directed the Dolphin to be present
in Belfast harbor Aug. 10th and 17th during
Old Home Week.

Sir:—Referring to

your

Very respectfully,

John D. Long,
Hon. E. C. Burleigh,
Secretary.
Maine.
Manchester,
A meeting of the Central Committee was
held Tuesday evening, at which Mayor
Small presided. The finance committee reported gratifying progress in raising funds.
On account of the date at which the war
vessel can be present it was voted to change
the dates of the observance to Thursday
and Friday, Aug. 15th and Kith, and to have
the parade the second day. The various
committees reported progress, but the
change of the date will cause some changes
in the plans, and the meeting adjourned to
Tuesday evening, July jo, when the program will be made up. The committee on invitations has about 900 addresses. All persons who know of former residents to whom
invitations should be sent are requested to
leave the addresses at the post office, at
once, as the invitations will be mailed next
week.

slow.”
Charles
have had
bay in his
consisted

R. Coombs and a party of friends
a very pleasant cruise down the
sloop yacht Mallard. The party
of Mr. Coombs and his sailing
master, Capt. Wm. F. Welch of Belfast,
Walter Abbott and son Fred, Harry Hale
and Charles Wyman of Dexter, and Fred
E. and Arthur Hollins of West Somerville,
Mass. They left Belfast Friday noon and
stopped at North Haven that night. After
fishing off North Haven Saturday with fine
success, they anchored for the night at
Vinalhaven, and came up to Northport
campground Sunday. The night was spent
at the Campground and the party returned
home Monday forenoon.
News of

the Granges.

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

Arthur F. Brown spent Sunday at home
from Newport.

ren.

Asaph Dodge of Washington, D. C., visited S. L. Dodge last week.

Mass., to visit.

Mrs. R. J. Ellingwood went to
last Thursday for a short visit.

In the Corn Belt.

C. B. Patterson, who is travelling in the
West in the interest of the Condon Manufacturing Co., is meeting with good sales of
the company’s rolls and brushes. He was
in Minnesota last week. The appliances for
shoe factory use made by this company meet
with a ready sale wherever they are known.
Secret Societies.
The regular meeting of Phoenix Lodge of
Masons will be held next Monday evening.

The Uniform Rank, K. of P., had some
weather for their encampment at
Washington, Jui.y 22. One hundred sultry
Long Island. But it was emblematic of the
degree temperature was common through- warm friendship they are supposed to have
out thegreat corn belt today according to the
for each other.—Portland Argus.
weather bureau here. In various places in
Lieut. Governor Northcott of Springfield,
Illinois, Iowa and other States, all previous
heat records were smashed. There appears
111., head counsel of the Modern Woodmen
to be no prospect of decided relief for the
next two days at least.- Absolutely no rain of America, announces the appointment of
fell in the corn belt, according totheeflicial the State deputies, including F. W. Stevens
reports.
of Maine.

Capt. Jonas B. Ferguson went to Boston,

Monday
Hampden

on

business.

Miss Clara Prattof Augusta spent
with Miss EmeroyGinn.

Sunday

Henry Brown spent a few days the past
week in Belfast, from Roekport.

Lewis Poor is at home from Boston for a
vacation of a week or more.

Miss Lizzie F. True of Los Angeles, Calif.,
is visiting friends in Belfast and vicinity.

Miss Flora White of Winthrop is visither aunt, Mrs. Alfred A. Small.

Mrs. R. T. Hack and son Roy of Portland
spending the summer at Ballston Spa,
N. Y.

Mrs. Bertha Horne of Bangor
guest of Mrs. Nettie Smalley.

are

Mrs.

Celia Eels of Minneapolis, Minn.,
is visiting Mrs. Alice I. Thombs of this

is

the

Miss Holmes, a student at Wellesley Cola guest of Miss Avis Morison.

lege, is

city.

E. W. Berry returned to Rockland Tuesday from a visit of two weeks in Belfast.

A. L. Blanchard, Esq., of Bangor was in
Belfast last Friday and Saturday on busi-

Miss Nellie E. Jackson of Tenants’ Harbor is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Sargent

ness.

Mrs. Arbella Cunningham returned Saturday from a visit of several weeks in Rockland.
Mrs. A. F. Edminster of Everett, Mass,,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. A, Montefiore.
Mrs. Lydia A. Hatch returned Saturday
from a visit of three weeks in Warren and
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woods of Arlington, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. F
Sheldon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barclay and children
of Winthrop, Mass., are visiting her father,
N. E. Pendleton.

Mrs. W. H. Butman of Boston arrived
to visit her aunt, Mrs. C. B. Ilall.

Tuesday

Charles Burpee, Jr. of the Highlands,
Rockland, is visiting his uncle, 1). N. Bird.
Mrs.

Hannah Thorndike and Harold T.
to Kineo Monday for a short

Sibley went
outing.

Misses Margaret and Mary Moore of
Malden, Mass., are guests of Mrs. II. II.
McDonald.
Daniel II. Lane of Boston and his sister
Mrs. Caroline Baldwin, are visiting thei"
sister, Mrs. Kaler.
Mrs. Olive H. Cooper will leave the last
of this week for a visit at llrigg's Corner,
Queens County, N. B.

Miss Eva Clare of Atlantic, Mass., is a
Howard W. French of New York, who is
guest of Dr. and Mrs. W. L. West. She is
spending the summer in Lincolnville, visited
accompanied by her friend, Miss Collins.
in Belfast the past week.
Harry Miller of Boston is visiting his
Miss Ella A. Paul spent Sunday with her
father, Geo. W. Miller, ne spent a few
sister Mabelle, who is assistant matron at
days in Camden and vicinity the past week.
the Children’s Home in Bangor.
Mrs. P. A. English and sons, Clarence
Miss Etta Marden of Biddeford returned
and Harold, of Grand Rapids, Mich., are
home yesterday from a visit of a few weeks
her
Mrs.
E.
Johnson.
sister,
visiting
George
with Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Marden.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Kalish and daughMrs. John Nash and children of Law.
ter Annie have arrived from New York,
are spending the summer with
and have rooms at Dr. E. A. Wilson's for the rence, Mass.,
relatives in Belfast, Morrill and Montville.
summer.
Mrs. A. W. Thompson of Clayton, N. M.,
arrived Wednesday morning to visit Mr. H.
P. Thompson. Her husband will come the
first of August,
Mr. L. Richardson of East Boston, who
has been in this city for a brief visit, the
guest of Mr. W. J. Wentworth, returned
home Tuesday.
M.

V. B. Stetson of Melrose, Mass., is
Mr. Stetson
visiting friends in Belfast.
was foreman of the Progressive Age office
several years prior to 18118.
Mrs. F. II. Mayo and Miss Anna Redman are visiting their sister, Mrs. J.
B.
Smart of Presque Isle.
They are accompanied by Mrs. F. G. Mixer.

Capt. Geo. R. Carter went to ltangor
Saturday to visit his sou, Capt. Alzo M. Carter, who is loading his vessel, the 4-niasted
sell. Henry W. Cramp, with iee for Balti-

Daniel J. Kimball was able to be down
town Monday, after being confined to the
house two months by sciatic rheumatism.
Miss Josephine Neal of Lewiston, Mrs.
Nellie Ferrin of Keadfield and Mrs. J. C.
Norton of Rangor visited Mrs. David Alexander the past ween.
Mrs. David Alexander was in Lewiston
last week, and will visit Prospect and
Charleston, Me., this week in the interest of
the Juvenile Temple work.
E. D. liurd and family of West Medford,
Mass., arrived last Thursday and are at
their cottage at Little River. Miss Kate
Lewis arrived some days before.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry, Mr. and Mrs.
John Doherty, Miss Caro Atherton and
James McNamara of Rockland spent Sunday at “All View" cottage, Shore Acres.

Prof. C. F. Emerson, Dean of Dartmouth
College, who owns the Red Gables cottage
at Eggemoggin, called last week on his class
Mrs. B. F. Cushing and friend, Miss Robmate, of Dartmouth, lsiitt, Dr. Elmer Small.
bins, of Lynn, Mass., visited Mrs. u.'s parCapt. G. A. McDonald, who usually
ents, Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Staples of Citypoint, last week. They are now at Cottage spends his summers at Isle an Ilaut, and
has been there several weeks, went to
City.
Millvale, in Bucksport, Monday for a short
Mr.Shep. S. llagley of St. Paul, Minn.,
and Miss Grace M. Bagley of Haverhiil, stay.
Mr. Fred W. Angier of Denver, Coin., has
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W.
more.

.gar

George A. Gilchrest is putting in machinery for hoisting and hauling by steam at his
ship yard and marine railway. He will
use the engine at the head-house, taking
steam from Mathews Bros.’ boiler. The
Belfast Machine and Foundry Co. is making the winch, gear and shafting.

Miss Maude Stewart has gone to Methuen,

Almon McMahan went to Boston Satur-

day for employment.

Equity Grange will meet next Saturday Young at their farm, three miles south of
evening, after a suspension of two weeks. the city.
Work is expected in the first and second deDr. R. II. Derby of New York, a summer
gree, and ice cream will be served.
sojourner at Dark Harbor, was in this city
Tlie executive committee of the Maine
Friday. Dr. Derby owned the yacht Quero,
State grange has arranged for a series of
which was run down last month by steamer
field meetings as follows: Berwick, August
City of Bangor.
12; Cornish, August 13; Falmouth, August
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Reed and daughter
14; Brunswick, August 15; Dexter, August
Id, Caribou, August 17; Orono, August lit; Abbie of Minneapolis, Minn., are at Peaks
THE CHURCHES.
Machiasj August 20; Lakewood (Madi- Island, Portland harbor, for a part of the
son) August 21; Farmington, August 22; summer. They will be in Belfast Old Home
Rev. G. E. Edgett will preach next SunLewiston, August 23; Norway, August 24. Week and remain through August.
day at the Methodist church on “Fear and These meetings will be addressed
by Sister
Capt. Fred A. Gilmore and daughters,
Faith.”
0. J. Woodman of Michigan, wife of Past
Mrs. W. E. Jones and Miss Florence GilRev. H. I. Holt of Morrill will preach at Master Woodman of the National grange,
have arrived from New York for a
Poor’s Mills next Sunday afternoon at 2I30 and one of the finest lady speakers in the more,
visit in Belfast and Northport Campground.
o’clock.
United States; by Worthy Master Gardner,
They are soon to move to Springfield, Mass.
Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mis- Hon. H. W. J. Thompson, lecturer State
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph O. Whitcomb of
sion in the Frye schoolhouse, Miller street; grange of Maine, and others as time will
every Saturday evening at 7 o'clock. All permit. In addition to the public meetings Springfield, Mass., are spending a short vathe sixth degree will be conferred at each cation in Maine. They first visited her relare welcome.
i
of the above named places when a sufficient atives in Sorrento, where Mrs. Whitcomb
Rev. D. C. Whittemore of Waterville will
remains. Mr. Whitcomb was in Belfast and
number are present desiring to receive it.
occupy the Baptist pulpit next Sunday.
Waldo the past week.
Other services for the day and week will be
Transfers in Real Estate.
A. A. Hardy, wife and two children and
as usual.
Mrs. R. A. Edgerley of Bangor and Miss
The weekly prayer meeting of the North
The following transfers in real estate Blanche
Ingraham of Rockland are at the
church was held Wednesday evening on ac- were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Damon cottage, South Shore, Northport. A
count of the excursion Thursday.
Rev. R. Deeds for the week ending July 24, 1901; whist
party of Belfast ladies visited them
G. Harbutt will occupy the pulpit next Sun- Frank A. Stimpson,
Winterport, to Winter- yesterday.
day forenoon and evening. The Sunday port Creamery Co.; land in Winterport.
Mr, and Mrs. H. M. Bean left Camden
school will follow the morning service.
Jesse E. Staples, Belfast, to Helen B. Lawsteamer City of Rockland
The services at the Universalist church rence, Abington, Mass., laud and buildings Monday night by
to attend the wedding of Rev. Walter R.
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45 A. in Belfast. Mattie B. Lowe, Winterport, to
Hunt of Orange, N.J., and Miss Alice Winsm., regular service, preaching by the pastor, Edward B. Lowe, et al., do.; landand build- low of
Duxbury, which takes place at Duxin
William
P.
ings
Winterport.
Rev. A. A. Smith.
Thompson,
Misses Frank L. Davis
burv, Mass., the summer home of Mrs.
to
Belfast,
Etta
M.
Rolerson.
and Katherine Bickford will sing a duet
Searsmont;
Winslow, the bride’s mother, today.
and Miss Bickford a solo. At 12 m., Sunday land and buildings in Waldo.
Mary M.
Moore
Mr. J. Otis Swift, a short story from
Belfast, to Robert Logan, do.; land
school.
At 6.15 p. m., young people’s meetwhose pen appears in this issue of the Ading; topic, “Our faith in Scripture.” A in Belfast. R. F. Duntou, Belfast to Lillian vertiser,
is well known in Pittsfield and viD. Downes, Islesboro; land in Islesboro.
cordial invitation is extended to all.
cinity. Ilis short stories and poems are
F. L. Palmer, Monroe, to A. F. Batehelder, attracting attention in many States. He
Madison’s Woman Pkeaciiek.
The
land in Monroe. II. Etta Pratt, Clin- writes for a Chicago syndicate, besides beordination of Miss Mabel C. Andrews to the do.;
ing an active member of the staff of a large
ton, to Emma P. Holbrook; land and build- city
paper. Mr. Swift has passed many
ministry in the Free Baptist church ocin
Brooks.
summers near Pittsfield.
His wife was a
curred at the Congregational church, Madi- ings
Troy,
Me., a young woman and has ntfatives
The council of
son, Wednesday, July 17th.
in this town. She is a niece of the late EdConcerning Local Industries.
the State Association met in the afternoon
and examined Miss Andrews publicly in
matters of faith and doctrine. In the evening occurred the ordination services, which
were in the following order: Organ prelude,
invocation by Rev. S. Wakely; hymn, choir;
sermon, Rev. S. T. Salley, D. D.; anthem,
choir; presentation of candidate, Rev. L.
Hutchinson; prayer of consecration. Rev.
A. W. Anthony; charge to candidate, Rev. L.
Hutchinson; conferment of certificate, Rev.
A. W. Anthony; hand of fellowship, Rev.
S. C. Whitcomb; address to the church. Rev.
J. B. Ranger; hymn, choir; benediction,
Rev. Mabel Andrews. Miss Andrews is a
graduate of Cobb Divinity school, Bates
college. Her evident ability, earnestness
and sweet Christian spirit have already won
her a large place in the affections of the
people of Madison.

Miss Fiances Crawford is visiting in War-

Garcelon.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

Rev. Morris W. Prince, D. 1). Ph., professor in Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa.,
and wife were guests at Mrs. Granville
Seavey’s in East Boothbay last week. Sir.
Prince was born in our village, the son of a
former pastor, Rev. Ammi Prince, whose
widow and daughter are now living in Warren, Me. Mrs. Prince, the professor’s wife,
is a native of Bucksport, where she and Mr.
Prince attended the seminary. He has been
very successful in his chosen work, and is
connected with one of the oldest colleges in
the country, finely endowed.—Boothbay

Register.

J. E. Rhodes, 2d, who has been acting as
private secretary to Congressman Littlefield,
has resigned that position and resumed the
study of law. He displayed rare ability in

his position as secretary and rendered valuable assistance to Mr. Littlefield while
the latter was so busily engaged in winning
his spurs at Washington.
Mr. Rhodes will
be succeeded by Edward P. Walker, a nephew of the congressman, and a son of the late
E. P. Walker of Vinalhaven. Mr. Walker,
the new secretary, is now employed in his
brother’s drug store at Castine and is incidentally brushing up on typewriting and
shorthand, two very necessary qualifications of a private secretary.
Congressman
Powers’ private secretary will be aG. H.
who
was
at
one
time
Collins,
stenographer
with Judge Fogler.—Rockland Courier-

Gazette,

Miss Carrie Woodcock of Thomaston is

visiting friends in Belfast.

sent an order to Mr. P. A. Sanborn for a
water-color picture from an original drawing of flic old Angier house on Spring street.
Mr. Angler's boyhood home.

Dr. Luthers. Mason is with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. ,1. Mason, for a short visitlie has been connected with the hospital in
Bangor the past year, and is to engage in
general practice in that city.
District Attorney O’Neill, Mr. Moore and
J. K. Harkins of New York are guests of
Thomas F. shea. Mr. Harkins is the author
of Mr. Shea's favorite play, “The Man of
War’s Man," and of other popular dramas.
Misses Annie L. Wildes of Belfast, Emma
and Nellie .1. Hichborn of Stockton
Springs leave this w eek to join W. 0. Crawford’s excursion to Buffalo.
The trip will
include visits to Quebec, Montreal, Thousand Islands and the White Mountains.
They leave Boston Saturday, J illy 27th.
F.

Miss Katherine Bickford has received the

appointment of teacher of vocal music in
Madam Venomen's School for girls in New
York. This is a very responsible position
for so young a person as Miss Bickford and
her many friends in Belfast offer congratulations. This work will not interfere with
her studies or soloist work.
Belfast Weather

Report

Following is a summary of the weather
record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
Weather Bureau for the week ending July
23, HOI:

%

Wind, Sky, etc.

£
17
18

81
83

66
63

S.
S.

19
20
21

81
82
85

59
56
58

W.
W.
W.

22
23

89
85

68 W.
60. W.

Cloudy.

Thunder shower and squall
in p. m. Rainfall, .66 of
an inch.

Clear.
•*

Shower

followed by hot
wave in evening.
Not
enough rain to measure.
Thermometer rose from
72 at 6 o’clock to 78 at 8.

Cloudy.
Part cloudy.

Cobbosseecontee Personals.

Joseph Williamson, Jr., Ks<p,

and family
have been at the Breed cottage the past
week. I have no doubt that in this salubrious atmosphere Mr. Williamson will be able
to take on several pounds of flesh.
The additions are nearing completion of
C. li. Burleigh’s cottage, although other improvements, such as a large fireplace and
chimney will be made in the autumn, making this one of the most substantial and
convenient cottages at the grove. It is fitted
with an office, where Mr. Burleigh will do
his editorial work. On Saturday, clothed
in overalls and jumper, he was assisting in
putting on the paint. The versatility of the
editorial profession is proverbial, but editors
are not half so bad as they are painted 01 as
they paint.—Howard Owen in the Kennebec
Journal.
Credit' to Gov.

Burleigh.

I notice by the Sunday Globe that credit
is given to Adjutant General Richards for
procuring the presence of the Dolphin at
Belfast during Old Home W’eek.
This
credit belongs entirely to Mr. Burleigh, who
brought it about through his personal influence with Secretary Long alter other
measures had failed.
When Mr. Burleigh
takes hold of a thing he generally carries it
through.—Howard Owen in the Kennebec
Journal.

Collins' Lobster Refrigerators.
was a brief halt, in which the
strangers inquired eagerly about the
Brief mention was made last week of
way aud conditions above, their horses
deep
[Concluded.]
ing down from some high point. There standing at uneasy rest and the riders the recent invention of F. \V. Collins of
found
the
writer
this
Leaving
gle«
was a vast body of ever-present broken sitting at a corresponding unnatural
Rockland, long known as the Maine
the continuation of the road the same
Lobster King, for shipping live lobsters,
in size from one to thous- angle.
as before described.
After crossing rock, varying
The descent was much more rapid and of his first shipment. The Rockland
ands of tons; then a big crag would ap
the Feabodv river on a roughly conpear some ways in advance, apparently than the ascent. The seven miles of Star says further of this invention:
structed bridge a walk of a mile or
almost overhead and seeming to bar continuous down grade, a greater por-.
This is also the first time in the hisof
the
more brought me to the junction
the way. The inexperienced would sup- tiou of which was so sharp as to require tory of the lobster in New England, or
Gorham and Mount Washington roads
else on the earth for that
pose that to be the summit, but when considerable “brake power” to cheek a j anywhere
and a more open country. About fourmatter, that an attempt has been made
that point had been reached, a similar too rapid downward movement, was to
ship live lobsters to a great distance
miles of one of the wildest and most
would rise before the view, to be found not to contain all the elements of in anything but specially fitted cars.
romantic regions among the mountains object
until at length the brow of the play. At a certain prominent point the
These, on the whole, have proven
had been traversed since entering the repeated
mountain was reached. The first scene long circuitous course could be seen for failures, it is said. They are failures
no
forest, and as yet there had been
because the lobsters in transit lose that
that met the eye was a plateau and be- some distance down to gain a near by sea flavor which is the crustacean’s
encounter or dispute with wild animals.
mountaineer
at
limit
of
the
and
the
western
The
inexperienced
yond it,
strongest point with the critical public.
point.
Perhaps they might not have been playMr. Collins is certain that by his redistant about a fourth of a concluded to try the experiment of
mountain,
ing the role of “the early bird.” As the
individual lobster refrigthe summit,an elevation a hun- “cutting across,” but after eluding sev- cently patented
mile,was
erator, he has solved the problem which
darkness hid all except the dim outor
head
of
a
broken
limb,
eral
chances
above
the
dred or more feet
plateau,
has for
line of objects 1 was unable to appreyears puzzled the eastern shipand on which stood the Summit and and before the path had been regained, pers of lobsters.
ciate the picturesqueness of the scenes
The great inland market in the West
house. Preparations were at the opinion was settled that the roundhas been clamoring for lobsters such as
through which I was passing. How- Tip Top
The scenery
once made for the conditions of a cold about way was all right.
they get when they come to Maine in
ever, these views were reserved for a
and in the journey up the from the Glen House to within three summer, but have been compelled to
later hour when I should return. From climate,
all clothing not indespensi- miles of camp was virtually new, as the put up with a brand that comes to
this point a three-mile walk enable mountain
them from refrijibrator cars where the
as luggage.
ble
was
classed
At this darkness of night had held it in reserve
me to reach the glen at the base of
ice water has robbed the lobsun- dripping
in
the
Now
in
tramp.
early
available
were
all
my
sters of their original sea flavor.
garments
Mount Washington, and at a little dis- point,
seen
to
be
were
interest
of
The experiment of shipping lobsters
The path across the light objects
tance the outlines of the Glen house quickly donned.
was not as distinctly marked on all sides.
Passing through Pink- in barrels, packed with ice and moss,
could be seen. A journey of ten miles plateau
from Eastport to points farther west
as at some other points, the hard rock ham Grant glen, of early mention, at a
than Boston have proven unprofitable
had been accomplished and yet but a
little impression of the foot- little distance at the right appeared the and unsuccessful even by rail.
showing
faint indication of the coming day apLobsters are now shipped alive in
of the many thousands who each bold features of the celebrated “Imp
peared. As there was some doubt in my steps
of the Mountains” overlooking the glen specially fitted steamers from Maine
season had passed over it.
The
plateau
mind concerning the proper direction in
to Boston where they are in practically
The figure
viewed from a little distance appeared from a mountain crag.
their native element, but it has been
which to find the mountain road the
to be quite smooth on the surface, but represents the features of a man, and impossible to send shipments much far•slumbers of the proprietor of a near
in passing over it, outside the patli it the length from chin to brow is about ther.
by cottage were disturbed for the purIt is within a comparatively recent
was found full of foot-falls and crevices. a hundred feet.
period that live lobsters have been sent
pose of asking for that information.
were
casting
long
mountains
The
Close by the path at the right aheap
halfway across the continent in refrigThe proper directions were kindly given.
of rocks surmounted by a block of white shadows across ths glen, and before the erator cars, but the business has proved
When once started on the mountain
marked the sad ending of an ex- traveler had emerged from the long neither prolitahle nor pleasant for shiproad there was no difficulty in keeping quartz,
The complaint has
per or consignee.
cursion. A year or two previous a stretch of forest the sun had gone be- been
that they are crushed and flavorthe way. Two years previous a comThen a sense of wearismall party, consisting of J udge Bourne, low the level.
less
when
at their points of
received
pany was formed for the purpose of
wife and daughter and two or three ness appeared. Small hills to be ascend- destination.
and
a
road
from
engineering
building
The simplicity of the Collins refrigthe ascent of the mountain ed had the appearance of mountains,
the southeast side to the top of the friends,made
for erator is its most striking feature, comone line day and had nearly reached the and yet the writer felt richly repaid
'mountain, and after making the road
bining as it does all the essential featWhen the camp had ures that
border of the plateau when, as is fre- the day’s labor.
have tended to prove the
about half the distance—the whole dismiles
about
thirty-live
latter at least undesirable.
quently the case, a dense cloud began been reached,
t a nee was seven miles—the
company
s curtain
The refrigerator is an elongated tub
to envelop the mountain. They were had been walked, and night
failed. It was not what would be termof barrel proportions, capable of holdF- IIkatii.
their way along the path as had fallen.
making
ing 50, 75, 100, 140 lbs. of lobsters, be
ed a smooth road, but considering the
East Thorndike, May, li'Ol.
side the ice.
In the top part of the rerapidly as possible—it was then about
THE

ASCENT OF

MT.

WASHINGTON.

and frequent halts

some

were

There

made to view

Olistacles met with in its construction
it was thought to lie an able piece of

three o’clock p. m.—when they became
bewildered.
Ordinarily the houses
engineering. The first mile of ascent
could be distinctly seen from that point.
gradual
with
sucwas'juite
compared
Fearing to move in any direction they
ceeding miles. The road in its circuit- remained on the
spot until early mornous and rig /.age. urse extended
through
The daughter, a frail young lady,
••hunt two miles of the forest belt which ing.
unable to withstand the chilling mist
•'Nti mis from the base of the mountain
of the mountain, died before dawn.
saleN
ear
the
base
b
there was
The Summit House was the first to
considerable earth with which to grade
be reached. The Tip Top house is sitthe load, nut at higher altitudes
every uated a few
yards farther on and a few
si,i]i was obstructed by rock, the reon the
feet

toHt'nmj; Aigntn In Favor.

lahoi

.'

e.

poles covered of
hark from spruce trees. At one

\vit;

point

by

a

ber.

by

a

vessel.

Both roofs were anchored

bars of iron across the roofs and

deep,narrow chasm was spanned made fast in the solid rock
below. The
bridge constructed of hewn tim- lumber used in the construction of the
a

At the

against

the

while at

height

the

left

the

bridge

rested

abrupt mountain wall,
right it bung at a giddy

houses

carried to the top of the
mountain by horses. It was lashed to
the sides of two horses, and they moved',
up the mountain, one before the other.
was

ciently to make objects distinguishable gray rock, the absence of vegetation,
glen below.
and animal life—not even a bird was to
M her the hali-wav house, a rough be
seen—produced a profound sense of
unlinished structure, kept for the pur- solitude.
pose of entertaining tourists en route,
The morning's walk had cultivated an
bad been readied, the keeper of the
ample
appetite and the hospitality
place was asked for information and offered
by the lee side of the Tip Top
directions to some of the points of inhouse was accepted, as the most comII is evasive answers furnished

or

no

much of the way the

steepness

of the

grade made movements slow and diliicult. Much of the way the path had
the appearance of a ditch varying in
depth from two to live feet. A great
amount of labor had been
removing the rock, etc.,

expended

in

to make it

passable for man or beast. Tourists
usually made the ascend on horse back,
and when descending it was customary
to allow the horse to descend riderless
advance. A large number of horses

m

were

kept

at the Glen

house,

trained

Liquor Smuggling

TBV- OOACH OTJAKD.

member of a coaching party Is the
guard who blows the merry “Ta-ra-ra”
from the long, thin born.
Rockland’s

Old Home

Week.

I

j July

yond. Ilastv pencil sketches of the
Tip Top and Summit houses were
taken to be preserved as much prized

view
writer

from
was

record still worse.

The men who

let
grandeur of the distant visitors to the summit—one of those boats at the lakes and
provide enterthe highest point.
The terrific thunder storms as they roar and tainment for people to go
fishing for
interested in noting the crash around the mountain sides below sport and not for slaughter should re-

dwindling of the spruce tree, one of the the summit.
As the removal of Mount Washingprincipal trees in the growth along the
mountain side.
As higher altitudes ton intact as a souvenir seemed imprac■were gained it was seen to deminish in
ticable to the young enthusiast, he
size, gradually becoming a dwarfish contented himself with reducing to
shrub when the highest limit had been some extent its dimensions by taking
readied at which it was found. Then from its top several pieces of rock as
it no longer stood upright, but assumed momentos; and, trespassing upon the
the form of a vine running over and Tip Top house, a sharp point of rock
around the rocks.
To see water issu- was broken from its unpolished wall,
ing from the numerous crevices one for the same purpose. After passing
might imagine the mountain to contain about an hour and a half on the summit
some vast reservoir.
Although the as- reluctant steps were turned toward the
cent was slow and laborious, the lone, descent. It was then one p. m. About
young mountaineer was intensely inter- five and one-half hours had been conested in the wild and varied scenery, sumed in the ascent. Soon after beginning the steep zig-zag descent, shouts
were heard far below, echoing and reechoing among the cliffs and crags.
An instant later moving figures were
Tor Infants and Children.
seen. Two gentlemen were ascending on
horseback and they had seen the lone
He Kind You Have
figure far up and moving down toward
them.
In the meeting of the “pilgrim
strangers” in that wild and lonely spot,
the sentiments expressed were mutual.

CASTOR IA

Always Bought

Horses that

All

Wr/to H10
send you

will
and

Address,

Those who have seen them the last two years will have some
never seen them

Everything

Do you
to know

druggists.

fuse accommodation to this man and
his brother fish hogs, otherwise their
business and good sport at their lakes
will soon be utterly destroyed.

How to cut your COAL BILL
IN HALF
How to protect the HEALTH of your FAMILY
How to make your HOME COZY
How to cheaply secure an ABUNDANT
supply of HOT V/ATER for domestic use

Dootof.

How to

about your hair. You
prompt answer free.
DR. J. C. A YER,
Lowell, Maas.

And

now they say that the Maine
in the New England building at
Buffalo, since the committee of which
Mr. Kicker is chairman got into the
game, is the handsomest and most
attractive of the six. Newly papered
and carpeted, with rich furniture, with
portraits of Governor Hill, Mr. Blaine,
Hannabal Hamlin and Governor King
on the walls, a huge moose head over
the mantel, a big register for visitors,
etc., etc., visitors from Maine can hold
their heads high at the exposition.
room

A STARTLING DISCOVERT.

Within the past few days a star of magnificent brilliancy has appeared to most of
our readers. On close examination it proves
to be Marie Lamour starring in “A Wise
Woman.”
Manager Maxfield says that by
this discovery we are placed in possession
of observation which proves that this luminary is approaching with great velocity,
and that she will be distinctly visible to the
people of this city in her radiance at an
1
early date.
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a sure
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1 also

2 lbs. Three Crow Cream Tartar 70
I lb. Three Crow Soda
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78c

making 3 lbs. Best Baking Powder at
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H. E. McDonald,

from

pure

70 Main Street

FRED ATWOOD

Winterport,
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INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
AND

Three Crow Soda
injurious ingredients and you do not
something that does not raise the food.

you avoid
pay for

JOHN

BIRD

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets

COnPANY,

ESTABLISHED 1833.
Manf 'rs and Dealers in Pure Food Articles

ROCKLAND. MEL

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANT
STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
ors, Ail mi iiitr.it

aii Trust

>rs

*es

J

Security Bonds

Jenee saliiiteJ
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Spring Summer!
^•GOODS.^
AN UP-TO-DATE

LINE OF

To the

j

TRUSSES for 1,901

of the Bowdoin

graduates who left last week for the
Philippines where they will engage in
teaching. Several others may go later.
Clarence E.Baker,’96,Brunswick; David
Spear, ’97, Freeport; Albro E. Burnell,
1900, Westbrook; Percy Giles, 1900,
Boothbay Harbor; Thomas C. Randall,
1901, Freeport; Arthur L. Small, 1901,
Yarmouth; John A. Corliss, 1901, Bridg
ton; Roscoe E. Whiting, 1901, Brunswick; and Thomas W. Bowler, 1901,Hopkinton, Mass.

ENTIRELY
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.WITH.

pleasure in announcing th

r
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h. e. McDonald, furni
and myself, and we shall be glad befriends whenever it is possible foi :
have a very complete line of
Builders' hardware of

the

late-

Mouldings, Floorings in all W
eluding Parquet Samples, Mantel'
Fire Sets. Poors. .Sa-*h and BlindPosts. Rail and Balusters
indow
to any size.

Cut

largest and finest line in the city, in all
the latest colors and fabrics.'

Trusting to
m

NECKWEAR
To

Block, forme-i

occupied by

NEGLIGEE SHIRTS,

Solid Comfort Truss

iin

see

my friend-* and
Yours very truly

C. B

please the most fastidious. Beautiful
goods in all the newest shapes.

HA

Notice of Foreclo.--

...Water Pad..
Cool, easy and
the wearer,

perfect relief

Lamson & Hubbard

HERE AS. Amy F. Stouslaml
Sprinjg^. in the County of Wm
Maine, and .1. A. Stouslaml. h.i-iAmy F. Stouslaml. l>y their nn'it^i
November first, A. 1). 1890, and record*-'
Registry of Deeds, in Book *222, I'a.. >•
ed to Mary A. Fletcher, late of >1
Springs, deceased, a certain lot or i>m
situated in said Stockton Springs ami
follows, to wit: Beginning in south'
Mrs. E. Hai iman's home lot, in we*
leading by said llarriman s house
westerly by said llarriman s land to it:
Cape Jellison harbor; thence south"
of

to

Call in and see them.

No charge for tilting.

said shore to northeast corner of the !;>
F.
thence southerly by >a:
land ami land of M. J. Pendleton, ami
E. S. Keen to a stone wall, the north"
of said M. J. Pendleton’s home lot tlr
erly by said Pendleton’s home lot, by
courses, to an iron rod drove in tlaeast line of said road: thence north-i:
road to Z. F. Berry’s home lot; themto said Berry’s southwest corner; then
erly to said Berry’s northwest coinc
lot; thence easterly by said Berry’s lai
line of said road; thence northerly by
to first named bound, containing ninettogether with the buildings thereon,
as the condition of said mortgage has »>•*•
now therefore by reason of the bn m
condition thereof, I claim a foreelo**
3w27
mortgage.
Dated at Stockton Springs, July 1. t’’
SYLVESTER B. PEN DU
Admr. of the estate of said Mary A 1

Nealey;

POOR & SON,

Druggists.

Spring Style,
Soft and Stiff.
more

EAST HAINE

CONFERENCE

run fears.

An Old and Well-Tried Kemedt.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over fifty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhma.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.

SMV.
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moved to No. :o Main street.
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I take
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HATS and CAPS,

THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT

Real

Remova
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nebec Journal.

ror Over

READ,

Main St., Belfast

a line ot household furniture <>t
K very tiling M‘\V and I'll l.'sll «i 11. t from the faetoi

Missing Mitchell.

names

the

tell you if interested !

I).t\« just opened

.IN.

the

FROM

IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators

The Kind You Have Always Bought

are

house

destructiveness of ASHES and SOOT

GLOVES,

Here
The Maine Room at Buffalo.

n

care

4 4

Reminiscence.

When Irving Mitchell disappeared
and was not seen by relatives or friends
after the night of July 4, many were
inclined to the opinion that his body lay
at the bottom of the Kennebec; but
that theory does not seem probable
now as it would without a doubt have
risen to the surface and probably been
discovered before the present time.
Bond brook and the Brook road have
been carefully searched without result.
It does not seem possible that Mitchell’s
body could have lain near the city without being found, and therefore it seems
most probable at present that he either
met with foul play from parties who
concealed his body, dead or alive, or
that he voluntarily left home without
informing his family or friends.—Ken-

f

can

is entirely changed and the evening show is worth going

GEO. T.

OA.81-OKXA.

The

con-

ception of what it is like, but those who have

plug—Kennebec Journal.
Bean the

men

Pain's Celebrated Manhattan Beach Fireworks.

his book on The
Ask him any ques-

Scalp

tion you wish
will receive a

the fashion of

after

water

something phenomenal.

....

“I have found your Hair Vigor
to be the best remedy I have ever
tried for the hair. JVIy hair was
falling out very bad, so I thought
I would try a bottle of it. I had
used only one bottle, and my hair
stopped "falling out, and it is now
real thick and long.”
Nancy J. Mountcastle,
Yonkers, N. Y.
July 28,1898.

He
Heir

tank of

HORSES

»tairs aud then

This is considered the most realistic Fireworks demonstration
seen. The whole to conclude with

“always.”
bottle.

loug flight of

ever

hair grows thick and
!t cures danlong.
druff also.
Keep a
bottle of it on your
dressing table.
It always restores
color to faded or gray
hair.
Mind, we say
a

a

a

Attractions

Then we hive the Greatest Evening Show Ever Witness* !
The Destruction of Pompeii by the Eruption of Vesuv

roots, stops
starvation, and the

$1.00

go up

Dive oft iuto
This is

the

A Fish Hog.

It is reported that a Waterville citiWhile a great many mementos of the visit.
Those strucwho calls himself a sportsman, revisitors preferred to ride, many bad tures have long since given place to zen,
l cently went to North Pond and caught
more confidence in their own ability to more substantial buildings.
Standing i in one day more than I’do white perch,
perform the journey in safety on foot. on the roof of the Tip Top house the. i We haven't heard who this man is, but
Jt is a well known fact to those who event and dates were noted, but not ; lie. ought in some way to be debarred
from the privilege of fishing for a
1 wve h ul experience in mountain climb- necessarily as a reminder, for the occa- |
least ten years, or possibly
j term of at He
ing that to enable one to enjoy to the sion was sufficiently impressive to be : for life.
is not an angler, but a
I
“fish
fullest extent an excursion of that na- vividly retained in memory. If one
hog,” who knows nothing of the
'true
ethics
of
sportsmanship.
Any
ture, the following requisites are neces- wish could have been gratified the visit
! simpleton who knows enough to bait a
sary: physical power of endurance, and to Mount Washington would have been hook and throw it over the side of the
a keen appreciation of
objects and pic- complete. That would have been to boat could do the trick. If he had had
turesque scenes met in the upward witness—as has been described by more time he could have made his bad
and the

Prof. BRISTOL’S TRAINED

■-

than any other man in these parts,
i
recall one incident in particular which
shows one of the many ways that we
had of transporting the ‘bad.’
“I was engaged to haul a load of
whiskey to one of the adjoining towns
and upon the safe delivery of tne load
was to receive a good price.
Well, I
secured live good sized empty Hour barrels and one barrel filled with flour.
These 1 took over to the place where
the transporting was to be done, and
that evening we fixed up the stuff ready
for its journey. We took the empty
barrels and put in each one six or eight
inches of flour from the laden barrel,
then we placed the four go-gallon kegs
of whiskey into the consecutive barrels,
tilled up the intervening space with
flour and loaded them onto the team.
“In
the
morning I drove down
through the square and was hailed by
the marshal.
‘Going out of town?’
lie asked.
‘Yes, I'm going up to Va
load
of
flour.’ The marshal
witlj
came over to my team and began to examine tbe barrels
If you remember
the heads of flour barrels used to have
a plug in them and pulling out this
plug the officer thrust a linger down into each barrel, but as he struck flour in
each ease he convinced himself that
everything was all right and permitted
me to drive on.
“Yes, I’ve done considerable smuggling in my day, ’’and he bit off a fresh
chew from an exceedingly black looking

for that purpose.

course

Tie Greatest Slew and Most ffoaderfai
Ever Seei ii the Stats.

f Mn
Hair
Vigor

“Talking about the dry times in Hallowed," began one of tile old bystanders, as lie shifted his chew, reminds me
of the time way back when Bangor was
having a temperance war. I reckon I
have smuggled more of the ‘bad stuff'

(lov. Ilill, who arrived at Hoekland
17th to participate in the cruise of
j the V. S. dispatch boat Dolphin, was
visited on board that craft by Mayor
] Gould and ('. M.
Walker, representing
] the Old Home Week association. Up
the
to
time
efforts to get the
present
I
warship here for old-home week have
met but little encouragement, and it
was tlie purpose of enlisting Gov. Hill’s
efforts that the committee visited him.
The governor promised to do all in his
power and will place himself in direct
communication with the naval department to get, if possible, the whole
interest in detail. One of the many
North Atlantic squadron. Aug. 13 is
distant interesting views was the con- to be State
day in Hoekland. and Gov.
tinuation of the mountains at the i Hill will he present with his staff. The
South, presenting the appearance of the I Dolphin lias the third division of Maine
naval reserves on board this trip, and
sea when thrown into huge waves by
proceeded
July 18th to Bar Harbor,
the wind. The writer was much inter- where Senator Hale will be taken
ested in looking down upon a lieecy aboard.
cloud which hung at the west side of
If you feel too tired for work or pleasure,
the mountain and far below the summit.
take Hood’s Sarsaparilla—it cures that tired
Over it could be seen the country befeeling.

fortable and convenient in which to parinformation. Perhaps lie take of the lunch
brought “from away
have
considered it unsafe to give
may
down yonder.” From a crag a little
such directions to one wholly unacdistance east of the house a grand view
quainted with the mountains, and pos- was obtained of the Glen House, almost
sibly he may had a guide's fee in view. directly below. Although one of the
However, tiie journey was continued, largest mountain houses, from that
depending upon self-observation for in- standpoint it seemed a mere toy.
formation. From the terminus of the
Xo attempt will be made in this crude
road the way continued over a bridle sketch to describe the
grandeur of the
•iath, which was very circuitous, while general view, or the various objects of
little

of hair
food. The
U A ID hair has
no life.
It is starved. It keeps
coming out, gets
thinner and thinner,
bald spots appear,
then actual baldness.
The only good hair

frigerator is the ice chamber beneath
which are placed the lobsters.
The ice in melting does not touch the

A

in the

terest.

from lack

Here is

the chasm. When about a
the ascent bail been accom- The
day of which this is written the
plished the magnitieent spectacle of houses had been closed for the
season,
'he rising sun gilding the peaks of the
and conspicuous notices were posted
adjacent mountains—Madison and Jefwarning would-be trespassers of the
ferson- was witnessed, while the curpenalty under the statute of the State
tain of night had not yet risen suili- of
New Hampshire. The all-present
over

mile oi

AUGUST 27,28,29 and 30.

comes

Some of the lobsters sent from Uockland yesterday were consigned to Chicago, Milwaukee, St.
Louis, Ontario,
Canada, and other far distant points.
It would seem that Mr. Collins has at
last solved the puzzle that has been
confronting the Maine lobster packers
for a half a century, and that by his
patent refrigerators he can satisfy the
sybaritic taste of the western gourmands In the lobster line.

S'

Fir,

of hair

hole.
refrigerator
The refrigerators are so made as to
be capable of piling one on top of another without injury to the pack.
The individual refrigerators are so
simply constructed, and also cheaply,
that the consignee is not required to reship them to the shipper.
Mr. Collins has proven by recent experiment with his refrigerators that he
can ship to any point.

higher,
“very pinnacle" of
required a vast amount the mountain. Both were
long, low
I>y the wayside were to be
the walls constructed of the
structures,
el
pi111able forges which had been
rough mountain rock, with roofs of
’a shaipenibg and
repairing imlumber.
The
Summit
sheathing
a
in
At intervals small shanties
House roof was sharp, while that of
for shell
were
conappeared. They
the Tip Top was formed like the deck
st rue: ed ot a Ira me of
■

Eastern Maine State

Slow

growth

“Society" has again taken up coaching. and the exhilarating sport promises^ lobsters, but flows around them giving a
uniform coolness and passes out through
^to regain its old time favor. Next to the ! the bottom. In the head
of the tub or
driver probably the most important I
is a circular air

ino-.a! oi w! ,cl>
it

mm

crag, over-hanging cliff,
ravine or a stream of water dash-

frowning

tP

SEMINARY,

BUCKSPORT, MAINE.

Masonic

1. A corps of instructors, each of whom is a
specialist in his department.
2. An increased equipment in the Science Department, making it especially efficient.
3.
Athletics under proper restrictions, encouraged. It is expected that a good gymnasium
will be ready for use at the beginning of the fall
term.
4. A

stylish,

of 4,000 volumes.
S. A. BENDER. B. D., President.

college.

Business and Shorthand Courses.
Fine advantages offered.
E. A. COOPER,
eow28

Temple,

Farm

near

Belfast

buildings.
C.

Principal.

Palmer,
Belfast.

WANTED.

good library

BUCKSPOkT business

1901.

None better made. None
and to be had only of

3w28*

or

Searsport. Good

H. EMERY,
Ellsworth, Maine.

FOR SALE.
The house lot on
Patterson lot, will

Congress street known
be sold at a bargain.
DUNTON&1HN1
Belfast, Sept. 20,1900.—38tf

^J^RINGS
Tourift

Tfic

IN NORTHERN AFRICA.

Finds

and Inter-

Many Easy

for
^tinc Excursions Already Arranged
The
the Province of Algeria.
in
of Sahara not

.,

Half

Bad

.so

as

it

Painted.

I*,.,mi

responclence of The Journal.]
June 10, 1901. Thanks to

ui

us.

mil English enterprise, in the
railroads, highways and well
i,tain passes, the traveler who
weeks to spare may see pretty

ECZEMA'S
ITOH IS TORTURE,
Eczema is caused by an acid humor in
the blood coming in contact with the
skin and producing great redness and inflammation ; little pustular eruptions form
and discharge a thin, sticky fluid, which
dries and scales off ; sometimes the skin is
hard, dry and fissured. Eczema in any
form is a tormenting, stubborn disease,
and the itching and burning at times are
almost unbearable; the acid burning
humor seems to ooze out and set the skin
on fire.
Salves, washes nor other external applications do any real good, for as
as the
poison remains in the blood
long
it will keep the skin irritated.

big province of Algeria
i in the way, is something over
rd miles long by approximately
nad. Piligencias go where the BAD FORM OF TETTER,
“For three years I
as not yet penetrated; in every
had Tetter on my
.1 [sequence carriages or waghands, which caused
them to swell to twice
iy lie hired for short trips, or their natural size. Part
of the time the disease
[..iimtain climbing; and where was in the form of runof the

absent, native caravanserai
:uste of tliat

spice

which is

Tourists may

of life.

in

v

variety

comparative

comfort

French Sahara—on camel-

!•

doing the thing
tliougli that is no longer
Popular belief still continues
y insist on

■

vay,

the Sahaia as an immense

nving sand, with fertile oases
re and there, as expressed by
simile of the panther’s skin
al idea, whose only fault is
uthfulness. The Algerian Sa'ts of two distinct regions,
the
r

u

I'pper
a

and Lower Sahara
of saml

depression

vast

xtending

on

the east as far

Tunis; the latter a
rising in some places
thousand feet, stretching

utier of
an.
ee

immense

ning sores, xr*y painful, and causing me

much discomfort. Four
doctors said the Tetter
had progressed too far
to be cured, and they
could do nothing for
me.
I took only three
bottles of S. S. S. and
was completely cured.
This was fifteen years
ago, and I have never
since seen any sign of my old trouble.” —Mr*.
I*. E. Jackson, 1414 McGee St., Kansas City, Mo.

S. S. S. neutralizes this acid poison,
cools the blood and restores it to a healthy,
natural state, and the rough, unhealthy
skin becomes soft, smooth and clear.
BB B B cures Tetter, Ery^
B"*
sipelas, Psoriasis, Salt
Rheum and all skin
diseases due to a poisB^^ oned condition of the
blood. Send for our book and write us
about your case.
Qur physicians have
made these diseases a life study, and can
help you by their advice; we make no
charge for this sendee. All correspondence
is conducted in strictest confidence.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GJL

^^B ^B ^B

-t to the borders of Marocco
worst of it all is as a

garden of
undulating, beautifully cultivated
unpared to the Arizona desert
land, like an English park, extending inother portions of our great
land from the Mediterranean from fifty
to the moving sand, which
to a hundred miles. The High Plateau,
liken to a net,'though bad
extending from east to west, is formed
,t happily does not extend over
by vast, dreary plains, separated by
n-a.
Besides the oases proper,
parallel ranges of mountains. These
Beni M’zab, (lulad Sidi Cheterraces increase in height as they reKsours—there are groves and cede from the
Tell, and again decrease
d gardens all along the edges as
they approach the Sahara, thus forma, in ravines that cross the
ing a double series of gradients, the
d even in the shifting sands,
highest being perhaps four thousand
: igation is possible. From time
feet. Mountain spurs, crossing these
ail artesian wells have existed
stages on the way to the sea, cut them
M-rt. spreading life and wealth,
up into a series of basins, each of which
torrents, rushing through is
generally occupied by a small salt
a-d narrow gorges, irrigate the
lake. Alternations of intense cold and
iere

dom is God’s.” The whole quaint interior is crowded with banners of brocaded silk, votive candles, ostrich eggs,
the usual paraphernalia of Arab tombs.
The mosque itself is a glorious building,
a regular pocket-edition of the Alhambra, in the best style of Moorish art
and sparkling all over with the most
beautiful tile-mosaics.
Mansouri, a mile or so farther on, is
hardly less remarkable. Its history is
worthy of its time. After Abou Yakoub
had besieged Tlemcen four years, he
turned his camp into a city and surrounded it with high walls and towers,
of which a large portion now remains.
They enclose a nearly perfect square of
250 acres. The historian Ibn Kaaldoun
says: “It was filled with, large houses,

WALDO COUWTY CROP REPORTS.

hay

buildings, sumptuous palaces

made, only four
years later, and altogether deserted for
a quarter of a century; until the second
siege of Tlemcen, when the “Black Sultan,” after capturing the capital, built
a palace at Mansouri and prepared to enjoy life with a few hundred of his wi ves.

ated when peace was

But the misfortunes of war soon drove

and ever since its empty
mosques and palaces have been crumbling to decay. The minaret of Abou
Yakoub, 125 feet high,—built of hewn
stone and by far the most beautiful
him away,

monument

of

to grow

Moorish

t

Its bottom

begins.

of

si-nce

bromides;

and criss-

1 over it are veins of
:

arming
natives

■

natural

causeways,
traverse in safety

ir mules or camels.

■

cross

solid

Consider-

the desert—notably the

Cliott, Aures, Gghaghar:

permanent

streams

upper part of their

courses,

they

\

lie

but

own

are

their waters

id African
sty sand,

dry

sun. or are
or

are

up under

drunk by

absorbed

by

through the upper
along the clayey botch underlies it. In many places
cp depressions are found, full
or

filter

■

which
lake.

m

close to the surface of the

■s

The

four feet thick. A curious feature is
that the towers are entirely without

so much fodder can
acre at so small

Sahara.

Then the sands have

II it and

nothing remains but a
pools, where gazelles drink,
•slight rise in the frequent wells
supply caravans with water,
periodical inundations, though
“d upon, are not half enough to
the Beni M’zab, who cultivate
,iri||'iis in the beds of the great ravines
i.dlow

!

l!

dominate their

they

'>■ in

seven

cities.

In

precious
also obliged

treasure up every

reservoirs; they are
deep wells in the rock and collect
infiltration of water in the calcare

tlls strata.

"ider to understand the varying
wteristics of Algeria, it should be
•I'lt
inhered that the country has two
'ft distinct and
strongly markeddi'■'"'iis besides the desert of Sahara.
Hy are known as the Tell and the
Plateaux. The former is a strip

GASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought
Promotes

DigestioivCheerful-

ness and Rest.Contains neither

i

Opium.Morphine nor>Iineral.

Hot Nahc otic

TkapeofOMDrSAKVELPirCHER
fttmpkm Seed"
\
I
1

Alx.Setuut

RockeU* Salts
Anise Seed
Bi CarbonatpSoda *

)I

flavor

/
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ADJUTANT GENERAL HENRT O. CORBIN.

|S

fihrmSeed
Clarified .Sugar

Islands.

He will return in October.
Shortly after his return General Corbin wiH be married.

liSttay/een

Aperfecl Remedy forConslipa-

Tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Uncle Sam is to have an important
addition to his navy in the shape of six
powerful torpedo boats, which are now
being built at Nixon’S shipyard. The
“Fulton,” the first of the sextette, has
already been launched. She is an improved model of naval warfare, 63 feet
and 4 inches long and 11 feet 9 inches
beam. Her armament and that of her
sister vessels will be five Whitehead torpedos which can be discharged subocean
She is capable of a
or on the surface.

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature oF

Thirty Years

NEW YORK.

speed 8 knots an hour ou the surface and
7 knots an hour submerged. Her sister
boats will resemble her in every respect.

GASTORIA

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

THE

Indignant—Bizzer—“ Come and go fishng.” Buzzer—“How dare you ask me to go
fishing on Sunday; beside, I have to play

riors and statesmen.
its former

means

of ropes.

Knows
About

be grown on an

PflinXittet

without silos who have had to sell off
their stock in the past two years, while

A

down their stock nearly

Household

as

much.—J. C.

Carey.

Unity.
I have just completed a
round silo, and in my opinion that is
the best kind. I shall read with interest
the remarks on silos and ensilage in the
July bulletin.—Geo. W. Varney.
Belmont. The silo is in one sense
the farmer's bank, for upon it tbe farmer is dependent for a feed to take the
place of hay, and it is much better.
Quite a number in this section are putting in silos. I think they are what the
farmer needs to make dairying profit-

Medicine
A Safe and Sure Cure for

Cramps

Coughs

Bruises

Diarrhoea

Colds

Burns

Sprains and Strains.
Gives instant relief.

;

Only

one

IN AT THE FINISH!

Two

sizes, 25c. and 50c.

Pain

Killer, Perry Davis*.

That s the true test of merit. Others may
have started well, but have fallen by the wayside.
Minard’s Liniment always has been, is, and
always will be the best remedy for every Lameness, Sore, Ache and Pain that flesh is heir to.

able.— L. F. Allenwood.
The First

Wickless

Ships.

A Good

Blue
Flame

S\.\i.

Stores.

It Dazzles

palace

Drugeists, Grocers and General
Bottle Free. A i*<-stal Brings It.

;.K

MINARD'S LINIMENT MFG.

at

COMPANY, BOSTON, TIASS.

...THE...

ten over the

A. D. 1337,
years,
but here it is inscribed over the door as

removal of men's hats in our sanctuIf we must invade the holy
aries.

places

people, we should conpossible to their ideas of

of other

form as far as

what is proper. It is not much to do to
off one’s dusty boots at the outer

slip

door of the court-yard; and one will
have his reward in the increased attention paid to him by the guardians of the
place. A short staircase descends into
an ante-chamber, lined with tombs; to
the right is the entrance to the sacred
Koubba, which contains two tombs—
that of the saint himself and of his
friend and desciple, Sidi Abd-es-Selam,
of Tunis. The roof and walls retain
all their fine old arabesque work, the
main feature of which* is the infinite
repetition of a cartouch containing the
inscription El-Mulk Billah—“The king-

a first-class job of work.
Electric clock
Hannlato il
ncyuiaic and always be on tune.

and have

Common Flat Wick
Oil Stoves,

Gov.
LATEST THING

1

IN

STRAW HATS.

braided straw, with a broad,
brim and a medium
sombrerolike
heiebt cocked crown.

'finely

Maine

Benefit

Company.

Judge Whitehouse signed the decree
Julyltith for the final distribution to
the members of the Maine Benefit Life
Association of the funds in the hands
of the receivers. By this decree a dividend of three and sixty-one hundredths

per cent, of the amount paid by each
member who is entitled to participate
in the distribution is returned to liim.
All the unpaid claims for deaths which
had occurred before the corporation
went into the hands of the receivers,
and all outstanding claims against the
corporation were paid in full nearly a
These claims amounted to
year ago.
about $50,000.
Soon after that, a decree was issued
directing a return of the last assessment and all unearned premiums. Under this decree the receivers distributed
do the members about $245,000, and the
decree, to-day, will distribute to them
the balance on hand, amounting to about
$30,000. At the time the receivers took
charge of the corporation the assets,
consisted principally of $103,000 in
bonds on deposit in the State treasury.
The premiums on these bonds and the
interest which accrued on the fund
while in the hands of the receivers have
been more than sufficient to pay the expenses of winding up the corporation.

What It’s Coming To. Master to (journeyman joiner)—” I>o you call yourself
a workman, and turn out a job like that?
Have you ever served any time at all at
the trade?” Man—“Aye, I served a
proper apprenticeship long afore you
ever started in business.”
Master—
“Well, what you been at since?” “Well,
I’ve been out on strike pretty well
ever

since.”—Pick-Me-Up.

Bean the
rngnaxiut
of

“It is not

Hill

of

Seal

Oil Stove Ovens.

Quality KNIVES,
hORKS,
SPOONS,
etc., extra heavy

plate, fully

wrong side of a morning
be cranky and won’t let a brat land on
bis tight little isle. There are quite a
number of fishermen on the island who
regard Dave as the only boulder on the
beach, and what he says is law.”—Rock-

land Star.

White Man Turned Yellow.

Window Screens,
Water Coolers,

yyE

WE

to

Nickel Plated

Copper Teakettles,

Tea-pots, Coffee-Pots, etc.

5c. and 10c. Qoods.

Plumbing

our

Specialty.

historical

Ro-

Positively the Great American
Novel! W ritten by Araminta Jeanette

Featherstone with one hand tied behind her! The 900th thousand sold before the author had given the book a
thought, or indeed, before she had
written fifty chapters! Profusely illustrated with 9,000 steel plates having
nothing whatever to do with the story,
and 27,000 wood engravings only remotely bearing upon the same! For
sale at all dry-goods shops.—Detroit
Journal.

ally sold 1

goods.

dealers in the finest

Anthracite and

H. J. Locke & Son,

«

ViO^tlSi

BLD'Q.

TELETHONS 4-2.

ltf

SQUARE.

Truly Wonderful

How

Quickly

». H.

CHAPHAN’S

Golden Crown Oil

..

: DEALERS IN :

Second-Hand Goods

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
CROUP and all LUNG TROUBLES.

AND HEALTHFUL

35«.

Summer Drink.

PEH

BOTTLE

AT THE DRUG STORES.

Parties

ALL

KINDS.

!

having FURNITURE,

CARPETS,
STOVES, or anything to sell'
by sending us a card will receive a prompt
call. Antique Furniture a specialty.
33 Main Street,

Belfast,

fie.

NOTICE.

..•

•

I

10 Cents

have a

repository

BOTTLE OF OUR

sonable price.

Swift Jt\Paul’s.

-Beer Extractwhich will make five
Root Beer.

gallons

■

—•

Wm. O. POOR &
DRUtiOISTS.

SON,

Wight

at a rea-

Leave orders at
I2tf

JOSL1H V JOJB1. Belfast.

WANTED

of delicious

3 Bottles for 25c.

on

street, free from etust and dirt,
where I will store sleighs, car-

riages, furniture, etc.,

•

~

33, 35, 37 Trent. St., Belfast, Me

OF

WILL BUY A

quality of[

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

RELIEVES AND CURES

A CHEAP

Importers) of Salt.

Blacksmith
trouble to show

BELFAST NATIONAL BANK

115 HIGH STREET.

GROCERIES

100 CENTS WOror work°for $1-00

P. O.

Mitchell & Trussell,

jewele

\

Satisfaction guaranteed

glasses.

was

mance.

si

F(T YOUR EYES

\

felt by the friends
Great consternation
of M. A. Hogarty of Lexington, Ky., when
they saW he was turning yellow. His skin
slowly chauged color, also his eyes, and he
suffered terribly. His malady was Yellow
J aundice. He was treated by the best doctors, but without benefit. Then he was advised to try Electric Bitters, the wonderful
Stomach and Liver remedy, and he writes:
“After taking two bottles 1 was wholly cured.” A trial proves its matchless merit for
all Stomach, Liver and Kidney troubles.
Only 50c. Sold by R. H. Moody, Druggist.

FEED,
SEEDS and

keep everyth! rg

B3P*No

he is liable to

A

guar-

GRAIN,

Garden hose,

Island.

ed Captain Sol. Jacobs of tlie schooner
Helen Miller Gould, when in port last
week, “that Maine lias two governors
and both of them are named Hill. Yet
such is a fact. Off Isle au Haut lies
Seal Island, a small though fertile piece
of rocky land which is governed by
David B. Hill, a fisherman, who has
secured from the State of Alaine a ten
year’s lease of it. Talk about your
pooh-bahs, emperors or Robinson Crusoes, why Dave Hill is the whole thing
and more besides. All the fishermen
who have occasion to put into Seal Isand salute Dave as governor, and the
old man is just tickled to death everytime a man addresses him as Governor
Hill.
“If Gov. Dave gets out of bed on the

Advertisement.

JOliBKRS OF

anteed.

generally known,” remark-

Swan 4 Sibley Co.

MMMI

World.

No Discovery in medicine has ever created one quarter of the excitement that has
been caused by Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption. It’s severest tests have
been on hopeless victims of Consumption,
Pneumonia, Hemorrhage, Pleurisy and
Bronchitis, thousands of whom it has Restored to perfect health. For Coughs, Colds,
Asthma, Croup, Hay Fever, Hoarseness
and Whooping Cough it is the quickest,
surest cure in the world. It is sold by R.
H. Moody who guarantees satisfaction or refunds money. Large bottles 50c and Sf 1.00.
Trial bottles free.

of Abouel-Ilassan Ali, the “Black Sultan,” whose name and ancestry is writ-

To be sure, it seems to us a senseless
custom—and so to them would be the

Tlie

It In.

Thing-Rr^

I#arge Bottles 25 cents and Sr.00

been removed.

but a little

farther on we came to the ruined

COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY*

Everybody'

those who had them did not have to cut

Not a trace of

glory remains;

CENTAUR

golf.”—Ohio State Journal.

J

v

1

will this.
make a thorough Inspection of"
the military condition of the Philippine

cost; and again, in a
dry year when the hay crop is cut off
gates or doorways. It is said that they by drought, corn
generally does fairly
were used only for stores, and that the well, as it stands a
drought better than
1 know of farmers
custodian entered them from the top by any other crop.

il of

er

yellow,

Xoah’s Ark is generally supposed to be
the earliest ship of which we have any
record, but there exist paintings of
Egyptian vessels immensely older than
the date, 2S40 13. C., usually assigned to
the Ark, being indeed, probably, between 70 and SO centuries old. 'Moreover, there are now in existence in
Egypt boats which were built about the
period the Ark was constructed. These
Bou Ohara, along the Tafna river.
are, however, small craft, about 3:3 feet
The Latest In Straw Hats.
long, 7 or S feet wide and 2 1-2 to 3 feet
u you want to be “the real thing”
Leaving Tlemcen by the Bou-Medina
deep. They were discovered sijc years
this summer, you must wear the new
gate, we journeyed southward a couple
ago by the eminent French Egyptolo1
panama. It is a very striking hat of' |
of miles, to a mean little Arab village
gist, M’. .1. Morgan, in brick vaults near
I
Cairo and were probably funeral boats.
with one tall minaret, snuggled close
They are constructed of three-inch
up under a hill which shelters it from
acacia and sycamore planks, dovetailed
the dreaded sirocco. This is El Eubbad,
together and fastened with trenails.
the once celebrated home of science and
They have Hoors, but no ribs, and,
though nearly 5000 years old, they held
religion in the golden days of long ago,
rigidly together, after their support had
when Tlemcen was inhabited by war-

sandy subtratum un- A. II. 730. Ou tablets at the main ensulphate of lime, crystal- trance to the
mosque his name is also
its upper surface and amorphous
“Our Lord the Sultan Abouelwritten,
nder. One has only to penetrate
This was his
llassan Abdulla Ali.”
of gypsum to create a well,
favorite abode among scores of palaces,
ic Arabs want to plant a dateas one may easily believe from the
;cy scrape off the entire upper
traces of exquisite decorations, beautid set their palms intheaquiferful gardens, and the wide panorama of
: beneath, thus forming orchards
plain and mountain to be viewed from
d like ants’ nests, considerably
its terraces.
he level of the surrounding
Close by is the Koubba (tomb) of Sidi
Bou-Medin, the patron Saint of Tlemt-sterr. Sahara that adjoins MaIlis correct name was Shaoib-ilon
cen.
iriostly made up of rocky step- Hoosain el-Andalousi Abou Median—
depressions between them being and no wonder his followers shortened
tli sand, the higher plateaux it for
everyday use into Bou-Medin!
1 with immense ravines, with- He was bom in
Seville, nine or ten cener or vegetation.
A more deso- turies
ago.
Coming to Fez when a
■n can hardly be imagined—but
young man, he devoted himself to thein the least like the Sahara of
ology, and after doing missionary work
■ol-books. Rain seldom falls in all over Spain, Algeria and even in far
part, and in the highlands it off Baghdad, he died near Tlemcen at a
luring severe storms, or when ripe old age. To the Mohammedans his
v abundant snow has melted in
tomb is the most sacred of shrines, and
ntains that the waters do any therefore all
foreign visitors should reI 'niting in the deep defiles, a member the
injunction: “Take thy
d streamlets form a mighty shoes from off
thy feet, for the place
iiicli for a day or two overflows whereon thou standest is holy ground.”
iosed in a

Philippines.

summer

reared a portion, though harvested so green. My experifence in
feeding ensilage is very satisfactory. I
carefully, it fell to the ground. do not believe
that farmers can afford
walls
are forty feet high and to do without
city
silos, for the reason that

entrance-gate as “Our Lord
the Sultan Abdulla Ali, son of our Lord
the Sultan Abi Raeed Othman, son of
our Lord the Sultan Abi Goosuf, son of
to
a
seem
indicate subYacoob Abd-el-Huk.” Ilis reign began
Iu other parts water
and continued eleven

and llow

.r

ever so

■

of black mud, emitting an
odor—which is probably due

is our common

the

fast as he

All around lies a rich and beautiful
extreme heat prevail here. Instead of
sea-breezes, only tire hot blasts of the country, entirely unlike the parched,
through these dams, especial- desert blow over this inferno. There sun-burnt Algeria of which one gains a
e heavy rains of winter and
notion from books. Every mound and
are no trees, atid no vegetation but
ig of mountain snows in early stunted scrub and
weeds, on which the hollow and plain luxuriates in olives,
ue again absorbed by the Sasheep and camels browse, which form figs, cherries, almond, pistachios, until
rigating canals. Wherever a the wealth of the
wandering Arab. It all the landscape is one immense or.
read of the precious liquid can
fs said to be rich in minerals and valu- chard. The meadows are carpeted with
wheat, corn, and alfalfa are able
marbles, however, and in seasons flowers and the hillsides,tapestried with
1 to the utmost. The Lower
A pathway leads
of unusual rains considerable alfa is heath or orchids.
muded on the north by the
grown for its fibre. If my lot had to be across the fields to what is called a
range of Aures and the foot- cast
permanently in either place—which troglodgtie city—meaning a range of
llou-Kahil—occupies a depres- Heaven forbid—I should
infinitely pre- caverns, once inhabited but now abank below the level of the sea in
doned. On top of all is the koubba of
fer the honest desert.
soil, a part of which forms a
Of course we have not space in the i Lalla-Setta—the ancient worthy who,
water salter than the great
columns of The Republican Journal to during one of the many sieges of Tlenri tah,
which, as everybody
speak of half the excursions we have ! cen bethought himself to stuff a goat
salter than the sea.
In summade in Algeria, nor a hun- with barley and then head him for the
'ahara lake is of no great actually
dredth part of those within easy reach enemy’s camp. Tire besiegers killed the
to
It
is
covevaporation.
ing
of the traveler. A little jaunt of last I goat, and seeing that it was so bountithick and glistening coat of
week, which shows as well as any the ; fully fed, abandoned all hope of taking
dazzling in the sun that one
contrasts of African scenery, led the city and forthwith struck their
sharp
distinguish where the salt us
Fannie IS. Ward.
through Mansurah and Ilamman- tents.
s

ensilage

Inspect

Adjutant General Corbin

to

or

The streams that

;lie water

grain

King Philip, corn. Some prefer the
times in Algeria—still remains, having
latter variety on account of its having
been recently strengthened and repair- more
foliage. It should not be harvested. The Arabs of the neighborhood say ed until the kernels have begun to
that Yakoub, being in a hurry to com- “speck” but before the leaves begin to
More corn can be put into a silo
plete’his minaret, employed a Jew to ripen.
if cut, and it is more convenient to feed.
help his Moslem masons. But God did I do not favor picking the ears off, as it
not bless the work of the Jew, and as is difficult to dry the corn when it is

curious dams retain and

water.

ue

crop, as it took too much

make up the deficit in the immature
corn.
Our field corn, well grown and
well cared for, makes good ensilage, and
it seems to make no difference wiiether
the silo is filled
quickly or not. It is a
well settled fact that ensilage is a convenient form of stock fodder.—Enoch
C. Dow.
Thorndike. I think the Sanford
corn is the best
crop we can have for
the silo. I would let it stand as long
as possible without being in danger of
frost. I prefer to cut it into the silo,
ears and all. I think it saves cost to fill
as fast as possible, and put more men
into the silo to tramp it down. I let
mine stand two or three days and settle,
then cover with a fine litter and wet it
down on top. It keeps excellently, and
there is very little waste. I have'fed it
twice a day to neat stock from November to Aprii, for two vears, with excellent results.—E. G. Lander.
Morrill. Several new silos will be
built here this year and filled with yellow' corn, ears and all, after having
come to proper maturity.
The ensilage
will be cut, and the silo filled as quickly
as possible.
Our people seem to have
great faith in the value of ensilage made
out of good material. That faith, however, is based on the reports of others
rather than on their own experience.
Dairying as a branch of farm husbandry
is having quite a boom here, and quite
naturally the dairyman look for help
such as a well filled silo gives.—D. O.
Bowen.
Montville. I think the best crop

and irrigated gardens. It was in the
year 1302 that the king built its walls
and that he created a] splendid city,
famous both for its vast population, its
extensive trade and its massive walls.
He included in it public baths, caravanserais, a hospital and a mosque with a
lofty minaret. In a short time it took
the first place among the cities of Barbary. However, Mansouri was evacu-

architectural

To

[From the Board of Agriculture Bulletin.]
Belfast. Corn seems to come as
near to a perfect
crop for making ensilage as we now have. It should be as
'veil matured as possible before putting into the silo, as the better it is
the better the feed will be. It never
seemed to me that the farmers who
used a large amount of ensilage made
from the large and late varieties of
corn were
getting ahead any faster
than the farmers who depended on the

Freedom Academy,
FREEDOn, MAINE.

Fall Term

Opens Aug. 20,1901

Prepares for all Colleges and Scientific Schools.
Graduates received without examination by all
colleges that admit by certificate.
Complete Commercial Department with ShortTypewriting, under the instruction of a
graduate of Shaw’s Business College.
Physical Culture and Oratory taught by one
who received her training at Emerson College of
Oratory.
Board with complete accommodations $2.00 and
92.50 per week. Rooms for self-boarding 25 cents

hand and
A tenant for a house on Congress street now
being repaired and put in condition to satisfy.
Rent low.

tf25
WM. C. MARSHALL.

FOR RENT.
The store recently occupied by the Condon
"
Banner Shoe
Manufacturing Company” and
tore.”
C. O.POOh.
8 Belfast March 29 1900.—13tf

per week. Meals 10 cents each.
For catalogue, further information or assistance
in securing boarding
accommodations, address
the principal,
4w29

D. H.

PEKK1ISS, Ph. B., LL.

B.

THE REPUBLICAN JODRHAL.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, JULY 25, 1901.
Published

Every

Republican

fhursday Morning by the

Journal Pub. Co.

CHARLES A. P1LSBCRY.
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Sihscription Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one
inch length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Another Blondin

was

arrested last

week: but it wasn’t him.

Another “ring” in Augusta! E. E.
King of Orono has been appointed land
agent.
Damm and Paine are parties to a
divorce suit in Boston. The names are

suggestive.
No

new'

candidates for

Governor

of Maine were announced last week.
Too

busy haying?

i

ity of keeping their names and business
before the public in publications that
go directly into the home circle. Placards on fences and trees; cards on bulletin boards, calendars in hotel washrooms and a hundred and one other
methods count for nothing. Only last
winter a vote was taken in a theatre in
New York on the question. “Where did
you see the advertisement of this performance?” and some more than 900
answered in the newspapers to less than
200 elsewhere. This tells the story.

Gen. F. S. Nickerson.

jj

Less than 30 Major Generals and 100
Brigadier Generals are living of those
who commanded armies in the civil
Nine are residents of New Engwar.
land—Howard and Fessenden, Major
Generals, and Ames,Carrington,Nickerson, Paine, Chamberlain, Connor and
Wilcox, Brigadier Generals. Col. John
C. Caldwell, who was mustered out of
service with the rank of Major General
of volunteers by brevet is a resident of
Kansas. Of these distinguished officers
Fessenden, Howard, Ames, Chamberlain, Connor, Nickerson and Caldwell
The Boston
are natives of Maine.
Globe gives sketches of these men, and
we quote what it says of a native of
Waldo county:
Another modest hero of the civil war,
wtio was mustered out of the service
as a brigadier general of volunteers, is
Gen. F. S. Nickerson of Cambridge, a
member of the Suffolk county bar and
one of the best-known characters about
town. Gen. Nickerson is a native of the
Pine Tree State, and was among the
earliest volunteers from that State
when Abraham Lincoln called for vol-

A newly formed society in Massachusetts is the Society for the Protection of Native Plants; and it is one, as
the Boston Herald well says, “that
should appeal to all lovers of nature.”
Many of our most cherished wild flowers and native plants are becoming very
rare, and are in danger of extermination. Not only are the flowers wantonly plucked and thrown down to fade,
but the plants themselves are tom up
by the roots. This is particularly true
of the trailing arbutus, or Mayflower,
which has been eradicated from various
regions where it once abounded and is unteers.
At 21 lie
becoming scarcer in others. Success to

r

General Debility
is that

in and out there
teeling of
weakness that makes a burden of itself.
i
Food does not strengthen.
1
Sleep does not refresh.
It is hard to do, hard to bear, what
should be easy,—vitality is on the ebb, and
the whole system suffers.
For thiB condition take

Day

Hood's

Grand Mid-Sumner Clearance Sale.

Sarsaparilla

It vitalizes the blood, gives vigor and tone
*o all the organs and functions, and is
positively unequalled for all run-down or
debilitated conditions.
1

hood's Fills

cure

constipation. 2S cents.

Another Week of Low Prices at

NORTHPORT NEWS.
E. A. Pond of Brewer has been elected as
superintendent of the Camp Ground grounds
and has charge of the Boston & Bangor
boat agency, while
Charle^B. Dickey retains
the agency of the steamer M. and M.

Store

A good many economical buyers have taken advantage of this sale and some lines
haw
been entirely closed out, still there is a good list to choose from and a big chance to
saw
money on seasonable merchandise. It will pay you to look through our store
Our time is at your disposal.

The annual meeting of the Wesleyan
Grove Camp Ground Association will be
held on the grounds on Wednesday, August

Dress Goods

24th, when several matters of importance
will be brought before the board for action.
At the Emery cottage, Maple street, are
Mrs. J. W. Emery, owner, Belfast; Mrs. and
Miss Sylvester, Belfast; Misses Sylvia A.,

our

Wool Shallies

i

Notions

It’s economy to buy now. These are all this Seven
pieces fine wool Shallies, regular
season’s goods, and are priced for the
price FIFTY cents per yard, for the next
next ten days far below their actual
ten days to close out at only
value. Take your time to study these
the time
prices and you will surely say
*
to buy IS NOW

THAT ARE EASY TO BUY.

\ White Cotton Trimming Krai-1,
was admitted to the bar and
and 4c. width.
began the practice of his profession at Emily H., and Emma S.
Jones,
BangorSears port, Me. He soon won fame and
is the present yachting problem.
5c.
...1WMrs.
returned
from
a
Emery
recently
long
recognition in his locality, and when
Those who imagined that William J.
tic.
.’
visit
in
California.
the war broke out was regarded as one
Silk Ginghams
1 lie sliirt waist mail is very much in Bryan would be discouraged
8C.
"Colored Novelty Suitings.
by the re- of the leading young lawyers of the
Mrs. H. E. P. Foster, Misses Emma and
evidence about this time; but he will verse which his cause received in the
12c.
some with open work lace
Fancy
.'
stripes,
Waldo county bar.
inches
wide, guaranteed strictly
Belle Foster, Miss Ruth Crombie, Miss Fifty-six
effect, some plain colors, all new goods 5c. width Gilt Trimming Braid
Ohio convention were astray. ImmediIn August next Gen. Xiekerson will Annie
disappear with the tirst frosts.
tine wool and worth $1.25 per yard—for
of Brooklyn, N. V., and Miss
Regan
7c’
and worth fifty cents per yard. For this
after the convention he said in St. be 75 years old. He still practices law Harriet Blackstone of
4,
the next ten days.
The opponents of U. S. Senator Platt ately
75c.!
Galesburg, Ills., are
and may be found at his office across
10c.
“I do not object to having it disLouis,
saIe.42c.
the
summer at the Blethen cotthe street from the Globe building al- spending
of New York paint him pretty black;
12C.
understood that I intend to fight most any fine day.
tage on Maple street.
Venetian Cloths.
and now ex-Governor Black is talked of tinctly
20c. quality all silk Taffeta Bindi
to the bitter end every effort to force the
Gen. Xiekerson was deputy collector
Plain. Red and Yellow
James M. Noyes, who carries the mail besuccessor.
as his
inches wide.
WHOLESALE
Ribbon.
Fifty-two
of
in
when
the
war
customs
his
town
abandonment of the Chicago and Kantween Northport Camp Ground aud Belfast,
5c. quality Bone Casing.
PRICE to-day eighty-seven cents and
and resigned to enter the army,
The Philadelphia Enquirer thinks sas City platforms.” He has just sent began,
is
Lenoa
driving his team on the following regular
25c. quality 24 yds. pieces Souta. l,
Stripe Muslin,
For this sale only
one dollar per yard.
enlisting as a private. When the comthat the reformers have gone just about out a warning from Nebraska to the re- pany which he had joined organized, he time table, besides the trips between times.
Worth fifteen and seventeen cents per Fine Silk Covered Dress s;
79c.
far enough. But some people will not organizers of the Democratic party was chosen captain, and when it was at- The team leaves Belfast at 10 a. m. and 6.30
worth
yard.
Now.Up Monterey50c.
he satisfied until they have gone out of that “the money question is not yet out tached to the organizing 4th Maine reg- p. m., and leaves Northport at 5.43 a. m. and
Dress Shields, No. 4
iment he was chosen major of the regi- 12 111.
Black Brilliantine.
20c. quality.
of politics. Every session of Congress
sight.
ment, and later lieutenant colonel on
and
inches
seventyRemnant
wide,
regularly
Muslins
Forty-two
will have to deal with it,” and he has de- the resignation of Col. Berry, who reOrgandies Common Shawl Pins, per dozefive cents per yard, now.....57ic
TEMPLE HEIGHTS.
F.lite Dress Stays, 15c quality, j
Closed out at almost your own price.
Notwithstanding that 38,082 pen- clared that “the Democratic party can signed to accept a brigadier generalFibre Bone Dress Stays, per -i.
sioners died during the last fiscal year, not be made a
'apt. John W. Jones and family of Bel- Fifty-four inches wide worth one dollar per
plutocratic party.” He ship.
Gen. Xiekerson participated in the fast visited here Sunday.
Fancy Buttons, per daz.
Linen Skirting
the pension rolls show a net increase of adds that “there was a time
yard. For this sale. .49c
the battle of Bull
Bun, and was honorably
skiit Weight (per yard
undpBicycle
A.
E.
Clark
and
Capt.
wife
of
4.3o5 names, making the total 907,834.
Belfast
are
Linen Skirting worth 20c. per
Cleveland regime when the party lead- mentioned in general orders by Gen.
50c. quality Sofa Pillow Cover,
yard...]2I(»
at their pretty cottage,
He was then the major of his
Megunticook.
ers used general and ambiguous phrases Howard.
Broadcloths
25c.
In one of her races the Independence
and when the line broke, Gen.
J>r. Littlefield of Bangor and
to deceive the voters, but that scheme regiment,
family will
1 lot 17c. and 39c. Stick Pins....
Howard
that
he
saw
the
carried
three
tons
of
ofIn
the
new
is said to have
all
shades, fifty inches wide, good
says
young
100—25c.
spend three weeks at the Plummer cottage.
Sunbonnets—100
can not be worked again.”
25c. Link Cuff Buttons,.
ficer rally his men, first inquiring if the
value at one dollar and fifty cents yard.
water. The general impression is that
to close out
George W. Garland and ^daughter, Mrs.
order to retreat had been given.
Belt Buckles.
For this sale.
at.15C each 25c.
.98c
yachts do not carry much of that kind
25c Shirtwaist Sets.
Charles A. Town of Minnesota,
When the Xevv England regiments Smith and son, are at the Garland cottage.
Best \\ itch Hazel ( per bottle
of iluid.
silver Republican and Populist, has were formed under Gen. Butler, the
The children of Ben Hazeltine and Miss
38c. quality perfume
15 Doz. Ladies'
out,.
Will the Independence continue to
Constitution, or vice versa?

follow the

the new

society.

..

per

yq

.!

«

,.

1

State of Maine

Fancy Hosiery,

ordered to furnish

Black India Twill,
in Texas and is out of
struck ile
are stopping at the Dunbar cottage
four regiments.
Of one of these, the Forbes,
carrying a jag may be locked
vacation.
He says the free silver quesduring
politics.
Forty-two inches wide, good value at and
14th, Gen. Xiekerson was chosen
up; but if he^carries a jug, and it cannot
tion is absolutely dead in the west, and colonel. He remained in the departE. W. Thurlow of Rockland is having a
always sold for eighty-seven cents—for
be proved that the contents are intendthe next days.
it will not be mentioned in the ment of the gulf, serving under Butler, stable built near his cottage, where he is
thinks
That
is
.59c.
ed for illegal sale, lie goes free.
Banks and Canby until the close of the
the season.
next Democratic platform. He is also
a recent Portland decision.
war.
Gen. Butler and Gen. Halleck spending
Black India Twill, fifty-inches wide,
was

A man

inclined to think that David B. Hill
Attention is called to the fact that will be nominated by the Democrats on
since the election of Sheriff Pearson no an extremely reactionary (from Bryanone has seen a sea serpent off the Maine ism) platform, and that Mr. Bryan "will
lead a third party “in support of the
coast. —Westbrook Gazette.
uli

but

yes.

,t was

the

man

who

saw

named Drinkwater.

The new schooner

Joseph G. Boy, to
be launched at Bockland August 1st. is
to be christened with Poland Spring
water, w hich is almost as expensive as
champagne and has almost as large a
sale.
The

Joy

issues to which he is still loyal." This
prophecy gives the Boston Herald the
cold shivers; and it exclaims, “what
hope is there for the Democratic
party in this prospect?” It would
certainly put the Democrats in a
hard position, as neither candidate
would represent the better element of
the Democratic party, while Bryan has
demonstrated his unfitness for the position for which he has twice been a candidate.

line of steamers on the Sound

An injunction issued by a Connecticut
One of its boats, the
last week has attracted a good
old Dominion, ran ashore recently, and court
belies its name.

last week the Tremont was in collision
and abandoned in a

sinking condition.

The B. A B. S. S. Go.’s steamer Penobscot is chartered to the

Joy

line.

Newport is to have a patent medicine
dance, in which the participants will
masquerade as the familiar figures of
men

and women who appear in the adpills and liquids in the

vertisement of

magazines and
can

Elliott

newspapers. Mrs. Dunwill go as Castoria, etc.,

etc.
Governor Hill and staff will attend
the launching of the new battleship

yard of William Cramp &
Philadelphia next Saturday.
Miss Mary Preble Anderson of Portland, granddaughter of Gov. H. J.
Anderson of Belfast, will christen the
ship.
Maine at the

Son

in

The Westbrook Gazette takes off its
hat to the Maine college graduate who
declined an invitation at Tuxedo because he wanted to help his father in
haying. That young man has started

deal

of

attention as it restrains 400

both referred to him on more than one
occasion as an excellent officer.
Thirty days after the close of the war
Gen. Xiekerson resigned and resumed
the practice of law in Maine, but shortly afterward removed to Massachusetts
where he has since resided.
Gen. Xiekerson is not given to talking
much about his war record, but goodnaturedly answered a few questions
which a Globe representative asked
him the other day.
"1 was a war democrat,” said the general, “and was appointed as such from
Maine, and if it had not been for the
large number of war democrats in the
union army, I think we would have had
a much
harder time preserving the
Union than we had.”

“Who

was

greatest general?”

our
a doubt.
man.
In some

‘‘Grant, without

He

was an

all-round
things other
strikers in every conceivable manner.
There was
generals surpassed him.
The machinists of the Farrel foundry Sherman, the strategist, and Sheridan,
and machine company left their employ the dashing cavalry leader.”
W hat have you to say of Bull Run?”
May 20tli and the company has now
“Well, the trouble with Bull Run was
obtained an injunction which restrains that
we went to enjoy a sort of holiday.
the striking machinists and roll turners We were confident of frightening the
with
the
men
from interferring
taking rebs, and miscalculated on our enemy.
their places and even employing pickets. Men are a good deal like sheep, you
know. All it requires is for some one
It also attaches all property owned by to
lead, and the others follow. One
them in the sum of §20,000 each to com- man can stampede an army, just as

obey the court's mandate,
Connecticut attorneys consider the injunction remarkable. The labor unions
involved are Ansonia and Alert lodges,
1. A. M.
The carpenters and joiners'
union, not being incorporated, could
not be reached through the law. Therefore the members individually, and sympathizers known to have taken part in
labor demonstrations, are named. They
are 14'.i in all.
A dispatch from Derby,
Conn., to the Boston Globe gives the
following additional particulars:
Briefly the injunction restrains them
under penalty of $5000 from committing
pel

them to

mule can

York,

one

July 10th, when

a street in the village
almost covered with frogs immediately after a heavy shower. Some of
was

them were

scarcely half an inch long,
but all were lively. There were so
many
of, the frogs in the roadway that bicyclists found riding difficult. Prof. Roberts of Cornell, who was asked for an
explanation ol the phenomenon, said
that it is generally accepted now by the
scientific wo rid that frog spawn could
be carried up in the atmosphere, hatched out in the clouds, and that a shower
of frogs would result.

etc.
and

cycle racing, vaudeville, dancing,
The injunction prevents the sale,
the park will remain closed all

summer.

Kelley had just bought 20
of land on the front to the new
Derby & New Haven trolley line. This
was to be cut into building lots, a suburb laid out, and eventually incorporated with the city of Derby. Not a lot
can now be sold. ^
James

acres

P. E. Carmody’s confectionery and
grocery store, w-hicli has been in the
market, cannot now change bands.
Nearly all the homes attached are
pretty cottages. The act of one man
may subject them all to seizure by the
sheriff.
It is said the foundry will now import a full force of non-union men. It
A Rockland business man, who has has advertised for
boarding accommomade the subject somewhat of a study, dations for 100.
says the Bay Point being closed this
Zinc and grinding donble the wear.
summer means at least $200 a day less
in the shape of cash purchases in RockBelmont. Miss Josephine Neal of Lewland. Figuring $1,500 a week there iston is in town visiting her grandparents,
Mr.
and Mrs. R. F. Alexander—Mrs. Nelwill be about $18,000 less in circulation
lie B. Ferren of Readfield is in town visiting
at the end of the season than for pre- her sister, Mrs. Nettie B. Marriner....Mrs.
vious summers. With some discount Daisy Achorn of Boston, Mass., and her
brother, Chas. Brown of Townsend, Mass.,
the above figures might represent Bel- are in town visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank
fast’s loss in not having such a hotel as Moody_Miss Jennie Bessey, who has
been in Boston the past year, has returned
the Crosby Inn to accommodate summer home
Mrs. Louise Wolf and son Fred C.
visitors. "When the Inn was burned and niece Miss Emilie Hoehle of Roxbury,
in town the first of the week
were
Mass.,
some of our retail stores noticed a
visiting at N. B. Allenwood's....Mrs. Wolf
marked decrease in their cash sales and niece Miss Hoehle returned home by
Monday’s boat—Mrs. Alice May Burns
from previous seasons.
and son Fred of Boston, Mass'., were in
town last week visiting at 0. F. Alienwood’s.
Press, Nashua, N. H.: Merchants of
Zinc and grinding double the wear.
experience no longer question the util—

W. I. Clements and wife of Stillwater are
the guests of Mrs. Lydia Tucker, who lias
opened the Star cottage for boarders.
Dr. and Mrs Benj. Colson and Mrs. Sam.
Strickland of Bangor have arrived at their
cottage on Xicawa Point for the season.
Dr. M. R. Webber and wife of Fairfield,
and Miss L. B. Barlow of West Newton,
Mass., are at the Dr’s cottage, the first one
built on the shore, by Capts. Harriman and
Conant of Belfast.
Willard L. Lathrop and wife of Cambridgeport, Mass., are at the Heights for
Mr. L. recently bought quite
the summer.
an amount of property here, including the

that.”
“I)o you believe in a standing army
of the size that we now have?”
“I do.
Yes, I think that we require a force of
With
our
100,000.
foreign possessions to
guard and the danger of getting into
European disputes we need them. As
a Democrat I didn’t believe in taking
over the Philippines, but now that we
have them we must guard and protect
them and we must have the army and
navy to do it.”

Mrs. J. H. Gordon and Mary Roberts are
in Belfast on account of the severe illness
of their sister.
Mrs. Emily AA’alker is still very sick.
There has been little change in her condition for some time.
Rev. Humphrey Small has bought the
Scott Godding stand and will move here
about the first of September.
Rev. F. W. Barker and family returned
from their vacation Saturday. Mrs. Barker
was accompanied by two sisters, Misses
Nellie and Annie 'Smith of Frederickton,
N. B.
Our fishing party returned from Eliotsville Monday night. We are glad to say
that the boys are entirely free from the
habit of exaggeration so common in reAll their statements
turned fishermen.
bear the stamp of absolute truthfulness. A
residence in Brooks always does that for
anybody. We learn that, contrary to the
general opinion, there are no mosquitos or
black Hies there, but it Is necessary to keep
a smudge going nights to keep warm. The
weather is deli htfully cool and agreeable;
indeed, the only fault that can be found
with the climate is that it is too bracing in
the afternoon. After a week’s diet limited
to Dacotah reds, square tail trout and pond
water none of the party show any signs of
malaria. The measurements of the fish
were all made with the naked eye, unassisted by glasses, and are
Zinc and

guaranteed

exact.

grinding double the wear.

regular price ninety-two cents per yard,
for this sale only.
69c.

44 Inch colored

Mr. William Weston is a very busy man
just now. Having finished a large addition
to Mrs. Hardman's cottage he is building a
stable for E. W. Thurlow and goes this
week to Bangor to buy lumber for a large
cottage for Mr. Frank Iredell of Plainville,
X. J„ to «be finished in September, at the
Cove.
ARRIVALS

AT

THE

COVE.

BOTTOM PRICKS.

.17c.

Table Covers
$1.50 Tapestry Table Covers.$.1.00
*•

..

1.49
1.00

Our

last

we are

Saturday’s

special
grand success that
gi ld to try it again. This

such

time it’s our entire line of 50c.

Fancy Hosiery

at

pair.

This price will be trom 2 to 4
Saturday afternoon. If you are

positively give

Spreads,

Howard Owen, who is at his Rummer
home, Camp Refuge, Lake Cobbosseecontee, is keeping his hand in by writing a chatty letter each week to the Kennebec Journal.
Last weeks issue of the Bridgton News Mrs. Heal was a highly respected woman,
contains a very interesting account of a visit a devoted wife, a faithful and affectionate
to“Moosehead and Kineo” by Miss Eva L. mother, and will be greatly missed. She
Shorey, stenographer to the executive de- leaves to mourn their loss a husband, one
partment in Augusta.
son, Harris Heal, one daughter, Mrs. Grace
“Weather Heavenly” shouts Howard Mahoney, and two brothers and one sister.
Owen in his always readable budget from The funeral servioes were held
Sunday at
Hammond’s Grove. It’s too bad, but they
won’t have far to carry him, just across the 1 p. u. at their residence, Rev. L. D. Evans
bridge, and the Togus trolley makes it possi- of Camden officiating. The ltoral offerings
ble to land him there very easily.—Gardiner were profuse and beautiful. The family
Independent.
have the heartfelt sympathy of the comThe Journal has received a copy of the munity in their sad bereavement
Mr.
first issue of the Progressive Register, the Louis Wiggin, wife and two sons, of Boston
organ of the Progressive League of Skow- are visiting at T. B. Wiggin’s.Mrs.
hegan, the purpose of the organization of Evelyn Cuddy of Frankfort is a guest of
which is “the public ownership of public Mrs. Frank
Grey for a few days....Mrs.
utilities." It has for its editors some of Charles Pendleton of Boston is visiting at
—

F. M. Russ’.
Zinc and grinding double the wear.

1.25

_

79c
98c

1.37

1 15

2.00

««...! J9

THESE PRICES OFFER A

69l
Crash

££

1 Case Dark Prints,

4'

££

Extra wide and very heavy

Turkish Bath

on

29 ptdr

Towelingou,y
these

goods

SAM

quality.

The Maine Lobster

*.v

Best quality Red Damask, such ns
for 50c. 02c. per yard—this >a
Bleached Damask, 08 inches w;-'
linen, worth 75c. per yd. !'
sale.
Bleached Damask, 08 inches w i
value at $1.00.
Bleached Damask, 72 inches w
Irish linen, extra good valve
Extra fine quality Bleached I >.
72 inches wide, worth $l."i>
50 Doz. Bleached Cotton I luck 1
oc

at these

lea«ii

prices.

Masonic

JOHNSON,

Lincolnville Centre. Mary, wife of
Robert A. Heal,died very suddenly J uly 12th,
aged 58 years. She had been in feeble health
for a long time, but has attended to her
household duties and arose that morning apparently as well as usual. About 9 A. m.
she was taken ill and became unconscious
and remained so until she died at 2 p. m.

09

1.00

Short lengths Red Table Damask.

41'

stamps

I JO

Table Damask.

I2ic'

Light Prints,

no

9S
t 15

quality Muslin Skirt"

87c.

I

4c. per yard.
1 Case

(

i

sale.^.g

100 Pcs. White Twiiled

a

09,
79,

1.25
1.37
1.50

6ep^rd!

String Ties,

t Case Bed

SPECIAL

This

Night Robes

quality.

$1.00

1 Lot Ladies' Stock Collars,
Regular price 87ic.

doz. Ladies’Seamless Fa,’
Black Hose.

Muslin

Piques

0“aSe Checked Ginghams,

50 Doz Linen Huck Towels, 121c 1 Lot 25°

was

Thimbles.
Black Brush Braid, Sc. quality.

40

89c.

I2ic per yard

In all colors, worth twenty-nine cents per

serted.

best known oitlzens. Among
those well known are A. R. Butler, Roland
T. Patten and Forrest Goodwin.

Plain Colored

50c

Marked from 25c. and ;>0e. to

Figured Jacquards

FRED A.

Skowhegan’s

\2\r

White Goods.

yard—now.30c

We

and very readable.

now

per

Petroleum Jelly (per bottle
Leighton Royal Cream .per 1-,.;
Violet Talcum Powder (per Is.
12te. quality Sofa Pillow ( ore
15c. quality all silk Sofa Pillow
39c. quality Box Writing Pap.a
Black Headed Hat Pins per deCrow ley’s Spool Cotton, 2 spu
10c. (puility Brush Broom.
1 lot 25c., 42c. and 50c. Leather I.
Ilan-Kiang Ironing Wax.

Ladies' Sumner Undervests

Thirty-Six Inch Novelty Goods,

1.75
1.50

j

42c

Value thirty-nine and forty-five cents per

looking for a bargain don’fmiss it
Richards cottage: Charles T. Dodd, wife
and daughters, Misses Helen N. and Marion
E., New York city; Miss Mary L. and
Henrietta Northall, New York city; Miss
Ethel B. Close, London, Eng. The Richards
can
cottage is very prettily located with a fine
view of the bay, and has as an occupant as
pretty a Maltese cat as the writer ever saw.
Batchelder House:
Mr. Frank Iredell,
wife and two children of Plainsville, N. J.;
Miss Emma M. Bangs, cousin of John Kendrick Bangs, New York city.
Bangor Wharves Deserted.
Swain cottage: Mrs. M. L. Swain and
son, Prescott L., of New York city; Mrs.
Bangor, July 20. The past two. weeks
J. P. Swain and daughter, Mrs. George W.
has been the dullest time on record in
son
of
and
St.
Leggett
Augustine, any shipping season at the port of BanRaymond
Florida.
gor and hundreds of men and many
Hopkins house: Mr. F. P. Reed, wife vessels are idle. The spruce mills are
and maid, Glen Ridge, N. J. This is Mr. all shut down except one, the old log
having been exhausted and the
Jieed’s twenty-eighth year at the Cove, and supply
new logs not having arrived on account
it speaks volumes for Northport,
of delay to the drives. In the past nine
Drinkwater house: Mrs. Roger N. Aims,
days there have been but 13 arrivals at
wife and three children, Glen Ridge, N. J.
this port of sailing vessels of fair size,
Cummings house: George P. Riley, wife while usually at this time of the year
and son, Boston, Mass. Mrs. Riley was that number arrives in a single day.
There is no lumber for the coasters to
formerly Miss Lillian Cummings, and with
and many of the vessels
her boy is spending the summer at her carry away
have gone into the stone trade and
grandfather’s, Mr. Otis Cummings.
other lines of business. Even when new
Mrs. Geo. Tufts, and daughter of Mallogs come in, which will be within a
the
den, Mass., are spending
summer at Mrs. week, the manufacturers are not likely,
Flora Brohan’s.
except in one or two instances, to start
Whitney cottage, “Isabelle,” Wm. A. the mills because the market is not in
condition to stand any largely increased
Whitney, wife and two daughters, George
supply of produce, prices being barely
Mass.
and
Boston,
Whitney
wife,
maintained at a fair level with the present light supply. Some of the mills will
Newspaper Notes.
start in August, but the outlook is of
The Madison Bulletin issued a double the continued dull times until the
usual fall activity in the lumber trade.
number last week and gave an illustrated
The wharves of Bangor are almost dewrite-up of that busy town.
The Rockland Star has a valuable contributor in “The Land Lubber.” His notes
“Along the Water Front” are up-to-date

°";;se

Poplins.

—

RECENT

Fifty Cent Shirtwaists,

Dimities, Muslins, Lawns, India Linons,
Organdies, Persian Lawns, Nainsooks,
Fancy Checks, etc., at

yard, only.

15c.

YOUR CHOK E OF OUR

worth twenty cents,

65c.

(per
25c. quality Tooth Powder

quality.00^

During this sale,

Our regular price 87c.

J ohn Stewart Pioneer hotel.

stampede a corral of this
Herrick House: Henry White and wife
kind.
Somebody started to run, and
became
running
fashionable, so every- Cambridge, Mass., Norman H. White, wife
body thought it his duty to join in the and son, Norman, Jr., and two maids,
foot race for Washington. It was an Brookline, Mass.; Judge Ricks, wife and
unfortunate affair, a dear experience daughter Mary of Cleveland, Ohio; Wilfor us, but in the end we profited by it, liam
Ricks, banker, of Massillon, Ohio; Dr.
and there was very little running after
Edwin Steese and wrife, Brookline, Mass.
one

acts calculated to cause any workman
to leave the foundry’s employ; from
the company, or from anyThe other day a boy was pointed out boycotting
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
way interfereing with persons dealing
on the street with the remark: “There's
with the company; from loitering near
Dr. Kilgore and family, who spent a week
a boy who likes to work.”
Alas, that the foundry; from making loud and
such boys should be so rare! The aver- boisterous noises in its vicinity; from at Northport, arrived home Tuesday.
stationing pickets; from preventing
A. B. Stantial has been cutting the hay
age boy now-a-days likes everything but free access and
egress; from disturbing on hi s
place in Belfast and came home Tueswork.
in any way the operation of the works;
from every conceivable act tending to day.
The profane phrase, “hotter than injure the company.
Mrs. Rose Young and daughter of Mil.
A peculiar feature is that should any
-!” will have to be revised. July
ford, Mass., is visiting her father, C. E,
named disobey the injunction,
nth the average for eight widely sep- person
Peavey.
through the influence of those named,
arated points in Kansas was slightly the latter’s
Mrs. Cora Bowker has returned to Belproperty can be claimed for
fast after a short visit to her father, T. D.
above H)4, being 108 at Fort Scott, and damages.
Of the 70 homes attached, nearly all Jellison.
no place showing a temperature below
have been obtained only after long
The Ladies’ Aid serve iee cream at their
100. July 11th, taking the average for
years of labor and thrift in the Farrel
fourteen scattered stations, it was a shops. The handsomest house belongs rooms every Tuesday afternoon and have a
large sale.
to Bela AVhiting. It cost $0,000.
triile under 104.
Recreation park,
Ansonia's chief
The five-year-old son of Ervin Gibbs had
was about to be sold by
his arm broken by falling from a load of
A shower of frogs is occasionally re- pleasure resort,
which
to
a
Jason AVright
syndicate
plan' hay last week.
ported, and Bath, New
had
ned

right.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Robinson of Bangor
spent a few days at their pretty cottage,
Sunshine, last week.

50c.

Temple.

Fisheries.

George Moore, from Washington, U. C.,
U. S. Fish Statistician was at New Harbor
for two days last week, the guest of Warden
Hanna. His business has been to s< cure
full and complete statistics of the lobster
fisheries on the coast of Maine, taking the
statistics of each county, the number of
men employed and their names, number of
boats and their value and names, number of
traps used by each man, their value and
the number of cars, with the full number of
lobsters caught for the year, gross and per
The lobster fisheries on the coast of
man.
Maine have become of such vast importance
that the department at Washington has decided to do all it can in their interests.
Zinc and grinding double

th^vear.

STERLING SILVER.
SPOONS,
MEAT FORKS,

TO CUKE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if it fails to
E. W. Grove’s signature oneach box
cure.

BERRY SPOONS
FANCY PIECES,
AT GREATLY

THE SEA BREEZE.

VoL~23._
Belfast, Me., July

REDUCED PRICES

No. 3U.

25, 1901.

"The thing that makes the world go round
la plenty of printers* ink.”

We have

a

WE PRINT ANYTHIN®.—Leallets,
*

Envelopes,* Flyers,* Pamphlets,*

OUR

SPECIALTIES,

ATT im«nc
ALL Ainud.

of

TABLE WARE

Cards,* Booklets,* Programs,* Bill
A Note Heads,* Posters, * Ac., * Ac.
(Something to Remember.)
Old Home Week, August 10-17. <
Home Day,Aug.l4-15.
Old
Belfast,
Waldo Co. Pair, Belfast, Sept. 3-5.'
Me. State Fair, Lewiston, Sep.3-6.
North Waldo Pair, Unity, Oct. 2-3
zo Maine Keg*, neunion, oeuasi. Aug. u.
Eastern State Fair, Bangor, August 27-80.
Waldo and Penob. Fair, Monroe, Sept. 10-12.
Northport Camp-ground meeting, Aug. 18-25.
Do you know the Ska Breeze is the smallest
regular paper in the world?
When you read these dates etc., this will call
your attention to such job printing you need.

large variety

in the

any

Roger Bros p'a'*
selling at prices lv

1847

that we are
ever

before offered in Heine1

GEO. R. POOR
JEWELER.

I Let ua have part
■} of your work.

Sent by nail, Stage or Eiprm.
BBACUTT * 00.
10 Xain 8t.
PRINTERS, BELFAST, MAINE.

t’J
Good man wanted in this locality
me
A. T. Morris, Cincinnati, O. Write

"THk

[

v

tub

'.

The W. C. T. IT. will meet this, Thursday,
afternoon at 2.30 with Miss Ellen P. Froth-

|

NEWS OF BELFAST.

j

BASS BALL.

|
|

The game on the Congress street grounds
| M«is Wharf Co. is replanking the ingham.
;
and making other repairs.
Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with Wednesday, July
17th, was one of
|
an,lei K. Richards fell from a load of Mrs. E. P. Alexander, 24 Court street, Mon- the hottest ever played in this city
barn Saturday and was severely day, July 29th, at 2 p. m.
and resulted in a victory for Belfast
W. T. Howard has moved his marble by a score of 8 to 7. The contesting
tast Water Co. is to lay new ti-inch business from High street to the Opera team was from Vinalhaven, and they came
*
by an excursion on steamer Castine with
mirt street, between Pearl and House annex on Beaver street.
reets.

p

The ladies of the 2tith Maine and Relief
are requested to meet Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock in Memorial Hall.

& Bangor S. S. Co.’s wharf
t repairs last week, chiefly in re-

Corps

.ton

■

urn

plank.

An empty box car jumped the track
while being shifted near the Swan & Sibley
Co's wharf Saturday, and came dangerously near upsetting into the dock.

_ular meeting of the School ComII be held in the Superintendent’s

Monday evening.
staples lias sold his farm

The Maine Central steamer Sebanoa on
the Rockland, Islesboro and Castine route
is reported as doing a good business both in
freight and passengers.

the
shore road to Mrs. Helen B.
of Arlington, Mass,
on

ue Colburn eaught three handblocked salmon at Swan Lake in
lie past week. They weighed di,

A rehearsal of the Pirates of Penzance
was held Tuesday evening, and another,
strictly private, will be held next Tuesday
evening, in Memorial Hall. It is desirable
that there be a full attendance.

pounds.
and improvements are being
the residence of Dr. S. W. Johnurt street, and at the A. J. Mori-

The State Assessors held a meeting in the
court house, Tuesday, to hear statements of
town assessors in regard to the assessments,
etc., of the various towns.
Nearly all the
towns in the county were represented.
The result of the hearing will appear in the
Assessors report next January.

■

opposite.
have been granted as follows:
Lorenzo Jones, South Brooks,
award W. Lewis, Jefferson, $17;
II. Kates, Belfast, $16.
Barnes of Waldo claims that he
acres of grass in y hours one day
with a machine with a 5-foot cutw ithout lifting the bar from the

Dr. Elmer Small lias bought of B. H.
Conant his fine carriage horse Norman. It
is bay with black points, good style and
speedy. Fannie, the chestnut horse with
white feet, so familiar to every one in Belfast and vicinity, has been owned by Dr.
Small thirteen years, and is in fine condition, but prized too highly as a pet to do all
the work of a large visiting practice.

,.

sed list of letters remaining in the
lost office July 23d: Ladies—Mrs.
v
hitcoinb, Gentlemen—Jno. CaulMr. James Crosby, M. Fletchanger.

The Belfast Band will give its third open
ed Coombs made his first trip be- air concert on the school common to-mor>boro and Belfast with the mails row, Friday, evening. The concert will beWhile he ; gin at 7.43 o'clock. Following is the proGuinevere yesterday
netting the steamer ready lie has gram :
mail across to Xortliport and i March, “Under the Double Eagle," Wagner
Bellini
Overture, “Puritani,"
Belfast by team. He makes two
Strauss
Waltz, “Doctrinen,"
is
Sextett from Lucia,
Douezetti
I
per day.
Boccherini
•’fast Base Ball Association will Celebrated Minuett,
Stuart
Selection, “Florodora,"
itertainment and dance at Belfast March, “Washington Post,"
Sousa
use Thursday evening, Aug. 1,
Albert MeCullum, who temporarily lives
uticulars of which will be given
in Northport, was before the Police Court
The association is making adeMonday, on charge of breaking and enter; effort to entertain the people and i
ing at the dwelling house of Edward Drinkliberally encouraged.
water at the Cove.
Judge Rogers found
hristie-Baird Company closed a probable cause to believe the man guilty
gagement at the Belfast opera and he was ordered to recognize for appearSaturday night. They presented a i ance at the September term of the Supreme
interesting plays, which were Court. He failed to get bail and was com.rood style. Frank Christie and mitted.
Baird did exceptionally well and
The Baptist Sunday school made an ex> supported by the entire com-1 cursion to
steamer

than a hundred other passengers. The
attendance at the game was large and the
audience was well pleased. Belfast got one
ahead in the first inning; the second was a
goose egg for both; the visitors got one
ahead in the third; the home team tied
them in the fifth; we gained one in the 7th
and they tied it in the eighth. Ring went
to bat first in the ninth with the score tied,
and after 2 strikes and 3 balls had been called
on him hit a fly 20 feet over the centre-field
fence and got a home run. It was one of the
longest hits ever made on the grounds. Sanborn, the pitcher of the Yinalhavens, is a
grandson of the late Joseph Sanborn, for
many years proprietor of the Sanborn house
in this city. Ring was the star player in
this game. He got in 3 runs, and one of each
kind of a hit, a single, double, 3-bagger and
a home run.
Wiley, the Camden pitcher,
drove to Belfast after it was decided not to
have a game in Camden, and played 3d base
for the Vinalhavens. The new men on the
Belfasts were Burke at 1st and Karl McDonald at right. Burke is an old-time player
here and adds strength to the team. McDonald was on the High School team and
was its captain in 1900. He starts in well in
his first batting work against the professional twirlers and in his fielding shows
work with his head as well as with hands
and legs. The score:

Castine.
of Frank El well was sitting
i seat of a two-liorse jigger Friday
horse became frightened and ran
.i street.
They turned a number
and were stopped on Lewis’
1 lie boy kept cool and clung to his
i.- was considerably frightened, but
remarkable nerve.

A.B. R. B.H. P.O.
1
1
9
Johnson, c. 5
4
3
Ring, 2b. 5 3
4
lb.
118
Burke,
Darby, c. f. 2 0 0 0
BELFAST.

Goode, 3b.4
Doherty, 1. f. 4
McDonald, r. f. 2
Webb, s. s. 4
Gorman, p. 3

113
1
1
3
0
0

Totals.33

1

1
1
0

0
0
1

8

10

27

A. F..
0
0
5
2
0
1
0
0
10
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
2
9

6

A.B. R. B.II. P.O. A. E.
3
1
0
0
0
0
4
10
10
0
4
2
0
8
1
0
5
0
1
3
1
1
5
1
1
2
2
0
5
1
1
7
0
l
4
l
0
1
l
o
4
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
1
2
0
p. 4

VINALHAVEN.

Mills, 1. f.
C. Bowman, r. f.
Ames, c.
Smith, 2d.
Prescott, 8. S.
B. Bowman, lb.
Wiley, 3b.
Pillsbury, c. f.
Sanborn,

••

thodist Sunday school made its
xcursion last Friday, the trip havii
postponed from Thursday on
steamer.
of the fog. They went to Buck’s
New Advertisements. A grand clear,n Brooksville, by steamer Castine.
ance sale of summer boots and 'shoes will
was pleasantly spent, and picnic
were eaten in the grove.
The re- begin at the C. C. C. Shoe Store, 04 Main
ip was extended by way of Little ! street, Belfast, to-day, July 25th, and conMe, giving a delightful sail. About tinue until all are sold. The summer stock
will be sacrificed to make room for fall
•ns participated.
all kinds and all prices,
!•: P. Alexander organized a Juven- styles_Trusses,
at the City Drug Store—Geo. W. West,
pie July 12th, in the Woods school
Belfast, publishes a caution notice—See
Northport, which has been named notice of Tax Collector M. C. Ilill concernNo. 80. Following are the officers:
ing taxes for 1901_M. P. Woodcock &
Mrs. C. II. Bryant; C. Templar, HarSon have the daily and Sunday editions of
nick V. T., Maude Herrick ; Chapthe New York Journal regularly on sale
adys Coombs ; Sec. and Asst. Sec., and are the Belfast
agents_Another
F.
Sec.
and
W.
P.
Bryant;
Treas.,
week of low prices at Johnson’s drygoods
Maurice
Sellers: l)ep. Mar.,
Mar.,
store, Masonic Temple. Fancy hoisery a
oombs : Guard, Milton Hills: Senspecialty Saturday afternoon, 2 until 4.
vin Hills; P. C. T., Cyprian E. BryBroke Jail. George R. Staples and Ru
dolf Cox escaped from Belfast jail during
k water Re n ion.
The fourth anthe night of July 17th and went into a large
inion of the Drinkwater family will
forest growth in the town of Liberty, where
Monday, Sept. 2d, at the home of
they found a secure hiding place for a time.
a
Drinkwater in Northport, the
It was a warm night and the prisoners were
which Micajah Drinkwater settled
not locked in their cells, but were allowed
than a century ago.
There will be a
the run of the corridors. They made a key
dinner, music, dancing and other en- to fit the back door and scaled the
high
ing features. All who are related to fence at the rear of the
jail. Both prisoners
ink water family either by descent or
were awaiting trial at the September term
ige are invited to attend and particiof Court for larceny, Cox in Montville and
making an enjoyable reunion.
Staples in Burnham. This is but the secavkrsary Meeting.
The anniver ond attempt at jail breaking in Sheriff NorMeeting of the Clough Charitable ton’s term of six and a half years. The oth
ation will be held at the Home, ers who escaped were captured inside of
1
mi mere Park, Unity, August 13, 1901.
forty-eight hours by Deputy Sheriff F. G.
will be an oration in the forenoon by Norton. Traces of the men have been seen
n C.
Philbrook of Waterville. The in petty thefts of clothing, vegetables from
ion will be for the boys, and there
gardens, etc., and milking cows in the pasbe a campfire.
Dept. Commander tures. It is thought that they will expose
mi and staff will be with the
boys, and themselves soon and be captured, and the
ithers who will enliven the occasion officers are resting awaiting their move*
A good band will ments.
songs and stories.
attendance through the day, and there
Belfast Improvement Society. At
be a dance in the evening.
Haying will the regular meeting o£ the Belfast Improvemih by that time; now,
comrades, let us ment Society, held July 22nd, the committee
at our home and have a good time.
on collections were assigned districts covermu dinner in the hall.
Half fare on all
ing the city and will call upon all members
A. Stinson, President.
now in arrears for annual dues, and to soli no County Lime Co.
The certifi- licit new members. A petition was drawn
J organization of the Waldo County asking that city water be carried to Grove
Co. was recorded in Waldo County cemetery, and it is now being circulated
Ary of Deeds July 19th. The purposes among our citizens, a large number of whom
"
corporation are quarrying lime rock have already signed. Keports were received
quiring lands by lease or purchase, from the several committees to the effect that
manufacturing lime for sale in the by request the letter boxes in the city have
"i>et. The amount of capital stock is been painted and placed in more convenient
already paid in $1,000; par value of positions, the unused lamp posts removed,
-a *10; the location is Islesboro.
Fol- telephone poles painted, and dead trees and
g are the directors and officers: Direc- undergrowth removed from several vacant
Gustavus Isaacs, Regina Demarest, lots. The flower and park committee, Miss
kiali P. Drown, Manuel A. Kursheedt; Louise Hazeltine chairman, have had shrubs
blent, Gustavus Isaacs; treasurer, Reg- and foliage plants placed upon the grass
Demarest; clerk, H. P. Brown. Mr. plat at the junction of Upper High and
vn's residence is North Islesboro, the Church streets. The plants were donated by
i' New York
City. The company will our local florist, W. E. Hamilton. The decate the lime-rock quarries and kilns at
oration of the school rooms and grounds
:l
Lime Kiln” landing, Islesboro.
was considered, and a committee will be
later to take the matter in charge.
''hipping Items. Sell. Henry W. Cramp, appointed
It was voted to enter a protest against the
apt. Aizo M. Carter, is loading ice at
building of a fence about the grounds of
■anger for Baltimore....Sch. Ellen M.
the Public Library. A gift of $10 was reMitchell sailed July 19th for Jonesport,
ceived from Miss Ann 0. Crosby, for which
"'here she will repair and load for New
a unanimous vote of thanks was given. The
1 k —Sch. R. F.
Hart arrived at Camden
has become auxiliary to the National
iR) 17th with a cargo of coal from Ho- society
of Improvement Associations aud
'“’ken.Sch. Lizzie Lane arrived Sun- League
is entitled to two delegates to the meetings
,1'li from Port Johnson with coal for
'"an & Sibley Co., and sch. Levi Hart ar- of the League. Boxes for depositories will
vw| Tuesday with a similar cargo for the be placed in prominent stores and other
for the accommodation of those who
..company....Sch. Herbert E., Shute, places
keil ISeaoh, Me., for Norfolk, put in at wish to contribute to aid the society in its
work. A special meeting will be held MonR,” kland
July 16th, leaking—Bark Olive day, July 29th, at 3 p. m. at Room No. 5,
!
tiurlow, Hayes, outward bound from New Memorial building, to make arrangements
"rk for Port Royal, S. C., grounded on for Old Home Week. A full attendance is
desired.
Members of the entertainment
iniiiHr shoal July 16th, but got dear in the committee are
specially requested to be
afternoon with the assistance of her square present. The society is now an incorporate
'ails and a tug. She went to an anchorage body and will transact all matters legally.
die lower bay for an examination of her
Burnham. Freeman Dodge and family
kull before proceeding_Sch. Carrie E.
in town, Saturday evening. Mr.
iook arrived yesterday morning from Ho- arrived was
born in this town, but for the
Dodge
kcken, with coal for the Belfast Fuel and last fifteen years he has lived in Tennessee.
,lal Co.Sch. Annie P. Chase is undergo- He has two brothers and three sisters livne extensive repairs on the Stetson marine ing in this town.. .Frank Berry, brother of
Q. E. Berry, has arrived at his old home
failway, Brewer.
after being absent in Michigan for 32 years.
b

\

1

e

■

Mrs. G. W. Mansur
of Bangor visited Miss S. A. Mansur a few
days
last week.Rev. James
Dingwell will
preaoh his last sermon next Sunday afternoon at the Village church. His social manner to all during his annual visits has
won
him many friends here..Melvin West
from Massachusetts is visiting his
father,
Eli W est.
His wife and son came a week

granddaughter

IN CUBA
where it (shot all the year

round'

Scott’s Emulsion

•ells better than any where else
in the world. So don’t stop taking
K in summer, or you will lose i
,
what you have gained.
,

ago....The haying season has resulted in
two accidents in the vicinity.
Sidney Scott,
a boy who lives with Edwin
Jenkins, fell
from a load of hay last week and broke his
arm.
He is doing well. Charles
Buzzell,
Esq., fell from a scaffold and broke his ribs.
Dr. Holt was summoned and made him as
comfortable as possible.
It is a serious injury for a man of his age.Mrs. John
Twombly has been very sick again, but her
many friends will be glad to hear that she
is better at this writing....Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Jenkiqi and little daughter from Massachustts are visiting his native town.
He
has two brothers here, Edwin and John

free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
New York.
40*415 Pearl Street,
50c. and |i.oo; all druggists.
Send for

a

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE
East Skarsmont. Aliee Tower and two
children of Belmont visited at her father’s
July 16th_Earl Talbot of Belfast is spending his vacation with Everett Donnell
Miss M. C. Frazer returned to Boston July
20th....Alice Piper and child of Belmont
spent July 15th with Mrs. Leslie Marriner.
—Mrs. John Knights of Belfast is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Gertie Donnell....W. H.
Arnold of Belfast and his sister, Mrs. John
Cunningham, with her two boys, George
and John, of Franklin, Mass., are at their
old home for a few weeks.Mrs. True
Moody spent July 19th with her father,
—

Jenkins....Mr. and Mrs. Mason of Bangor
(she was formerly Hattie Nealey) have
been the guests of F. A. Nye for a few
days....Mrs. Fred Parker has been quite ill.
the past few weeks.

George Donnell.

The Augustas went all to pieces before the
Belfasts Saturday on the Congress street
grounds, and the home team won, 22 to 2.
Augusta has a good team, but Saturday was
an off day with them.
Nobody seemed to
do the right thing at the right time, and
their battery work was specially weak.
They made no runs after the second inning,
and but one man got to first base after the
third inning, and he died on second. They
tried three different pitchers, Bessey in the
1st, 5th and later innings: Perham in the
2d and 3d, and Gilley in the 4th. The features of the game were the terrific pounding
of the ball for safe hits by the Belfasts and
lively dodging by Johnson when he got
caught and run down between 1st and 2d
bases. Dearborn, a new man for Belfast,
showed himself strong as a batter and base
runner. He was at bat 6 times: wentout on
a fly once to right field, once to centre and
once at the home plate; got 3 runs, 2 single
base hits and 2 doubles. He had no chances
offered him in the field.
Belfast offered
Augustas outfielders 7 chances and Augusta
gave Belfast 3. The score:
A.B.
Johnson, e. 5
6
2b.
Ring,
Burke, lb. 5
Darby, c. f. 4
BELFAST.

K.

Appleton. Misses Fannie and Edith
Gushee left Saturday for Fortune Rocks,
where they will be table girls in a hotel

1
4
4
3
0

Miss Addie McLain and Mrs. Emetine
Gushee have employment in a hotel at
Christmas Cove, Bristol.Mrs. Warren
Phillips of Swampseott, Mass., and Mrs.
If. B. Eaton of Rockland were recently
guests of Mrs. Helen Shuman and Miss
Linda Annis.The Cisone Bro’s gave one
of their pleasing musical entertainments in
Riverside Hall Monday evening_July 15tli
the thermometer stood at 95c in the shade.
Tuesday 100 degrees was indicated_Mrs.
H. R. Pierpont and son Roydon of Madison
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Currier.
...Ned Jenkins has gone to Wiley’s CorneY
St. George, to work haying.
Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Annette Shute
of Brewer is visiting her son Granville in
this plaee
Mrs. Mabel Shute and son
Cyrus are visiting relatives and friends
here—Miss Wood of the Deaconess Home
in Boston, Mass., is visiting at Mrs. Jessie
Mrs. N. J. Heagan is visiting
Harding’s
her niece, Mrs. J. A. Brewster, in Camden.
-Miss Medora A. Fierce of Peabody,
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Anna C.
Harriman—Mrs. Alice Johnson and three
children of Quincy, Mass., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Kenney—Martha E. Harriman of Old Town spent last Sunday with
her mother, Mrs. Rebecca Harriman
A
Sunday school concert will be given at the
school house next Sunday at 3 p. m. All
are cordially invited to come, and also to attend the preaching service at 2.50 p. m., by
Rev. Robert Sutcliffe of Bucksport.
—

Goode, 3b.0
Doherty, 1. f. 6
Dearbolu, r. f. 6
Webb, s. s. 6
Gorman, p. 5
Totals.49

3
3
2
2
22

Augusta.

a.b.
Jackson, e. 4
Gilley, 1. f. and p. 4
Bean, s. s. 3
Hanks, c. f. 4
Nash, lb. 3
Douglass, 2b. 4

r.

p. and r. f.3
r. f. and p.... 3
3b.3

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

Totals.31

2

Bessey,

Perham,

Coney,

21

27

10

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

b.il p.o. a. e.
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
2
3
0
2
5
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
2
5
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
2
1
2
5

24

11

2

123456789
Innings:
Belfast.5 6 4 0 1 1 5 0 —22
Augusta.0 20000000—2
Bases on balls, by Gorman, 2; by Bessey,
2; by Perham, 2. Two-base hits, Burke,
Doherty 2; Dearborn 2. Struck out, byGorman, 10; by Perham, 1. Wild pitches,
by Gorman, 1. Umpire, Diiworth. Scorer,
J. S. Fernald.
Belfast's games this week are with Old
Towns at Old Town Wednesday-; Brewers at
Brewer Thursday and Bangors at Belfast
Saturday. The steamer Castine took an excursion from Northport and Belfast to
Bangor for the former, the passengers taking the electrics to Old Town. The game
had not been reported when The Journal
went to press.
The Houltons will play at
Belfast Monday and Tuesday; Pattens at
Belfast Thursday, Aug. 1.
Fred Johnson, the Belfast catcher, was
a purse of about $20,
Satu%)ay, con
tributed by the patrons of the game.

given

Wedding

..

Winterport. Mrs. Lydia Ellingwood
died quite suddenly at lier home at Ellingwood’s Corner Tuesday morning. The immediate cause of her death was a shock,
which occurred a few days before. Mrs.
Ellingwood was the widow of the late Joseph Ellingwood. She was a very estimable
woman and was beloved and respected by
the entire community. Seven sous and two
daughters survive her. Six of the sons
and one daughter were at the funeral, which
was held at her late home Thursday, Rev.
J. W. Hatch officiating—The infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Woodman died suddenly
Wednesday morning. His death was due to
the excessive heat
Everett, the little son
of Mr. and Walter Arey, is quite ill_Joe
Mitchell, a little Indian boy, fell from a log
and broke his arm while playing in his
—

■

1
0
3
0
0
1
3

Bells.

1

Colby-Stewabt. Married at Pawtucket, R. I., July 17th, at the residence of Mrs.
A. C. White, Miss Ethel Whittier Colby,
eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur O.
Colby of this city, and Mr. Albert William
Stewart of Pawtucket. They were attended by Miss Mary Gertrude Biscoe of Lonsdale, and Richard Dwight Case of Pawtucket. They were married by Rev. James
H. Lyon of the Congregational church and
the ring service was used. They left immediately after the ceremony for Providence,
where they took steamer Penobscot for

at home from Xew York for a vacation_
Mrs. L. A. Stokell is the guest of Miss Croxford for a few weeks
Mr. Richard Heagan is visiting his sisters, Mrs. Annie
Tainter and Mrs. Jennie Thayer. He arrived Thursday after an absence of 14
years, the last six of which have been spent
in South Africa.
—

Jersey.

Catarrh Cannot Re Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional diseass
and in order to cure it you must take in
ernal remedies.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
taken internally and acts directly on thl
blood and mueous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is not a quack medicine.
It was prescribed by one of the best physicians in
this country for years, and is a regular prescription. It is composed of the best tonics
known, oombined with the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the mucous surfaces.
The perfect combination of the two ingredients is what produces such wonderful renults in curing Catarrh.
Send for testimosi&ls free
F. 5. CHENEY <fc CO., Props., Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, price 73c.

!
1

Lincolnvili.e. Mrs. Harry Joll arrived
Saturday and will spend a few weeks with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Riley Mathews.
Mrs. George Wheeler and little son
Stockton Springs. .Miss Edith Griffin
Georgie are guests of Mrs. Lizzie Mathews.
is spending a few weeks with her sister,
Mr. Eddie Mathews and Miss Carrie
Mrs. J. L. Lancaster, in Camden_Mrs.
Decrow of Somerville spent Thursday afAlida Berry and daughter, Lennie May,
ternoon with Mr. Mathews’ grandmother,
arrived last week from Portland to visit Mr.
Mrs. Lizzie Mathews—Messrs. Charles
and Mrs. Clifford Fletcher.
Mrs. Berryand Jack Haskell arrived Saturday and are
left Tuesday to join her husband, Capt.
stopping with Mr. L. J. Coombs_PresidWillard Berry, in Yarmouth, N. S., where
ing Elder Jones of the Methodist Episcopal
his vessel is loading, but expects to return
church spent Sunday here and held services
about the middle of August
Miss Elva forenoon and
evening, and at Lineolnville

* *

—

—

sister at Mr. Clifford Fletcher’s, and Mrs.
Charles P. Staples from New York, for a
visit to her mother, Mrs. Zethum Berry....
Misses Emma and Nellie Hichborn left
Thursday for Buffalo, to attend the PanAmerican Exposition.Mr. Crook of

Brewer, piano tuner, arrived Monday, for
several days’ stay in town, at Mr. F. H.
Cousen’s—The Young Ladies’ Tennis
Club have procured their entire outfit, have
■had the net stretched on “The Level," and
will soon begin practice. .Owing to unavoidable delays, the Church street entertainment has been postponed, and will be given
later, when it will be announced by bills_
Tuesday evening, July 30, Sylvan street
will give an amateur vaudeville performance
in Denslow Hall, followed by a dance, with
the usual refreshments of ice cream and
This will be, as per bill, “a V. I. S.
cake.
show at V. I. S. prices,” and deserves good
attendance.

Centre in the afternoon_Mrs. Arthur
Young returned Sunday from a visit to her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Young_
Mrs. Will Whitney and two daughters, Bertha and Ava, spent Saturday and Sunday
with Mrs. S. J. Young Mrs. Whitney returned Monday, the daughters will spend a
few weeks with Mrs. Young_Mrs. George
Manning and Miss Carrie Bussell of Camden visited last week at Mr. Augustus
Dean’s—Messrs. Dexter and Frost returned last Thursday to their homes in Boston— Mr. J. D. Pearson and family called
on Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Goodwin Sunday...
Mr. C. A. E. Long and son, Winnifred, attended the picnic given on the turnpike
Saturday by the Duck Trap people.
....Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Raymond are at
Mrs. jane Brink water

*
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Mr.

Suit, price $37 50,
Suits,

“

Suits,

“

12 Suits,

“

10

“

4
10

Suits,

5 Black

$15 00

now

25 00,

“

14 00,

“

12

“

7 5o

“

6 75

11

5o,
00,

China Silk Waists, price

14 00
8

00

4 00, now 2 75

Who wants

a Suit for less
money than the material costs?
Come in and buy one early, as we intend to close the
lot
inside of two weeks.

GEO. W

A.T

■

BURKETT,

Odd Fellows’

Block, Belfast.

Tilt:

C. C. C. Shoe Store
Commencing THURSDAY, JULY 25.
In order to make room for fall

styles

GREAT

will sell our summer stock at a

we

SACRIFICE.

Ladies’ Russet Kid Lace
Ox Blood Lace
“

$1,00.
now |.75«

now

Russet Kid Lace

Patent Leather Lace
Men’s Waukwell Russet Bal.
“

~^Vine
“

Calf Ba!s

Russet Calf Bals
Tan Vici Bals

Bicycle
Boys’
“

now

2.75,

now

3 00,

now

2.25,
2.50,
2.00,
|.75,

now
now

Tan Vici Bals
“

1.75,

now

Patent Leather

now

Bals

worth $1,50
“

“

|.75,

now

“

2.50

2.50
always 3.50
3.50
worth 3.50
“
“
“
“

|,75-

now

2,50

“

Russia Calf Oxford Rubber sole now 2.00now. 2.25,
Russia Calf Oxford
now |.50,
Tan Calf Shoes
now |.30,
Russia Grain Shoes

“
“
“

3-50
2.7^
2 00

2.00
3-50
3.50
2.00

1.75

MISSES HIGH SHOES and OXFORDS, and BOYS’ and YOUTHS’
BICYCLE SHOES all to be sold at a GREAT DISCOUNT.

J®-Come early and have first choice. Don’t forget
day, July 25th, and continues until all sold.
94
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TRUSSES
truss fitted to your satisfaction and on trial for ten

Every

days.
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City Drug Store.

New York Journal.

date, Thurs-

* •*-» *

ns! mi em
established in 1836.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000}
SURPLUS,

$33,000
DSPOSITSSSOLICITKO

re-

AH Kinds

the

Main st-’Beltast’

If you are not satisfied

Raymond
it costs you nothing
turned to Boston Monday_Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Easton and three sons are at MrEaston’s brother’s, Mr. Edward Easton's_
Mrs. Sarah Haskell of Beverly, Mass., is
visiting at Stephen Young’s_Miss Lina
Fernald returned to her home in West Rockport Thursday. Her cousin, Miss Jennie
Warren, accompanied her and will spend a
a week with her uncle, Mr. Charles Ferfrom SO
nald.
Mr. Austin Frohock of Boston spent
cents up. Also shoulder braces,
a few days last week with his
parent^, Mr.
supporters and rubber goods.
and Mrs. P. K. Frohock.Mrs. Celia Eels
of Minnesota has arrived to visit her sister,
Mrs. Olive Duncan...-Two gentlemen who
have been stopping at Mr. Minot Drinkwater’s returned home Monday night on the
boat—The sociable given Wednesday night
by the Good Will Society was a success.
The silk quilt was won by Miss B. L.
BELFAST, nAINE.
Young of Boston, the sofa pillow by Wallace Frohock, the cake by Willis Snow and
Fred Andrews....J. D. Pearson returned
to Revere, Mass., Monday night by boat....
Mr. Stanton went to Boston Monday_Ray
Rankin spent Monday with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. P. K. Frohock_Mrs.
Eleanor Ames and daughter Flossie of New
York are at L. D. Ames’... Mr. Trefethen
left Monday night for his home in Boston.
AND SUNDAY EDITIONS
Mr. Owen Ames took a party to Seven DAILY
Hundred Acre Island Sunday, returning
REOULARLV ON SALE.
Monday. The party consisted of Mr. Job
Clement, Mrs. Henry Clement and Mr. McSunday edition from 60 to 94 pages. Separate
Farland of Halldale. They were called to sbeet of music, comic and magazine
selections.
lwao*
the Island by the drowning of their nephew, Don’t miss it.
n. P. WOODCOCK A SON.
Mr. Frank Marshall.
s.

* ¥ *

*

Look at the Prices!

...

Randeli returned last Thursday from a
week’s visit with friends at Heagan mountain— Mrs. Herbert Hopkins and 3on
George, who have been absent from home
the past two months, returned last Thursday. Mrs. H. feels very much improved in
health from treatment by the nerve specialist, Dr. Gearing of Bethel, Me. Mrs.
Minnie M. Foster and family of Orrington
are visiting her father, Mr. John Merithew.
Mrs. David Chase and granddaughter,
Miss Ladd of Rockland, who have been the
guests of Capt. and Mrs. Chas. Park for ten
days, left for home last Friday_Mrs. Hattie M. Dickey returned to Boston Friday to
join her family, her son Parker and wife
having recently arrived from Cuba_Mr.
Harry Winslow left Friday for Boston.
His wife and little son will remain several
weeks longer with her grandparents, Capt.
and Mrs. Thomas Clifford....Mrs. Susie
Rendell and daughter Ada went to Belfast
Saturday for a short visit with relatives
Her sister, Miss Elva Rendell, is in charge
of her store, during her absence_Miss
Casey, who has been instructing Miss
Frances Cleaves in millinery, returned to

AT

* *

GEO. W. BURKETT S.

—

Belfast Saturday.Master Willie Ryder
came from Bangor Saturday to visit relatives.Arrivals Sunday were: Walter
Kimball; James Griffin from North Adams,
Mass., for a few days' stay with his mother,
Mrs. Edward Harriman; Capt.
Ralph
Morse, for a brief visit; Mrs. Cordelia Ellis
New York. After a visit to the Pan-Amer- Call, for a visit with
relatives; Lewis
ican Exposition they will locate in StanBerry of Portland, to join his mother and
hope, New
—

0PT~ Ladies' Ready Made Sals

—

dooryard Monday afternoon... Miss Jennie
Grant visited her sister, Mrs. Pierce, at
Prospect Ferry last week....Mr. A. S.
Whitten of Minneapolis is the guest of FC. Young....Mrs. Eben Shaw of Orlando,
P. O. A. E. Fla., is visiting Mrs. James Xason and oiliI
10
1
0
er friends in town....Herbert Hutchins is
110

B.H.
2
4
1 lo
2
1
1
1
3
2
4
0
3
2
1
0

Swawville. Prof, and Mrs. Fred Park
of Boston, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. M. Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Crowell and two children, who have
been guests of Hon. A. E. Nickerson, have
returned to Boston
Miss Vina Nickerson
of Portland is the guest of her mother, Mrs.
M. F. Nickerson. ..Mr. Isaac McKeenhas returned to Woburn, Mass_Mr. and Mrs.
R. R Marden and daughter Garry have returned to Howard, R. I_The remains of
Emily, widow of Eldridge Nickerson,
were brought here for interment last Thursday from Roxbury, Mass., where she had
been living with her daughter, Mrs. Emma
Stockman. She was Emily Trundy, a sister
of the late Levi Trundy of Searsport and of
Mr. Frank Trundy of North Searsport.
Early in life she married Capt. John Anderson, by whom she had two daughters,
Emma and Georgia.
They resided at
Bridgeport, Conn. Capt. Andrews was lost
with the Polyanthus about 1848. She afterward married Mr. Eldridge Nickerson of
this place. They had two children, Jennie
C., who died in 1862, and W. E., who resides
in Plymouth, Mass. Mrs. N. was a tine
woman and had many firm friends_One
of the saddest events which has occurred
here for some time was the sudden death
last Friday night of Mr. Fred Miller of
Chelsea, Mass. He was the only son of
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Miller and was born
in this town on the farm now owned by Mr.
I). W. Billings, 56 years ago. When he was
IP he entered the crockery business in Boston and has been connected with various
firms ever since. He married Miss Susie
Hudson of Mass., who wi tV twin children,
Edith and Frank, and his aged mother,
survives him. He owned a farm here and
he and his family were always here more
or less in the summer.
He was a man of
strict integrity, quiet and unassuming, yet
social with all with whom he came in contact.
He was a devoted sou, husband and
father, and a man who will be greatly
missed outside the family circle. One week
ago last Sunday morning he and his daugliter came on the Boston boat.
His mother
was here and his wife was to come later.
He attended to his haying and other business matters as usual. Thursday night he
was at the post office when the mail came
up from Belfast. During the night he became alarmingly ill.
The best of medical
attendance was summoned, but to no purpose. He passed away at midnight Friday.
His wife and son did not arrive until Saturday morning. Last Sunday morning, just
one week from the time he reached Swanville, the sad family,which can never be the
same again, returned to its home in Chelsea,
Mass. The stepping out of such a worthy
citizen leaves a vacancy which it will take
long to till. The stricken family have the
sympathy of a large circle of friends, who
had learned to love them during their sojourns here and long to otter some words of
consolation in their well-nigh unbearable
sorrow—Mr. Frank Woodman of Chelsea,
Mass., is^n town.

BI8 CUT IN PRICES

—

—

Totals.38
7
5 24
7
2
123456789
Innings:
Belfast.3 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1— 8
Vinalhaven.2 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0— 7
Struck out, by Gorman, 8; by Sanborn, 7.
Bases on balls, Gorman,2 : Sanborn, 3. Hit

by pitched ball, by Gorman, 2; by Sanborn,
1.
Passed balls, by Ames, 2. Two-base hist,
There were over a hundred pas- Ring, Prescott, Bowman, Sanborn. Threebase
hit, Ring. Home run, Ring. Left on
The trip was extended up the
bases, Belfast, 6; Vinalhaven, 9. Umpire,
Verona, where the boat turned Dilworth. Scorer, H. T. Harmon.

sengers.
river to
about and then landed the passengers at
A great variety of entertainSandypoint.
ment was provided, including visits to
French Bros.' duck farm, swings, bathing,
boating, ball playing, etc. The company
returned home in the early evening, well
pleased with the day's enjoyment. As the
boat reached the wharf the passengers
gave three cheers for Capt. Coombs and his

f

more

Sandypoint Tuesday by

son

,

Mr. and
I andMonrok.
their little

Safe

deposit boxes

lor rent at

•8
Our

new

vault is

a

unequaled iu Eastern Maine
in' security against tire

and

UNEXCELLED

end

burglary

in the

$3, $5 $6.50 and

year.

country.

Those

renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from tt*e
bank.

Edward Thorndike,
Pupil of Charles R. Adams
and John L. Hodsdon of
Boston, A. Farini of New
York, and Shakespeare of
London, will receive.

PUPILS IN SINGING.
For terms amt

hours apply by mail to

18 High Street, Belfast.

EDWARD THORNDIKE.

—

Notice.

MAYBCONC ERn‘'^huls'to

TO WHOM IT
forbid ail persons harboring or
trusting my wife,
Jane West, on my account, as we have
separated
and I shall pay no bills contracted by her.
3W30*

GEORGE W. WEST.

UTEKABY NEWS AND NOTES.

WILL HOLD FIRST PLACE.
CURB
TThis

Country Destined in Short
Lead the World.

a

W

Time to

■

^

Harrison in the Nineteenth

Century.)
lFrederic
No competent observer can doubt
that iu wealth, manufactories, material
progress of all kinds, the United States,
in a very few years, must hold the first

colds, coughs,
bronchitis, la

catarrh,
lameness, muscle

soreness

eroup/^^H
grippe, ^B
and pain B|

and inflammation with the timehousehold remedy

M

Johnsons
ANODYNE

dispute. Its
place
population will soon double that of
any nation of western Europe. That
population will have an education second only to Germany and Switzerland,
and superior to that of any other Euroin the world without

LinimenT
in 1810. 25c and 50c.
^rOriginated
hottleT^^1
Frc!i:
Treatment for ruse ses."
u

H

pean nation.

••

n

s.

JOHNSON

A- «•«*..

Man*.
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The natural resources of their coun-

try exceed those of all Europe put toSTEAMERS BOW CUT OFF.
gether. Their energy exceeds that of
the British; their intelligence is hardly
second to that of Germany and France. The Yacht Wild Duck Runs into the Steamer
And their social and political system is
Tremont.
more favorable to material developXew
London,
Conn., July 17. In a
ment than any other, society ever devised by man. This extraordinary com- fog on the sound between Cornfield
bination of national and social qualilight and Xew London at 11:45 last
ties, with vast numbers and unbounded
night, the Joy line steamboat Tremont,
to
fail
cannot
resources,
give
physical
America the undisputed lead in all ma- with 300 passengers and 05 in her crew,
It is a curious instance from Providence to Xew York, was
terial tilings.
of the power of national egotism that run down and almost cut in two
by
Europe fails to grasp this truth—that Gen. Francis V. Greene’s auxiliary
Germans, with their wretchedly poor
country, narrow seaboard and scanty yacht Wild Duck. Other sound boats
rivers, ports and minerals, still aspire saved all on board.
to tne first place; that Frenchmen fail
The yacht’s cutwater so nearly sliced
to see how their passion for art, rest
and home lias handicapped them in the off the nose of the steamer that it
race for supremacy in things material; hung only by a thin strip, 30 feet aft
that Britons, in their narrow island and the bow.
their comfortable traditions, will not
There was a wild panic on the Trerecognize that the industrial prizes
must ultimately go to numbers, national mont, the first impression being that
unity, physical resources, geographical the boat was on fire.
Capt. D. L. Wilcox of the Tremont,
opportunities, trained intelligence and
his officers, and C. L. Dimond, general
restless ambition.
he ease with which men can pass manager of the Joy line, who was a
from one locality to another, from.one passenger, directed the removal of the
Climate to another, from one business passengers. Xearby were the Fall River
to another: the entire absence of social liners Priscilla and Puritan, the old
barriers or class distinctions, the abun- Providence liners Plymouth and Condant means of technical and scientific necticut, the new Providence liners
education, leave it open to each man Massachusetts and Rhode Island, the
and woman to make their own lives. Stonington liners Maine and Xew
The vast continent, with its varieties Hampshire, the Xorwich liners City of
of climate and soil, produces almost Lowell and City of Worcester, a tow of
everything except champagne, dia- barges and the Joy liner Penobscot.
Most of the passengers were transWith
monds and ancient buildings.
New York and San Francisco, the two ferred to the City of Lowell, which, begrandest ports in the world, open to the ing driven by a propeller, was able to
ships of the Atlantic and the Pacific, run up alongside. One passenger taken
with Chicago or St. Louis as the center to the Massachusetts wore only a nightof traffic, the clearing house of this shirt.
“Didn't know but there might be
boundless trade, the material prosperity
of the American continent must reach some swimming to do,” he said, “and
in the twentieth century a height of thought I would be prepared.”
Capt. Wilcox and his chief officers
which the nineteen centuries before
it never dreamed. When the English- stuck to the Tremont, which was towed
man talks about the evils of protection by the New Hampshire into New Lonand the benefits of free trade he is re- don harbor and beached.
Capt. Wilcox says the night was preminded that the United States occupies
a continent self-sufficing, except for a fectlv clear, and the steamer was profew luxuries, which has its own free ceeding on her usual course, when 12
trade on a gigantic scale, over an area miles west of Cornfield light a schoonfar larger than all western Europe. er-rigged steam yacht was made out on

It seems impertinent to lecture men
about their neglect of tree trade, when
in their own country they can travel in
every direction thousands of miles without ever meeting a customs frontier.
They insist that they are the greatest
free trade people on earth.
Of course, for the American citizen
and the thoughtful visitor the real
problem is whether this vast prosperity,
this boundless future of theirs, rests
upon an euqal expansion in the social,
intellectual and moral sphere.
They
would be bold critics who should maintain it. and few thinking men in the
United States do so without qualifications and misgivings. As to the universal
diffusion of education, the
energy which is thrown into it and the
wealth lavished on it from sources public and private, no doubt can exist.
Universities, richly endowed, exist by
scores, colleges by many hundreds, in
every part of the Union. Art schools,

training colleges,technical schools,laboratories, polytechnics and libraries are
met in every thriving town. The impression left on my mind is that the
whole educational machinery must be
at

least tenfold that of the United

That open to women must'
lie at least twenty fold greater than with
us. and it is rapidly advancing to meet
that of men, both in number and in I
quality. Nor can I resist the impression that the education in all grades is
less perfunctory, amateurish and casual
than is too often our own experience at
home. The libraries, museums and i
gymnasia of the best universities and :I
colleges are models of equipment and I
OTginization. The. “pious founder” has
died out in Europe.
He is alive in
America and seems to possess some
of
source
inexhaustible
munifimagic

Kingdom.

cence.

The Graffam Reward.
The question of who are entitled to
the *950 offered by the selectmen of
Gorham, the Evening Express, the

Mosher family and sheriff Pearson, for
the capture and conviction of the Gorham murderer was settled, July nth,
and every one of the live claimants
were given part. Deputy sheriff Charles
A. Plummer, who located Graffam in
Hopedale, Mass., and arrested him, receives the largest share, *350. Officer

the port bow. The officers of the Tremont supposed the yacht would pass
astern of their vessel, as her course
seemed to be on a line diagonal to that
of the Tremont.
No danger was thought of until the
yacht had approached within a quarter
of a mile, when she was hailed from
the Tremont and no answer was received. When too late, the Tremont
attempted to change her course to avoid
the impending collision.
The sharp
prow of the yacht struck her about 30
feet back of the port bow and sheered
diagonally across, coming out on the
starboad side.
The force of the impact was sufficient
to throw passengers from their bunks
and caused the greatest excitement
among them for a time, but the officers
of the Tremont, with admirable coolness, maintained discipline, and aid was
quickly at hand.
As soon as the extent of the Tremont's injury was known the City of
Lowell ran alongside, and the transfer
of passengers from the disabled boat
was quickly effected.
The City of Lowell was bound to New York, and resumed her trip as soon as it was seen that
the Tremont had all the assistance

*100.

an

in. Capt. Strahan immediately slowed
down to half speed and kept the whistle blowing every minute.
When 25
minutes east of’ cornfield light the
lookout reported a white light onequarter point off the starboard bow.

Capt. Wilcox, in his statement, says
that at the time of the collision Plum
island light was in plain view, the fog
having lifted after the Race was passed.
Capt. Wilcox was in the pilot house
with the pilot when the steam yacht apsaw a

ing to Capt. Wilcox, ran into the Tremont at full speed.
The pilot and the
lookout on the Tremont both say that
they heard no response to the Tremont’s signals.
Maine

Dentists.

At the Maine Dental Society’s annual
meeting in Old Orchard July 17th,
these officers were elected: President,
W. S. Parson, Castine; Vice President,
C. H. Merritt, Auburn: secretary, H.
A. Kelley, Portland; treasurer, E. J

BY SUSAN

lowed the freedom of the military
don.

cor-

One of the most entliuiastic admirers
of “Up in Maine” is Uncle Solon Chase,
the sage of Chase’s Mills, and known
all over the United States as “Them
Steers.” “You have to come down
into Maine to get them things,” said
Uncle Solon the other day. “It’s the real
Yankee fun, and ye can’t counterfeit
it. Land sakes, it's'as good easy readin’
as the Chase's Mills Chronicle used to
be. When folks from the city come to
see me, I generally sit down and read
’em a few of those'poems; and, then if
they haven’t the book, they always go
off and buy one.” It may not be generally known that the picture in the
book that is used to illustrate the part
'Round Home” is a picture of Uncle
Solon, with his hoe on his back, walking home from the cornfield at the edge
of evening.
The sage of Chase’s Mills
is in his shirt sleeves and wears his
broad-brimmed hat. “That’s the way I
want to look when I have my pictures
taken,” says Uncle Solon. “I'll bet a
house and lot to a ginger cookey that
I’m the happiest ‘Man with the hoe’
there is in all the State of Maine.”

HARTLEY SWETT.

the bustling place
enchanting grace,
And tinkling with the notes
Of field-larks, aud of silver streams,
Of south winds, murmuring their dreams
Through airy aisles of oats.

The Smart Set can never be accused
of dullness. In its 1G0 pages of stories,
verses and witticisms there are surprises and delights for the most blase reader.
The August number opens with a
novelette of remarkable power and
originality, entitled “Miss Sylvester’s
Marriage,” written by Cecil Charles,
and this is followed by the usual variety
of short stones, sketches and poems.

Theophilus Schreiner,brother of Olive
Schreiner, has sent a letter to the South
African association contradicting the
statements made by Ouida to the effect
that Olive Schreiner was held a prisoner by the British in South Africa, and
published in the London Daily Xews,
July lti. Theophilus Schreiner says
his sister Olive Schreiner is living in
Hanover, Cape Colony, for the sake of
her health and that her husband, Mr.
Cornwright, is with her. The town of
Hanover is under the martial law, says
Schreiner, but Olive Schreiner is al-

My lady in the gilded shop
Lets all the tawdry trinkets drop,
And through the magic sees
A dooryard sw eet with mint and phlox,
And pink with ruffled hollyhocks,
That nod to belted bees.
The sooty laborer with a thrill
Plucks sh mroeks on the Irish hill,
A gamin cheers and chaffs;
All busy footsteps pause a bit,
Somewhere is toil bv clear skies lit,
A sunburnt world that laughs.

EX-SENATOR RICHARD E. PETTIGREW,

OASTOHIA.
Kind You Hate Always Bouglit

Bear* the

_^Tha

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, 1> F Colcord, sailed from
Honolulu June 10for Puget Sound; passed
Neah Bay July 3.
AG Ropes, Chapman, arrived at Yokaliama June Its from New York.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at Cape
Town July 1 from Port Townsend.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, at Baltimore for
San Francisco.
Bangalore, Philadelphia for Nagaski;
passed Anjer prior to July 17.
E B Sutton, J P Butman, cleared from New
York April 10 for Tsintau.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
at San Francisco July 13 from Kahului.
Emily Reetl, sailed from Sydney, N S W
May 13 for Honolulu.
Gov Robie, F' Colcord, arrived at Honolulu June 2 from Newcastle, N. S. W.
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, arrived
at San Francisco June 13 from Baltimore.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at Cape Town June 19 from New What-

meeting will be held in the new Alumni hall of the University of Maine.—
Dexter Gazette.
Verona Park

Campmeeting.

Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
W. Smith will also lecture in the afterof the opening day. The list of Y'ork July 16 from Pensacola.
Lucia
Farrow, sailed from Havaspeakers this year contains the names na June Porter,
21 for New Y'ork via Manzanilla.
of some of the most noted platform
R W Hopkins, Ilichborn, arrived at
orators in New England. Harrison It. Buenos
Ayres July 12 from Philadelphia.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from PhilaBarrett, president N. S. A., Rev. F. B.
Austin of Toronto, Canada, editor of delphia, July 10 for Portland.
Sallie l’On, W H West, arrived at BrunsThe Sermon, and one of the most advanced thinkers of the day; .1. S. Scar- wick July 12 from Philadelphia.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Jacksonlett of Cambridgeport, Mass.; Mrs. Ella
ville July 15 from Boston.
P. Hawes of Carmel; F. W. Smith of
Willie L Newton arrived at Brunswick
Rockland; C. A. Brown of Orrington July 15 from New Y’ork.
and several others will occupy the platform during the meetings.
When I Go Home.
Rockland has

a

Prize

Fight.

Roc kland, July 17. A fifteen round
bout for the middleweight championship of Maine was fought here to-night
between Tom “Wilson of Bar Harbor
and Dave Sawyer of Rockland. It was
a good battle, with honors even at the
expiration of the limit, the action of
the referee in declaring the bout a draw
meeting with the approval of the 900

spectators. Phil Jason, who refereed
to-night’s contest, challenged Wilson to
a similar bout.
Death of Gen.

Poegiikeepsie,

Butterfield.

V., July 17. Gen.
Daniel Butterfield died at fiis home,
Cragside, at Cold Spring, at 8.30 tonight. He has been in very poor health
N.

for a year or more and has been in a
condition of semi-paralysis for some
time. He leaves a widow but' no children. About 15 years ago lie married
the widow of Frederick James of Cold
Spring and she survives him.

Frog Shower in Nashua.

Nashua, N. H., July 17. During a
heavy thunder storm here this afternoon a shower of small frogs descended
in the neighborhood of Railroad square,
covering the tracks of the Keene di-

When I go home again! There's music
That may never die away,
And it seems the band of angels,
On a magic harp at play,
Have touched with a yearning sadness
On a beautiful, broken strain,
To which is my fond heart wording—
When I go home again.
Outside of my darkening window
Is the great w orld’s crash and dill,
And slowly the autumn’s shadows
Come drifting, drifting in,
Sobbing, the night wind murmurs
To the plash of th'e autumn rain;
But I dream of the glorious greeting
\\ hen I go home again.
—Eugene Field.

in the way of loug distance and
dust-proof axles, rubber step
pads, Bailey springs and hangers, patent shaft couplings, etc.,
and all strictly up-to-date. We
also have some good trades in

We

are prepared to discuss it
forcibly, personally or by
spondence.
They have that indescribah',
thing about them which is perL..;
expressed by the word

QUALITY.

We’ll be glad to show them.
you wish to buy or not.

E. R.

CONNER,

Friday,

is

a

every-ot h
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RHEUriATISn CURE
will drive it out in a few hours, and
fully cure in a few days.—HUNYON.

Munyon’s Dyspepsia Cure will cure any case of
indigestion or stomach trouble.
Ninety per cent, of kidney complaints, including
the earliest stages of Bright’s Disease, can be cured
with
Munyon's Kidney Cure.
Munyon'sCatarrhCurewill cure catarrhofthe head,
throat and stomach, no matter of how long standing.
Nervous affectionsanddiseases of the hcartarecontrolled andcured
andHeartCure.
Mun yon’s Cold Cure will break upany form of cold.
Munyon’s Vitalizer restores lost poweisto weak
men.
Price $r. '■>
The Guide to Health (free) tells about diseasea
and their cure. Get it at any drug store. The Curea
are all on sale there, mostly at 25 cents a vial.
Munyon, New York and Philadelphia.
I\H HER CURES CATABRB.
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The Republican Journal

Publishing Company, Belfast, Maine,

EDITION

IU ■■ till
AM)...

...

Definitions

and

MmMSBDti

# Prepared under the direct supervision of W.T. HARRIS,Ph.D.,LL.D.,

United States Commissioner of Education, assisted by a large corps of
competent specialists and editors.
Rich Bindings.
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The Beet and'
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ily Paper in the I'nit.d

Pages

Illustrations

We also publish
Webster’s Collegiate
Dictionary
with Glossary of Scottish Words and l’hrases.
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which is

unequalled for variety
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Plants and

Flowers The Veterinary, Fn-t

Fancy Work,

Household Features.
Farm and Home is published

DOLLARS

giving you 24 numbers a year,
making a volume of over 500 pages,
all the latest and

most

reliable inloru

experience and science can supply.
By special arrangement we make f
time the following liberal offer:
To all who pay for The Republican Ion
year In advance, $2.00, Farm and Horn
sent for one yeariree. The regular subfor Farm and Home Is 50 cents a year.
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Caffe i n.

an

For fifteen years

Both

^mr

improve,

the skin.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

are

needed to make

| Sick

Druggists.

Madison

CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
PHIL A., Pi*
Iquare.

use

(cause

I

pin WORM ELIXIR
If worms are present they will be expelled. ■

For Sale at

a

sure

and

safe.

PHENYO CAFFEIN
Sold by all di
311124*

I

fiii ii

All persons who have not paid th-'H
1900 are requested to settle immediat
taxes are due ami liable to costs.
I shall be in my office in Memoi
from 8.30 to 11.30 a. m. daily, and Satm1.30 to 4.30 P. M.
M. C. HILL. foil.
Belfast, March 28,1901.—31tf

WANTED

■

1

Bargain

That desirable and well located real estate a
the foot of Main street known as the Danie
Lane wharf property, will be sold low to close the
estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Executor.
Belfast, December 19, 1900.—M

bu-

middle-aged lady who would
bonic where tne work is hot hard.

Appi

CilKI.s- lb

Belfast, July 11,1901.—28tf

Dr. John Stevens.

sickness, and sometimes death, in^A
children, before their presence is suspect- m
SB
ed. Give them a few doses of

A harmless vegetable tonic. 35c. at druggists.
Pr. J. F. TRUE Jk CO., Anbnrm. Me.

and

A

Worms?
TRUE’S

something

25 Pills 25c,

Republican Journal Pub. Co.,
BELFAST, MAI INE.

>.

Acute RheumaLsm

,

Always reliable. Ladies, asit Druggist roi
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH in Red and
(Hold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Take no other. Refuse dangerous substitutions and Imitations. Buy of your Druggist,
or send 4e. in stamps for Particulars, Testimonials and
Relief for Ladles," in Utter.
by return Rail. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by all

renu

Headaches,

f you wish

requirements.

CO°

standard

Neuralgia

The Journal is ready to advise with
its patrons on advertising and to
prepare advertisements to meet

Advertising Pays

a

Nervous Headaches,

advertising successful.

their

sem

thus

advertising expert.

Use it in preference to the
costly scented soaps which sometimes

<

Talks with a Lawyer, Around the blob*
and Dairy, The Poultry Vard, The (pi

SENSE

is added.

»i.<

Prominent among its many departm*
I**
n«i
11« lain and harden, >1 art.
l
Fruit (Culture, Plans and Invention

bath.

Sulphur Soap

Man

Believing that every one of *>ur r*
nave at least one good agricultui.
journal, we have perfected arrangen.*
we can send that practical and in-’

application.
G. of C. Merriam Co.
Publishers
sent

hcatlhlul

morning

Throughout

Plates

Glenn’s

of

I'm

Tilli;i
CAN
for #■.* ihi
in ads.

Send a.11 orders to

doubly beneficial when

injure, ipatead

n

is'

If

TRIBUNE

Better Than Ever for Home,
School, and Office.

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There is positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or interference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
The most difficases where others have failed.
cult cases successfully treated by mail,and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further particulars
and free confidential advice. Do not put off too
long. All letters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy is absolutely safe under every
possible condition and positively leaves no after
ill effectupon the health. Sent by mail, securely
sealed, $2.on. Money letters should be registered.
DR. J.W. EMMONS CO., 170 TremontSt., Boston.
A'

and

AVe furnish it with
THE
REPUBLICAN
JOURNAL
fur *2.50 per year,
in

!

W

count

^"rice$"‘-

TRIBUNE

5000
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Institution

ports

cepted
by fain:

Regular subscrip-

Phrases

bottle of

Be sure it is
the "L. F.” kind

A

ami

reliable
Financial
and Market reports

25,000 New Words

“L. F.” Atwood’s
Bitters
and keep your
digestion right.

you

Matters

Comprehensive and

New

against it;
a

d

Dictionary

Be forehanded,
and guard
Get

Mur o!
press.
tural
of tinder, has
in g

VV kkllb I ion Notes. Agricul-

Webster’s
International

Be
Bilious.
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YORK

™-WEEKLYK"“ WEEKLY

NEW

Don’t

most

spondence.
Short
Stories. E l e gant
Half-tone Illustrations, H u morons

byMunyon’sNerve

_MENYON’K

con-

THE DAILY TRIBUNK of same
date, also Domestic
and Foreign Corre-

My RHEUriATISn CURE Is Just as

nUNYON’S

al Pan;
per of
class,
and
i:
contains

tains all important
foreign cable news
which appears in

¥ II It If
certain to cure rheumatism as water
is to quench thirst. No matter what
part of the body the pain may be in
or whether it is acute or chronic.

#

NEW-

Daily,

other three. It

e.

Pu b 1
T h u r'
know

in

tine, fresh.
e r -day
giving the
latest news on days
<»f issue, and covering news of the
reality

%\

Front St., Belfast, IV!

Hare.

What the Pine Trees Said.

DISCUSSING.

and

HARNESSES T"»™.

U L~ iflf

It conies to me often in silence,
When the firelight sputters low—
When the black uncertain shadows
Seem wraiths of the long ago;
Always with throb or heartache,
That thrills each pulsive vein,
Comes the old, unquiet longing
For the peace of home again.
I’m sick of the roar of cities,
And of faces old and strange;
I know where there’s warmth of welcome,
And my yearning fancies range
Back to the dear old homestead,
With an aching sense of pain ;
But there’ll be joy in the coming,
When I go home again.

IS WORTH

A great many of these carriages are
fitted up with the latest devices

IlhVV

New Y ork June :i for Santos.
Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New Y'ork
Feb 28 from Ilong Kong.
Thomas A Goddard, sailed from Portland
May 21 for Rosario.
Willard 5Iudgett, J. 11. Monroe, sailed
from Boston June 2(i for Buenos Ayres;
spoken June 29, lat 40 N, Ion 01 W.

noon

WHALEBONE
Road Wagon

Groceries, Surreys, Top Buggies, Piano Eox Road
Wagons, Punts, Concords,
Drays, Etc.,--all grades.

..

Wash.

campmeeting of the Penobscot Spiritual Temple Association
Georgia Gilkey, 5V R Gilkey, arrived at
will be held at Verona Park July 28th New York June 25 from Santa Cruz.
Henry Clausen, Jr, cleared from Carrato August 19th. The program begins
belle, Fla., July 5 for Portsmouth.
Sunday, July 28th, when the opening
Glady s, 11 B Colson, arrived at Perth Amexercises will be conducted by A. F. boy July 16 from Fernandina.
Smith of Bangor, F. W. Smith of BockJohn C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
land and C. A. Brown of Orrington. F. Y ork June 2(ifrom Brunswick, Ga.

INCLUDING.

and

SCHOONERS.

Tlie annual

REDUCED

Published Monday,
Wednesday,

Xational

will be
That

TO CLOSE OUT AT

RHEUMATISM

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

com,

50 CARRIAGES 50
Bailey's
PRICES,
Pneumatic

And long and long the sweetness stays,
And cheers and cools the heated ways,
Like happy news from home,
Till the pale moon and misty stars
Look down as if, by meadow bars,
Their rays touched clover bloom.
But little recks the countryman,
Bound homeward on his empty van,
Along the closing marts,
What store he brought with him to-day,
Or what, within a load of hay,
Could touch so many hearts.
—Youth’s Companion.

financial success for liis recent political
1 setback. He is credited with making a
large fortune in oil and stocks.

Manuel Llaguno, D. C. Nichols, cleared
from New York Feb. 28 for Hong Kong;
passed Anjier prior to June 10.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
State Grange Meetings.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
N. S. W.
There will be a special meeting of the Newcastle,
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from San
Maine State grange held in Dexter Francisco June 28 for Tacoma and
HonoAugust 10th, for the purpose of giving lulu.
the sixth degree to a large class of pattat Paul, r \Y Treat, at Newcastle N. S. W.
rons who desire to take the seventh de- May 21 for Manila.
St Nicholas, sailed from Newcastle, N. S
gree when the Xational grange holds
its meeting in Lewiston next Xovem- W June J for Honolulu.
State of Maine, LA Colcord, cleared from
ber. This seventh degree is only given New
Y'ork May 3 for Hong Kong.
by the Xational grange,and as the meetTillie E Starbuek, Ebeu Curtis, arrived
in
Xovember
will
be
the
first
one
ing
at Honolulu June 28 from San Francisco.
ever held by that body in Maine a large
Win II Many, Amsbury, sailed from San
number will naturally take the degree Francisco April 17 for Alaska.
Wm H Conner, J T Erskine, Newcastle,
at that time.
It is for the purpose of
N. S. W., for Manila, passed Goode Island
accommodating such patrons that the July
2.
State meetings will be held here Aug.
BARKS.
16th. Dexter grange has invited the
Alice Heed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
granges in Charleston, Garland, Exeter,
Comma, Newport, Parkman, Cam- Y'arnioutli, N s, June 15for Buenos Ayres.
Edward May, sailed from San Francisco
bridge, Sangerville, East Sangerville June
IS for Honolulu.
and Stetson to come here at that time
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Boston May 8,
and such as are qualified and wish to
from Fernandina.
take the sixth degree to do so.
There
Herbert Black, W II Blanchard, arrived
will undoubtedly be a large attendance at Rosario, June 1 lrom
Pascagoula via
from other granges also.
In addition Buenos Ayres.
1
Mabel
C
N
to the work of conferring the sixth deMeyers,
Meyers, cleared from
gree the meeting will be addressed by Boston May 20for Rosario; spoken June 2
Mrs. (). .1. Woodman of Michigan, wid- lat :>1 N. Ion. 40 W.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana, July 7 from
ow of the late
master

Penobscot county
Orono, August 18th.

Breath.

fnilst[aiShtwaY
Is filled with some

Roberts, Augusta; librarian, Elbridge
I heard the swaying pine trees speak
Bacon, Bar Mills. It was voted to hold vision of the Boston & Maine railroad
As I went down the glen;
the next meeting in Camden, the third
“Next year, ’’said one, “the wind shall seek,
for a distance of 200 yards. The sight
But And me not again!
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday in was witnessed
by thousands.
July. The papers of the day, all on
“I shall go forth upon the seas,
professional topics, were by Dr. ThoA mast or steering-beam;
mas Fillebrown of Boston, Dr. John
Fishermen will be interested in the On me shall breathe the tropic breeze,
Hood of Boston Dr. C. H. Gerrish of record of the schooner Valkyrie, owned
Above, strange stars shall gleam.”
Exeter, N. II., Dr. W. I. Brigham of by Captain Harry Gardner and comSouth Framingham, Dr. F. A. Knowl- manded by Capt. Angus Hines of Glou- “And I—the ax shall cleave my grain,
a peculiar regalia adapted for comAnd many times divide;
ton of Fairfield, and Dr. W. F. Bisbee cester. Last week their Grand Bank trip
fort and hard usage, with which they
of Camden. General discussions fol- weighed 301,600 lbs. of salt cod, stock- From my dear brood I’ll shed the rain
were adorned at the beginning of the
And roof their ingleside.”
lowed some of the papers.
ing $9591.60, the shoresmen getting
trip. Grips and bags they had none,
$341.50
each.
Then
up and spake a slender shaft,
but each had a good-sized meal bag,
That like an arrow grew;
t
suitably inscribed with the proper iniA Wise Woman.
“No breeze my leafless stem shall waft,
A Poor Millionaire
tials, in which to carry the necessary
No ax my trunk shall hew—
for
the
This
Maxfield
he
has
Manager
secured one
furnishings
trip.
party
says
Lately starved in London because be
made a trip to the same place last year night from the management of “A Wise could not digest his food. Early use of “But though a single hour is mine,
Woman.” The date will be announced later Dr. King’s New Life Pills would have savHow happy shall I be!
and reported an abundance of fish
on.
It will bs a month or so
A ed him. They strengthen the stomach, aid Young hearts shall leap, young eyes shall
They look forward to an equally enjoy- little energy of this kind, if at least. will
improve
pursued,
promote
assimilation,
shine,
digestion,
able time on this trip.—Pittsfield Aa bring to our town a
To greet their Christmas-tree!”
higher standard of appetite. Price 2fic. Money back il not
vertiser.
—The Independent.
companies.
satisfied. Sold by R. H. Moody, druggist.
party consisting of W. L. Pushor,
V. C. Bowman, T. E. Getchell, S. R.
Haines, G. H. Morse, Esq., and A. N.
Smith of tliis place and Hr. W. C.
Libby of Belfast left Pittsfield Monday
morning, July loth, for a week’s trip
to Carry ponds in the northern part of
Somerset County where they have
The entire party have
a fine camp.
A

Country

A hay-load in a city square,
The sweets of a whole summer fair,
In one rude wagon
piled;
The fragrant breath of warm, still rains,
The scent of strawberries in green lanes,
Faint petals blown from roses wild,

held in

red light, and
Death of Oscar Holway.
blew one blast of the whistle to signify
that the vessels were to pass to starOscar Holway, one of Augusta’s suc- board.
Xo response being heard, ancessful business men, died July 18th other blast was sounded, followed by
after a lingering illness with Bright’s several long toots.
Finding no attendisease. lie was president of the Oscar tion was paid to the signals, Capt. AVilcox
Holway Co., whose principal place of
says he ordered the wheel hard
business is in Auburn.
For many aport, but it was impossible to avoid a
years he was a director in the First collision, and the steam yacht, accord-

A Pisctaorial Party.

The End of the Deal is the title of

necessary.

The crew of the Tremont remained
hoard their vessel and accepted an
offer of the X'ew Hampshire lor assistance to X ew London.
Immediately after the accident the
steam yacht backed away from the Tremont and left immediately, coming into
X'ew London harbor this morning.
From shore it appeared that she hail
sustained considerable injury to her
stem.
Capt. Wilcox insists that it was a
fairly clear night, and that if proper
lookout had been kept on the yacht the
collision would not have occurred.
Capt. G. R. Strahan of the yacht
Wild Duck this noon filed his protest at
the local custom house. In his sworn
statement Capt. Strahan says that when
about one-quarter of a mile east of
Cornfield light vessel a thick fog shut

A

unusually good business serial stcjry
which is to begin in an early number of
The Saturday Evening Post, of Philadelphia. A famous transaction on the
Chicago Board of Trade is the basis upon w hich the author, Mr. Will Payne,
has founded this striking romance of
the wheat pit. A charming love story
runs through the stern and stirring
plot.

on

peared. They first

Xational Bank of Augusta and had been
its president since 1892.
He was also
a trustee of the
Kennebec Savings
Bank, a director in the Auburn Trust
Co., tlie Kennebec Steamboat Co., the
Augusta water Co., the Maine Farmer
Publishing Co., the Waver]v Co. Woolen Mill at Pittstiield, of the Dexter and
Newport II. II. Co., and President of the
Oldtown Woolen C'o., of Oldtowu, A
widow, two sons, Melvin S. Holway,
Esq., of Augusta, and C’has. O. Ilolwav
of Auburn, a member of the firm of Oscar Holway & Co., survive him.

Polities.

of 4outb Dako
ta no doubt finds consolation In bli

Bx-Senator Pettigrew

.1. .1. Philadelphia.
Woodman. She is special Xational lecOlive Tliurlow, cleared from New Y’ork
turer and will address the order on the July 10 for Port Roy al.
work pertaining to interests of the
Penobscot,at Freemantle May 0 for South
children and young people of tlieGrange. Africa.
Rebecca
Crowell, 51 (1 Dow, from PhilaBeside the meeting to beheld here the
State grange will hold eleven other delphia for Brazil arrived at Delaware
Breakwater June 3.
meetings in the State, but the only
Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord,'sailed from
other one in

Hearing no answer to the blasts of the
Fred TV. Newcomb of Searboro, who whistle, Capt. Strahan signaled to the
apprehended Bill Hands, the negro ac- engine room to “full back speed astern.”
Before the headway of the yacht
complice. did not appear at the hearing
to enforce his claim but the selectmen could be checked, however, she crashed
into
the approaching vessel, the Treof Gorham considered his claim good
mont.

and voted to allow him *250 out of the
*500 reward off ered by the town. Mrs.
Graffam, wife of the murderer, gets
*125; John II. Feehan overseer of the
State prison, *125, and George W. Nor
ton, editor of the Evening Express,

rtuuc

*.

Excursion steaier Castine.
The steamer Castine is withdrawn from the
Brooklin and Belfast route and is for charter or to
let to private parties, Sunday school excursions,
fishing parties and general excursion business.
Regular running speed 12 miles an hour. Steamer
can be chartered at reasonable rates by the day,
week or month.
SHERMAN G. SWIFT, Agent,
68 Main Street, Belfast.
Telephone call 9-2.
L. W. COOMBS, Gen. Manager.
On board steamer at Lewis wharf, Belfast.

HOUSE

OPERA
OFFICE HOURS

:

BLOCK

11 to 12 A. n.
and

;

Sunday 11

"
1 to 3 P
"
to 11 4

Room to Let.
or unfurnished.
Centrally 1«•
Modern sanitary conveniences. Meals
obtained across the street, if desired. A pl’

Furnished

No. 26 Miller Street, Side

>

JACOBS

SOL

AT ROCKLAND.

sol. Jacobs of Gloucester, New
most famous fisherman and

t

..vs

!""

.most

catcher

in

into Rockland
the Helen Miller
no of the largest fishermen in
1, and tied up at Simmons,
He sailed
Co.’s wharf for ice.

untry,

came

Kith,

i!\

A

mackerel
on

lay for Georges, to complete
tisli. The Rockland Star
it

x

Gould attracted
niion coming into the harbor.
of
her
size and on ac,.-count
her trim proportions.
Old
spied her off the breakwater
aim were rather astonished
craft churn the waters of the
and warp into the wharf witliMiller

Helen

1 of the breeze,
rather an unusual sight for
>es to notice that the Helen
mid was using her propeller.
I act independently of the
she was tied up an admiring
rounded her and commented
famous fisherman,
n Miller Gould, named after
.us and patriotic daughter of
iv

Tnkt* RefremlatlTc.
A DISCOURAGED KAN.
Siam's king has honored America by
“It's the last time I'm going to try.
appointing one of our countrymen his
representative at the International* Luck is against me, and I’ll just give up!
court «l arbitration. Mr. Frederick W."' There is no use in trying to do anything
when the odds are against you.”
It was John Harris who was doing the
talking. His wife was sewing buttons
on to the children’s clothes after
they
had gone to bed. As she held the buttons in her mouth, to prevent their rolling off, she had no opportunity to answer her husband, even if she had the
incli-natiou,
Mr. Harris resumed:
"I'm clean discouraged, that’s what I
am! Of coarse, I don't think of myself”
—Mrs. Harris’ lip curled a little, and
one button escaped and rolled under the
table—“It’s you and the children I’m
worried about”—another button rolled
away—“and if it wasn’t for leaving you
alone, Mary, I’d—”
He aid not finish what he was saying,
as just then Mrs. Harris coughed, and
all the buttons flew out of her mouth.
“Is it such a bad failure?” she asked,
presently. She was darning the children’s stockings, having sewed on all
the fugitive buttons.
“It couldn’t be worse. When a man’s

Gould by Captain Jacobs,

time of her launching, the
most complete fisherman
it- is 131 feet over all, 25 ft.
lo ft. 0 in. deep at the bow

id

oss

tonnage.

ted with an electric engine
•oed independent of her sails,
vriits are throughout the vesmg the crew to dress fish by
crew of 20 men is her comi

FREDERICK W.

HOLES.

Holis. the American chosen, was secretary of the American delegation to
the peace conference held at The Hagu««
In 1S90.

Gould presented a set of
mting to Captain.lacobs for
■ake, at the launching, and un•eii

skipper

the Helen Milnow a little over a year old,
money-maker from the start,
a faring man from Boston to
idland knows the genial Capt.
who has made mackerel
s.
specialty and has encircled
in search of that fish,
ested in the great fishing innpathized with him when a
igo he entered the Irish tishls for mackerel, was suddenome owing to his wife’s illlost his vessel, left in the
first mate,on the 1 risli coast,
led, Capt. .Jacobs built the
ier Gould, the most complete
alloat.
icobs was seen by The Gandhis finely appointed cabin
pet and questioned about his
nous

$1,000 REWARD
Offered

by the l>r. Williams Medicine Company for Evidence of Fraud in the Publication of Any of its Testimonials Advertising;
Or. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People.

It is sometimes thought that some concerns, in order to make people believe that
the article in which they deal is a good one,
manufacture themselves the testimonials
which they use in their advertisements.
The Dr. Williams Medicine Co., manufacturers of Dr. Williams'Pink for Pale People, however, have always held that the
publication of a fictitious or even a misleading testimonial is not only bad morally
but is bad advertising. Consequently the
greatest care has always been taken in selecting testimonials for their advertising.
Every case is not only fully investigated
but in most instances it is sworn to in legal
form and the affidavit placed on file. That
no doubt may be in the minds of the public,
the company otters one thousand dollars
< *1,000) for evidence of
fraud, on its part, in
the publication of any of the testimonials
used in making known the merits of Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People. In
view of this, the follow ing remarkable case,
published in the Democrat and Sentinel,
Lewiston, Pa., is given without further

tell the truth,” he began in
humored way, "we ran into
rum the Georges to get warm,
y we wanted ten or a dozen
In all my life at sea I
•vienced sucii cold, foggy,
comment.
on the Banks in summer.
Mr. Frank A. Means, is a well known
; induce you to Mr. Ambrose
farmer of Reedsville, Mifflin County, Pa.
uihert of the Boston Post, lie lias been an elder in the Reedsville
nk. will agree with me that Presbyterian Church for twenty-nine years,
nays we wore overcoats and lias served three years as county commissioner and as school director for nine years.
a to ward oil cold and dripHe was afflicted with creeping paralysis,
dr fog,
losing the entire use of the lower half of
Lambert here has worn a his
body, and for a year was a helpless innd two overcoats some days, valid, confined to his
bed with no power or
ve
been out fourteen days feeling in either leg, and physicians had
•ucester and have lion bbls. of given him up as hopeless, lie* is now able
aboard. Running out of ice to walk without’eveii the support of a cane
u
Rockland and sail at high and is enthusiastic in his praise of Dr.
fie banks again to complete Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People, the
that cun d him o*f his dreadful
of about 1,000 bbls.
Then remedy
affliction. He writes:
li'O.”
“I had the grip for four winters and as a
l ink ot it.
interposed Air. result my nerves broke down. 1 lost the enwho
is one of Boston’s tire use of tlie lower half of my body. My
political writers, we drifted stomach, liver, kidneys, heart or head were
1 here and therefor ten or a never affleeted but the paralyzed condition
of the lower part of the body affected my
iys about the banks in a fog
bladder and bowels. For a whole
I
Hiking an observation, and sud- lay in bed perfectly helpless with no year
power
Jacobs said to me. ‘1 guess in*either limb and the fe
ling gone so that I
ad for Alt. Desert light,' and couldn't foci a pin run into my legs at all. 1
lore ado he started in the fog.
couldn’t turn over in bed without help. To
dm how far it was and when move me a pulley was rigged on the ceiling
d get there and he said, T:10 and a windlass on the floor.
•■During two years 01 my affliction 1 hail
ait 10 o'clock,” and at live
six different doctors but none of them gave
'e
ten last night we were at
A specialist from Philadelme any relief.
Talk about wizards!"
phia treated me for three months but he
re 1
are
Continued
scarce,”
was of
no benefit to me.
These doctors
Jacobs, "but they are lower gave me up and said it was only a question
weeks
with
■an a
of
a
few
me
as
We
started
nothing more
year ago.
i. and so far the Helen Miller could be done. After the physicians had
a
friend
me
sent
me
a pamphlet
up
is stocked $20,00(1.
We close given
statements of two men who had
ii November 10.
There are so containing
been afflicted something like me and who
Hter mackerel now that the
had been cured by the use of Dr. Williams’
iers, but in my opinion from Pink Pills. 1 began taking them at once
'he catches will be small and and although my improvement was slow it
Now 1 can walk most of the
ill be higher in the fall.
was certain.
■erel tishing along the Alaine time without a cane and everybody around
thinks it is
miracle that 1 can get
■
thing of the past. Years ago here
about as 1 do. Your pills have certainly
cruise about tbe islands here
been a God-send to me.”
full fare, but those days are
F. A. Means.
Signed,
could catch more lish off the
Subscribed and, sworn to before me this
ist in a week than on the banks 17th day of April, 1‘.ml.
Albert S. Gibbonky,
;tli, but my last experience was
if me there.
Notary Public.
This cure of Mr. Means has attracted
smell mackerel. AVell every
much attention in his neighborhood and
mackerel fisherman ought to
people talk of it as something marvelous.
do that. Many a time I've The
fact that Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
my bunk and scented them, Pale People cured this stubborn case, as
he boat to lay to and soon was they have cured others equally severe,
ded by schools of them. At leaves no room for doubt but that they will
pie laughed when they read cure lesser troubles arising from disordered
It is a well established fact that
ue papers but it is the gospel nerves.
they are an unfailing specific not only for
tsk any of the crew.”
sis but for locomotor ataxia,
paraly
partial
Hubert of the Post, accompan- St. Vitus'
dance, neuralgia, nervous headJacobs on his cruise for recrea- ache and also for all diseases arising from
when he left on the City of impure or impoverished blood, such as
lor home last night carried with rheumatism, amcinia, after-effects of the
■ art of the Atlantic
ocean pre- grip, palpitation if the heart, pale and saldial by Captain Jacobs. The low complexions and all forms of weakness
either in male or female. At all druggists,
remarked laughingly that Lam- or
direct from Dr. Williams Medicine Comso marked the chart with
pencil
Schenectady, N. Y., fifty cents per
'ig the vessel's course that it
ox; six boxes for two dollars and fifljy
ike a map of the Philippine cents. Be sure to get the genuine; substitutes never cured anyone.
o

■

Eany,

''

une

Fire Insurance Agents.

bird annual meeting of the
\ssockition of Fire Insurance
as held at the Falmouth Hotel,
11, July 17th, and was called to
the president, Maynard ,S.
dockland. About 35 insurance
uni] various parts of the State
attendance.
The following
a gates to attend the
annual
of the National Association,
to be held at the Hotel Victory,
lay, Ohio, the week of Sept. P:

Women love a clear, healthy complexion.
Pure blood makes it.
Burdock Blood Bitt ers makes pure blood.
No Harm Done—Chappie—“I’d just like
to know what you mean by being engaged
to both Cholly and me at once!" Miss Pinkie—“Why, bless me! there is no harm done;
you can’t either of you afford to marry me,
you know.” —New \ ork Weekly.
wheelman’s tool bag isn’t complete witha bottle of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
Heals cuts, bruises, stings, sprains.
Monarch over pain.

A
out

I

sheltered and protected from all
those annoyances.”
“Are they?” answered Mrs. Harris,
with dry lips. She had done the work
of three women that day. She had been
cook, and nurse, now she was seamstress.
She had cut and contrived,
counted pennies, and was engaged to
give music lessons to the doctor’s daughter to offset their last year’s bill. Her
whole frame quivered with the pain of
jarred and tangled nerves. Hut it had
never entered into her mind that she
dared to complain.
“Doe the Xext Thynge” was the motto she had framed and hung up where
she could see it many times a day.
“As I say,” continued her husband,
after a time of gloomy thought, “there’s
a way out of it, and many a man has
been driven to it. I won’t live and be
persecuted by a mob of circumstances.
If 1 was out of the way, you and the
children would have enough to live on
comfortably the rest of your lives. It's
only anticipating our filial fate by a few
months or years.”
ills. Harris folded the last pair of
stockings and laid them neatly away.
A little smile hovered about her lips.
“John,” she said, in a firm voice, “I
have a last favor to ask of you.”
\\ nat is it, Mary?
“Don’t die in the house!”
Before tlie astonished man could
speak, she continued:
“Because it would he so unpleasant
for the children and for me. It is our
home.
1 have the deed of it in my possession, sent to me by my father yesterday. And I should hate to have any
unpleasant associations connected with
it.
I should very much dislike to have
you buried at the four corners near here,
with a stake driven through you, though
people would soon forget that we ever
belonged to you. For I would not own
to being the widow of a coward, or let
my children bear his name. And even
if you were not held responsible, 1
should be responsible. I should be
ashamed to think you had written your
own epitaph,
‘Here lies a discouraged
man.’
John Harris was dumb with surprise.
“I know,” continued his wife, “that
it is a favorite thing for men to say that
they will get out of. it all, and that
women do not realize how desperate the
situation is, and a lot more rubbish they
ought to be ashamed of.”
John tried to speak, but his wife had
the iloor.
*
“It is only a coward who would take
refuge in death, and leave his wife and
children to tight the battle of life alone.
And right here, John, I want that subject to end forever. It is hard enough
to live with a man who is chronically discouraged, but when he hints at getting
out of it, I object.”
John Harris never again made any
vague and improbable threats, but took
the dilemma of business by both horns
and practically mastered it.
Nor has
his wife ever heard him declare since
that evening that he is “a discouraged
are

when you are

.1.

"’bland.
■x.,
1

utive

Little, cript.

committee, II. N. Pink-

Portland; W. F. Curran, Bangor;
Atwood, Winterport; J. R. Little,
Gstun; George H. Grant, Ellsworth;
Gentle, Houlton; W. D. Patter1

"

"

i-.i-asset.

"as

‘“bug

voted to hold the next annual
at Bangor.

on

the stage.”—Boston Trans-

A boon to travelers. Dr. Fowler’s Extract of wild Strawberry.
Cures dyseutery, diarrhiea, seasickness, nausea. Pleasant to take. Perf ectly harmless.
“Do you really think he is suffering from
insomnia?” “Of course he is.
Why he
can’t even go to sleep in church when the
is
collection-plate being passed.”—Philadelphia Becord.

Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Washington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
il lie r
beauty was completely hidden by Information, Seattle, Wash., O. M. Moore,
blotches aud pimples till she used secretary.
>,
ltf
'f'Kien’s ArnicaSalve. Then they vanish" ill all
Eruptions, Fever Sores, Boils,
Did you hear what Judy
Description.
1
i„, ts- arbuncles and Felons from its use. Gibbs said?” “No—what was it?” “She
bde for Cuts, Corns, Burns, Scalds said
new bride next door to them has
the.
Jes. Cure guaranteed. 25c at R. H the most
v
elegant repertoire of shirtwaists
she ever saw.”—Chicago Becord Herald.
*he Didn’t

Wear A Mask.

J.

or

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the peisonal

estate

breakwater,

When
You
Eat

catch ever made in the Saco.

The men
estimate they will make $75 for their
day’s work.
The first cargo of stone and brick for

the

has

lighthouse in Rockland harbor
arrived and been discharged at the

new

The matter of the selection of a
sponsor for the new battleship Maine,
which has been holding the interest of
people in all parts of the State for a
long time, came to a sudden focus July
lsth through the receipt at the Executive Department of a letter from Wm.
Cramp & Sons inviting Governor Hill
to name the young lady. This Governor Hill did in Rockland upon receipt
of telegraphic information about the
letter. Miss Mary Preble Anderson of
Portland will splash the wine on the
battleships’s prow when the big war
craft plunges into the Delaware next

B. H. & W.

Stock Sold.

The Bangor Commercial says: Durthe past day or two rumors have been
rife about town of the sale of the controlling interest in the Bangor, Hampden & Winterport railway to the same
syndicate which recently purchased the
Bangor, Orono & Old Town road and
the Brewer bridge. A member of the
syndicate when seen by a Commercial
reporter on Thursday afternoon, said:
“It is true that certain of the stockholders in the B. H. & W. road have
sold their holdings, presumably because
they prefer to invest their money in
some other channel.
The fact that the
stock has changed hands does not necessarily imply any change in the officers
of the company or in the management
of the road.”

"

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of
to

; Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
; having been presented for probate.
I Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in! terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Jtdge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltine, Register.

!

A South

Pole Seeker.

Three expeditions—English, German
and Sweden—are to try for the south

I

A.

ROBINSON, administrator of the

of Elizabeth
I'AAC
said
of

at
on

Belfast,within and for
the 9th day of July,

deceased.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of July,
A.D. 1901.
GRINDLE, administrator of the estate of
•
Leopold Hegyi, late of Prospect, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, h ving presented a
petition prayiug that this court may determine
who are entitled to the balance of the estate
aforesaid now in bis hands, their respective
shares according to law7, and order the same distributed accordingly.
Crdeied, That tne said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 13th day of August, A. D. 1901.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should uot be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

EW.

VON

DRYOALSKI.

The Best

Remedy for Stomach and Bowel
Troubles.

“I have been in the drug business for
twenty years and have sold most all of the
proprietary medicines of any note. Among
the entire list I have never found anything
to equal Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy for all stomach and bowel
troubles,” says O. W. Wakefield of Columbus, Ga. “This remedy cured two severe
cases of cholera morbus in my family and I
have recomended and sold hundreds of bottles of it to my customers to their entire
satisfaction. It affords a quick and sure
cure in a pleasant form. No family should
be without it. I keep it in my house at all
times.”
Cuts and bruises are healed by Chamberlain’s Fain Balm in about one third the
time any other treatment would require because of its antiseptic qualities which cause
the parts to heal without maturation.
The Island Press vouches for this tale
of a mid-summer tragedy: A Deer Isle
editor lost a cow in a very queer manner last week.
The animal got out of
the barn into the kitchen, where she devoured an old umbrella and a cake of

The yeast fermented in the poor
beast’s stomach, raised the umbrella,
and she died in terrible agony of expan-

yeast.
sion.

ol

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that she has been duly
appointed administratrix of the estate oi
AMY F. STOUSLAND, late of Galveston, Texas,
in the Countv of Galveston, deceased, and given

having

bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to preseut the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.
Stockton

Springs, July

NELLIE E. COLSON.
9, 1901.

NOTICE.

The subscribe!
been duly
non of the es-

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has
administrator de bonis
appointed

tate of
FRANK M.

LASSELL, late of Burnham,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
FRANK WHITTEN.
immediately.
Burnham, July 9,1901.

_

3 15

7 15
1 25
6 57
7 25

T7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belff
fa?t, on the 9th day of July, 1901. Levi K.
Cox, administrator on the estate of Khoda Cox,
late of Liberty, in said County, deceased, having
presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probale Com l, lu l>e held at Belfast, on the 13th day
of August next, and show cause, if any they have
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Portland. 11 00

In Court

Boston,

jI £:
w. D.

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast on the 13:li day
of August next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account slum hi not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

I* M

Boston,

Waterville. 6 05
Bangor. 7 00
....

4‘JO
1 40
P M
4 26
4 36

4
5
5
t5
5
15
t6
6

50
08
17
26
40
50
00
05

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and N irth
west, via all routes, for sale bv L. W. George
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

MIC DISEASES
.AND.

HOME TREATMENT.
Many have been cured
during the past few months
as well as previously by the
GliKAT MULTIPATHIC
SJ hCIMCS. as testimo-

nials which will he sent on
will
show,
) ironic diseases of
every
kind, together with the diseases
peculiar to women
and of the Pelvic and Re-

application
t

|

productive Organs quickly

relieve!I and permanently
Bladder diseases and Rheumatism successfully treated bv our newly discovered Remedies. Send for testimonials of
persons helped and cured.
Female disease .aired by
a new line of treatment.
Send tor general and
special symptom blanks and price >i-t-. In c
IF Mitchell can he consulted lie, h\ uuil uotherwise. He will he ill the Boston oriire of t ie
M'.", pat Inc Medical Co. Mondav-. Wednesdays
Thursdays, from to a. m. to 4 in m. Addle-C. H. MITCHKLL. M. 1)..
I limn Savings Bank Building.
Next to Hotel Touraine.
21# lTemont street. Room 402.

cured.

1

Kinney

and

Boston. Mass.
Laboratory. 3 Howard Place Roxbury, Mass.

A Marked Down
Sale of this season's

..Shirtwaists..

NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
gives notice that he
hereby
administrator of the

estate

\

DARINDA A. SPINNEY,
1
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds is the law directs. All persous having do- ;
of
said
deceased
are
the
estate
mands against
|
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all iudebteu thereto are requested to make pay-

immediately.

Stockton

WILLIAM

Springs, July 9, 1901

....AT....

R. A. French & Co

Q. SPINNEY.

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointthe
last will and testament of
of
ed executrix
WILLIAM C. TUTTLE, late of Belfast,

EXECUTRIX’S

lage m, conveyed

iss.
■■at

me, l.ura E. (Hidden of
Maim, a certain piece
o paicelof land with the
thereon situated m Nortliport, County buildings
of Waldo and state.>[
Maine, and hounded and described as follow to
"" ‘""
,y 1:il"1 "f Kmery Brown; east
bv land tormerly owned
by Charles Dui-h-tmsoutb by th" Smith farm
-ailed-and land
t attersou; west
by land of Joseph (i
Lane; and whereas the conditions of said mortlave
been
and
now
gage
are broken, now theretore, by reason of tlm breach of the
condition*
thereoh I claim a foreclosure of said
m.rtgage.
Dated at Nortliport, July 1.1,1901.
3w-J
f.l'K.V E. DI.IDDEN.
to

,'c.,’P"i1’t'F r* i"’

immediately.

Belfast, July

s

Foreclosure Notice.
Whereas. Fred ». B. Mitchell of Boston M
t>v Insmortgage deed dated October 25
recorded m Waldo Registry of Deeds Book

in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directs. All persons haring demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to ma\e payGEORGIANNA TUTTLE.
9. 1901.

't:, Vlf

NOTICE. The subscriber
has been duly apestate of
pointed
LUCIUS C. S TEPHENSON, late of Belfast,
iu the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bouds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, aud
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

V1

'd

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives uotice that he
administrator of the

ment

9 50

tFlag station.

Bradford Webber’s estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may atteuu at a
Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 13th
day of August next, and show cause, it any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe. Register.

ment

P M

12 55
A M

t)O0O
t6 27 tlO 15
Kurnliaiu, depart. 8 30 in 45
Unity. 8 4S 11 20
Thorndike. 8 57 11 45
Knov
.i 0 06 tl2 00
Brooks.
0 2"
12 30
Waldo.t 0 30 M2 47
City Point.,t o 4"
M 07
Belfast, arrive
0 45
1 15

a

ment

900

Benton. t6 13

Clinton

WALDO

The subscriber
has been duly apof
late of Stockton Springs.

AM

700

(tn.

A M

SS.—lu Court of Probate, Held at Belfast, on the 9th day of July, 1901. Leslie F.
Neal, administrator on the estate of Benjamin F.
Neal, late of Belfast, in said C maty, deceased,
having presented his first ami final account of
administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th day
of August next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

±00
4 10

TO BELFAST.

or

immediately.

CHESTER B. STEPHENSON.

Belfast,

LEWIS’

July 9, 1901.
NOTICE.

testament

4 40

5 35
0 00
J 15

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that
EXECUTOR’S
gives notice that he has been duly appointed appointed administrator of the
Executor of the last will and
NANCY R. CLIFFORD, late or Stockton Springs
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
8. A. RENDELL.
immediately.
Stockton Springs, July 9,1901.

t3 55
4 20
t4 38
5 17
550
6 25
t« 50
7 08

Portland.12 02

pointed

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
county, on the 13th day of August, A. D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should uot be granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true Copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

PM

3 30

13 36

a m

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, I
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,

I

38
45
53
15
8 32
8 42

PM

1 30
tl 35
tl 45
156
t2 08
2 15
2 23
2 45

Waterville. 8 47

WALDO

MARY

PROFESSOR ERICH

Clinton..
Benton.
Bangor.

WALDO

estate

E. MANNING, widow of Henry Manning,
late of Lincoln ville, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praving for
an allowance out of the personal estate of said

pore this year. The leader of the Germans, Professor von Drygalski, has bad|
much experience fc arctic exploration. 1

^uitV.

SS. In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 9tli day of July, 1901. Amelia
E. Hentz, executrix of the last will ami testament
of Nancy McKinney, late of Liocolnville, in said
County, deceased, having presented her first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.

!

15

.*..t7
Thorndike.
7
7
Burnham, arrive. 8

Bel-

A. Robinson, late of Liberty, in
County
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at public
or private sale and convey certain real estate of
said deceased which is fully described in said
petition.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
fast, on the 9th day of July, 1901. Addie
E. Webber, executrix of the last will of Hiraiu
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published C. W bber, who was administrator on the estate
of Bradford Webber, late of Monroe, in said
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said | County, deceased, having presented an account of
County, on the 13th day of August, A. D. 1901, j said Hiram C Webber of administration of said

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
A. D. 1901.

n

Brooks.* 7 26

Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th day of
August next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

at Belfast, within and for
on the 9th day of Julv.

ten of the clock before noon and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should uot be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

by MofTert. Berlin.

Waldo

K*lox

ance.

at

Photo

AM

Belfast, depart
7 00
City Point.t7 05

rrobate, held at Belof July, 1901. Annie
on the estate of LlewelCross,
lyn L. Cross, late of Searsinont, in said County,
deceased having presented his first ami filial account of administration of said estate tor allow-

petition.

Probate Court held
County of Waldo,
D. 1901.

at

follows:

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th day
of August next, and show cause, if any they have
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

SS.

GRACE

the

Probate, held

run as

FROM BELFAST.

on

S. CARTER, administratrix of the estate of Nelson Carter, late of Troy, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying fora license to sell at public or
private sale aud convey certain leal estate of
said deceased which is fully described in said

At a

I

of

Boston, will

the 9th day
WALDO
fast,
L.
administratrix

A. D. 1901.

j

SS.—In Court

WALDO

ME.

j

On and after J une 24,1901, trains
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

at

ed their third and final account of administration
of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the i3th day of August A. D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
I
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

m.

Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN. Gen'l Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM II. HILL, Gen’l Manager. Boston

at Belfast, withiu aud for
ou the second Tuesday of

fast, on the 9th day of July, 1901. John
Hubbard, one of the executors of the last will
and testament of Mary C. Hubbard, late of Winterport* in said County, deceased, having present-

be the last
instrument, purporting
will aud testament of John L. Norton, late of
Acercain

|

p.

2.00 p. M.
FRED W. POTE,

may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within aud for said County, ou the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show' cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
_Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

PROBATE NOTICES,

I
I

at 5.00

days,

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be

firemen’s muster as one of the attractions
date
is
Week.
The
for Old Home
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Tuesday, August 13. A prize ot fifty
for the County of Waldo, on the Oth day of
dollars is offered for a steamer contest,
July, A. D. 1901.
I
for
a
handtub
first
dollars
trial,
DANIELS, administrator on the estate of
fifty
•
Martha P. Daniels, late of Liberty, in said
class, and fifty dollais for hose reel ! County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
A special prize of ten dollars is 1
races.
petition praying for a license to sell at public or
also offered for the best appearing com- private sale and convey certain real estate of said
deceased which is fully described in said petition.
pany with decorated apparatus.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
shots
rifle
the
best
belong- all persons interested by causing a copy of this orAugust 3,
der to be published three weeks successively in The
will
National
Guard
the
to
Maine
ing
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
meet in Brunswick in a preliminary ! Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court,
competition, for the purpose of picking to be held at. Belfast, within and for said County,
out twelve men making the highest ! on the 13th day of August, A. D. 1901, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
scores as a team to represent Maine in I|
have. wh> the prayer of said petitioner should
the national rifie shoot at Sea Girt, X.
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
J. The three making the next highest
A true copy. Attest:
The
condition
will go as substitutes.
Chas P. Hazeltine, Register.
will be ten shots over each range at
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
200, 500 and 000 yards, no sighting shots Atthe
County of Waldo, on the 9th day of July,
allowed.
The committee of the Maine Historical society to take charge of the Wadsworth-Longfellow property met in
Portland last week and organized with
Hon. James P. Baxter as chairman;
Rev. John 0. Perkins as secretary; and
Fritz II. Jordan as treasurer. Hon.
Joseph W. Symonds and Prof. Henry
L. Chapmdu were appointed a committee to prepare the appeal for contributions.
Gen. John Marshall Brown,
Henry Peering, and Fritz II. Jordon
w ere appointed a sub committee to confer with local patriotic and literal-}'
societies and engage their assistance.
The committee visited the house and
decided in deference to the desires of
the many summer visitors now in Portland to make arrangements to open it
in its present condition at an early date,
and to postpone the repairs and refurnishing for some months.

Boston, daily, except Sunday,

Rockland, via Camden and Northport,
daily, except Monday, at 5.itf) a. m.
Prom Bangor, via
Winterport and Bueksport,
Mondays at 12.00 noon; other days, except Sunat

published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con-

a

RETURNING:
From
Prom

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of John Erskine, late
Palermo, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

stipation.

the movement to petition Congress for
relief from the war stamp duty. As
the law stands at present a schooner
carrying 3000 tons of coal from a coal
port to Rockland is taxed just one cent
while the small schooner carrying 30
tons is compelled to pay from 82.50 to
83.00 for stamps.

via Northport, Camden and Rockland, Mondays at 3 p. m., other days except Sundays, at 5.00 p. m.
For Bueksport,
Winterport and Bangor, daily,
except Monday, at about 7.45 a. m
for Searsport and
Hampden, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays at 7.45 a. m.

of

anything

at
on

17.1901, steamers leave Pel-

.For Boston,

A

was

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
July, A. D. 15)01.

Week to Boston.

■

June

fast

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within aud for said
Couuty, on the 13th day of August, A. b. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noou, aud show
cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
At a Probate Court, held
the County of Waldo,
July, A. D. 1901.

Trips

Commencing

MARIA

troubled a long time with dyspepsia,
torpid liver, and constipation,” writes Mrs. Julia
E. Deal, ot Ostwalt, Iredell Co., N. C. "Could
at all
would have attacks
scarcely eat
of pain something like colic, and sometimes it
seemed as though I could not live. I wrote to
Dr. R. V, Pierce, stating my condition, and in a
few days received a kind letter of advice, telling
me to use Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery. I took four bottles, and one vial of Dr.
Pierce’s Pellets, and now I can eat anything I
want and it don't hurt me.
I have not been in
bed a day since I took your 'Golden Medical
and
I
have
not
felt any sympsince
Discovery',’
toms of disease. I have not taken any medicine
in twelve months.”

Coastwise captains who carry coal
to Maine ports are much interested in

Rockland has decided to have

I

SUMMER SERVICE.
Six

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9cb day of July,
A. D. 1901.
E. PARK widow of William H.
Park,
late of Searsporr, in said Couuty of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition prayiug for
an allowance out of the persoual estate of said
deceased.

Do you have a feeling of undue fullness
in the stomach, belchings, or sour or
bitter risings? These are but a few of
the symptoms of the diseased stomach.
The worst thing which can be done
for the stomach in such a case is to take
some tablet or powder which
merely
temporary relief from discomfort.
gives
The best thing to do is to begin the cure
of the disease by beginning the use of
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
It cures diseases of the stomach and
other organs of digestion and nutrition.
It makes the "weak” stomach strong,
and puts the body in a condition of
vigorous health.

breakwater. The stone is furnished
by the Booth Bros. & Hurricane Isle
Granite Co. and comes from their
Waldoboro quarries.

of said deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the 13ih day ot August, A. b. 1901,
at ten of the clock before
noon, a< d show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

$50,000; Carver’s

Harbor, $39,000.
Two Augusta men who are engaged
in sturgeon fishing on the Saco river
caught four fish last week averaging
250 pounds each. This is the biggest

Miss Anderson will Christen the Maine.

■

Portland.

Harbor

Belfast, within and
the 9cb day ot

oo

GREEXLEAF, widow of Samuel T.
MART
Green leaf, late
Palermo, in said Couuty of

Major S. W. Rossler, in charge of
river and harbor improvements in
Maine, has made the following estimates: Lubec channel, $53,000; Bar

man.”—Detroit Free Press.

o

tary and treasurer, L.

The small fruit meeting of the State
Pomological Society will be held at
Armory Hall, Rockland, on Thursday,
August 1.

The Old Home Week invitations to
the number of 11,000 have been sent
from the office of the secretary of the
partner takes all the money out of the
business and skips to a foreign country, State association. There has been a
demand for them from the towns
hounds him to death as if he brisk,
everybody
had been dishonest. All the creditors showing that there is a live interest in
the event.
are clamoring for their money, not because they need it, hut because I haven’t
The -29th annual reunion of the 8th
got it. It’s no use, Mary; I’m a ruined Maine Regiment association will be
man, and I’m going to find a way out of held at their memorial building at Peaks
it all.”
island, Aug. 7th and 8tli. The business
“How?
asked Mrs. Harris, calmly, meeting will occur on the first day of
the
slender
needle
she
the reunion.
Mr. P. G. Ingalls of
although
long,
was using trembled and vibrated in her Razorville, Me., is secretary.
hand.
Solon Academy has been incorporated
“There are more ways than one,” he
at the office of the Secretary of State
answered, significantly. “I shall not under
chapter 55 of the Revised Statutes,
live to see you want, or to be a burden
on you and the children.
There is no which makes provisions for the incordishonor attached to my name now. poration of educational institutions,
We have lived within our means, and literary societies, etc. Selden F. Green
tried honestly to succeed. It was rash, is president and Turner Buswell treasI suppose, to embark all in one venture urer of the corporation.
and lose it.”
At a meeting of the board of man“You have not lost all,” suggested his agers of the Maine Society of the Sons
wife; “you have health, wife, and chil- of the American Revolution, held in
dren, and an unblemished character.”
Portland, Tuesday, July 10, the follow“l’oor capital these,” returned her ing were elected members of the society:
I’m
to
husband, gloomily. “Xo,
Charles Punning Alexander, Portland;
going
give up. I tell you, Mary, I’m a dis- Major Abner R. Small, Oakland; Fredcouraged man! You don’t know what erick E. C. Robbins, Portland; Carlton
it is to endure business worries; women B. Talbot, Lewiston.

Saturday.
Miss Mary Preble Anderson is the
daughter of W. H. Anderson of Portland, who was paymaster in the Navy
His Superiority—Johnny
Thickneck—
the Spanish War.
She is a
dinkham, Portland; Maynard “Clarence
ain’t so many!” Bobby during
Kichboy
dockland; A. S. Black, Rock- Askington—“Why nor?” Johnnie Thick- grandaughter of Hon. Hugh J. Ander'd eeland Howe, Norway, W. F. neck—“Aw ! He had mighty near five dol- son, a former Governor of Maine; niece
Bangor; F. A. Conant, Lewis- lars’ worth of fireworks, an’ I didn’t have of Lieutenant Commander Edward E.
ternates, Prentiss Boring, Port- more’n thirty cents’ worth, but I’m burnt Preble, U. S. N., who was navigator of
the 1 S. S. Kearsarge at the time of
Q. Miller, Auburn; F. E. Voter, three times as bad as he is!”—Puck.
the famous engagement with the Con
E. C. Tyler, Bangor;
ton;
Ten thousand demons gnawing away at
federate privateer Alabama off Cher11. Grant, Ellsworth; Id. R. one’s vitals couldn’t be much
worse than
and great
.Guilford.
the tortures of itching piles.
Yet there’s a burg during the Civil War,
granddaughter of Commodore Edward
following officers were unani- cure. Doan’s Ointment never fails.
of the
a
officer
elected:
Preble,
distinguished
Hamm, the actor—“Do you know it is United States
Navy in the early days
lent, I,. C. Tyler, Bangor.
very disagreeable to be stared at when off of the
R epublic.
presidents, F. C. Lyman, Bar the stage?” His Friend Smith—“But, then,
Frank Nelson, Calais; P. F. you know, nobody ever takes notice of you

n

At a Probate Coart held at
for the County of Waldo,
July, A. D. 1901.

Maine news.

INHALANT

The subscriber

he has been
estate of

duly

LENA E. PATTERSON, late of Monroe,
in the County ol Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands agaiust the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, aud
all iudebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
FREDERICK L. PALMER.
Monroe, July 9, 1901.
NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
of the

Phthisic cured

The suoscriber

estate

REUBEN C ALL, late of

Troy,!
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against thqjestate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
I3ABELL C. CALL.
immediately.
West Troy, July 9.1901.

m a

short time.

Not

a

fault found

Sent

FORSALL
a1134 fe«t, baa in
YACHT. 1,!°f“P.ri*vIe
«gt?
11 feet. In tirst-elass
condition. Six
XL'L1aib«ail,l^evy
ri^ing last summer. Brass
“ 1
*

mi

L’MACOttBbER?|,nBe.fast, Mo.

SEPTEMBER TOURS fO E'JROPE

NOTICE. The subscriber

pointed

PHTHISIC

failure reported in thirty-eight years
by mail. Price fl.oo.
lv4*
Patented.
j. c. LEWIS, Proprietor,
No. 16 Prescott St., Somerville, dass.
A. A. Howes & Co.,
Agents. Belfast. Me.

nor a

h&s been duly
estate of
appointed Administrator
MARTHA A. EMERSON, late of Swanville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persoua having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
J03IAH H. EMERSON.
Swanville, July 9,1901.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
horeby gives notice that she has been duly apof
administratrix of the

FOR

The only patent medicine in the world that -dves
universal satisfaction. It never fails to
give immediate relief; it never fails to greatly lessen the
seventy of attacks
Many distressing eases of

{

40 DAYS $245.00.
All expenses paid. Full
particulars on appli*
cation to
£■'. E. BOOTHBY
Oen I Pass. Agent. Maine Central R.

Portland,

Maine.

R.,

Good man wanted in this locality by
A. T. Morris, Cincinnati, O. Write me 1

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

home from Boston— Mrs. Sarah Clifford
of Rockland Sunday.
is attending the teachers’ school in WaterFred W. Adams spent Sunday with his
ville—Mrs. Wealthy Watts is in Northport
family at Ifr. Hopkins’.
for several weeks with her grand-daughter,
Dr. A. A. Jackson of Everett, Mass., ar- Mrs. Annie Cobe.Mrs. Albert Call of
rived by steamer Sunday.
Gardiner is visiting relatives here_Mrs.
Mrs. W. R. Gilkey and family arrived Jennie Dunbar and son Karl of Penobscot
are visiting friends here_Miss Abbie Perfrom New York Thursday.
Mrs. Samuel Butman of Texas is visiting kins and Master Walter Houston from
Stoneham, Mass., are here for the summer.
the north for the first time.
The cottages are all occupied and there
Miss Alice G. Billings of Lynn is regisare a large number of boarders at the Point.
tered at the Searsport House.
Wells and cisterns are getting low and
Fred K. Sawyer arrived by train Saturday rain is
very much needed ...The farmers
evening for a week's vacation.
are busy haying.The name of
Laura
Miss Blanche T. Nickels left by train Blanchard was omitted by mistake from
those not absent during the term of school
Tuesday morning for New York.
Janies N. Fowler, Jr„ and wife of Ames, just closed.
Iowa, are in town for a short visit.
North Stockton Springs. Mrs. Willis
at

—

Hamilton of Belfast conducted

a

very in-

teresting and instructive meeting at the
Roberts school house last Sunday. Eider
Charles E. Eveletli of Schenectady, N. Y.,
Anderson and Elder Stairs were present.
is visiting his brother, Dr. F. S. Eveleth.

serving,

The infant child of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Ellis died last Saturday after a short illness....Miss Flora Haley of Prospect village visited Miss Addie Crockett last week.
Mr. Will Jacobs returned Saturday to
Clifton, Mass., after spending his vacation
at his home here.Miss Jessie Maiden
has gone to Seal Harbor, where she has employment for the summer_Arthur Moore
and Wilbur Staples left Sunday for Monroe,
where they will cut the hay on Mr. Moore’s
farm.Mr. Andrew Littlefield of Ellis,
Mass., visited at Mr. C. O. Hatch’s last
week
Mr. Everett Whittier and wife of
Portland visited at Mr. James Jacob’s recently— Miss Stella Nickels of Roxbury,
Mass., is visiting at Mrs. Hattie Calderwood’s—Mr. Stephen Larrabee of Prospect and his two sons are cutting the hay on
Mr. William Smith’s farm_Myron Clark
of Prospect called on friends here, recently.... Mr. John Gray of Prospect was in
town on business one day last week.
...

Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Perkins are spenda few w eeks at their old home in Penob-

ing

scot. |

Master Gerald Hersey of Malden, Mass.,
is tlie guest of his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. L. M. Sargent.

fc. Miss Maud Colcord, Miss Louise Leib
and Miss Elizabeth Heinfrank are spending
a

week :it Swan Lake.
A. E.

Trundy

has bought of the heirs of
Capt. Benjamin Carver the tract of land
known as Mack's Point.
AY. M. Tupper and wife of Brunswick, Ga., are visiting Mrs. Tupper’s father,

Capt. Kalph Bevereaux.

j_Miss Kose Closson, Miss Lillian Carver
and Miss Elizabeth Paine are
occupying the
Lane cottage at Swau Lake.
E. AW Hathaway, by request of
many of
his patrons, has decided to close his barber

shop Monday evenings instead of Tuesday.
Mrs. Lydia Hinsmore has opened a
bakery

—

Morrill.
Vilinda Hatch and Arthur
Hatch were called to Waltham, Mass., last
Thursday by a telegram, stating that Mabel
Hatch was very sick in hospital there_
Mrs. John Wentworth of Worcester and
Mrs. Emma Hallett and son Freeman of
Lowell, Mass., visited Mrs. Cynthia Blood
last week....Miss Etta Roberts of Hallowell was seriously ill at Mrs. Debora Thompson’s last week—Mrs. Fidelia Creasey of
Belfast visited in town and attended church
here Sunday—Joseph O. Whitcomb, Esq.,
of Springfield, Mass., was in town Sunday
on a short visit to his
parents, and attended
church here.The Morrill Sunday school
is flourishing this season under Supt. Dr.
T. V Pearson.
The last two Sundays
the school numbered over ninety_ The
Christian Endeavor Society recently elected
Charles Merriam president.Misses Maggie and Althea Woods were in town Sunday
from Northport.
Miss Maggie received
quite an injury while driving out.
Her
horse stumbled and fell, throwing her
over the dasher, striking on her shoulder
and stomach—Last Monday and Tuesday,
July 15th and 16th, the heat, day and evening, beat the record here for the past 59
years. It was !U in the shade at 6 P. M.
Rev. \V. C. Stetson occupied the pulpit last
Sunday—Presiding Elder Jones held a
Quarterly Conference here last Wednesday
evening and preached to a small audience.
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer visited in
Freedom last week
Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Mears are at Northport.

and restaurant next door east ot the
postoffice. From the orders already* received
she will have a generous
patronage.
it is hoped that the members of Freeman
McGilvery Post will remember the announcement given last week of an important

meeting to be held this evening at G. A.
R hall.
_

farmers all unite in pronouncing this
one of the finest
hay ing seasons known here
in years, and some of the best hay ever harvested has been put into the barns in ijearsOur

port.
Complaint is made that the tow n pump,
which at this dry time was getting to be one
of the institutions much sought after, is
utterly broken down. AVhat are theauthorities going to do about it'!
Friends of Capt. and Mrs. Nathan P. Carhave received invitations to be present
it the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary
of their marriage Tuesday, August Uth,
from 7 until lu o'clock, at the Searsport
House.
ver

H. T. Scribner, who supplies Partridge’s
market with green stuff, was on hand Saturday morning with cabbages raised this
season, taken from his garden J uly ltith.
Prom specimens furnished us we are prepared to say they are tine eating.

—

The boxes for Rural Free Delivery Route
No. 2 have arrived and are being rapidly delivered. Any person desiring one is advised
to leave their order at the postortice at an
early day. Everything is arranged and the
carrier, Fred Nichols, will start on route
No. 2 August 1st.

—

The ladies of the Congl. society will hold
their handkerchief sale at Union Hall Tliurs-1

day afternoon and evening, Aug. 1st. A
musical program will be given in the evening. Those who have collected handkerchiefs are requested by the committee to
deliver to Mrs. Adams.
Home Week. The notice in last
issue reminded our citizens that
something must be done in the way of entertainment for Old Home Week, and a
meeting was called at (i. A. K. hall Tuesday
evening, which was well attended and the
matter thoroughly discussed and very generally arranged. The meeting was called
to order by J. A. Clement. It was voted
that the organization of 1901 be the same as
in 1900; that the following executive committee, dames G. Pendleton, J. A. Clement,
.). W Black, A. II. Nichols, C. E. Adams,
C. O. Sawyer, B. O. Sargent, F. H. Park,
Blanche Nickels, Maud Colcord, Louise
Leib, Laura Carver, A. E. Trundy, L. M.
■Sargent, I)r. E. Hopkins and Dr. F. W. Larrabee, a committee on reception to be held
at Union Hall Monday evening,August 12th.
It was voted that Miss Carver have charge
of the music, with power to form committee on same. It was voted to have a clam
bake on Mosman Park Wednesday afternoon at 4 o'clock, with picnic refreshments.
The committee on clam bake is as follows:
J. W. Black, W. E. Grinned, C. H. Monroe,
L. M. Kneeland, Frank Gross, W. K. Staples.
W. E. Grinnell was chosen as committee to
secure the grounds. The committee on reception at the steamer Sunday morning
August llth, is Louise Leib, Maud Colcord
Martha Ross, Jessie Black, Joanna Colcord
It was voted to have atheletic games on
Thursday, and the following committee was
chosen: Dr. Eveleth, Leon Merithew, A.
W. Allen, Frank C. Whitcomb, Blanche
Ross, Louise Leib, Robt. Nichols, Scott
Blanchard. Soliciting committee: Emmie
Kneeland, Elizabeth Carver and Henrietta
Ross. Other entertainments will be arranged later.
Old

week's

NORTH SEAHSPORT ITEMS.

Frank Dow lias left to join
Most of the farmers
crop of nice hay.

are

a

steamer.

getting

a

good

Asaph Dodge left last week for his home
in Washington, D. C.
Capt. Spaulding of Somerville, Mass.,
visited friends in this place recently.
W. A. Rich and Miss Ella May Johnson of
Belfast are visiting at Capt.Geo. A. Flowers’.
E. W. Carter and wife of Massachusetts
made a short visit to the old homestead last
week.
It was very sad news to hear of the death
of Mr. Fred Miller, who was well known in
this place.
Zinc and grinding double the wear.

This signature is

on

every box of the

Laxative Bromo*Quinine
the
remedy that cares

a

cold la

genuine

Tablets
asm

day

1

Jackson. Rev. F. W. Barker resumed his
place in the pulpit of the Congregational
church last Sunday at the morning service,
llo reports a very pleasant and profitable
vacation.The hot wave of the early part
of last week was a very uncomfortable season for the farmers, who felt obliged to attend to the making of hay while the sun
shone, although several were forced to suspend their labors on account of the intense
heat of Tuesday
Willie Ham, who was
kicked by a horse while raking hay and
had one of the bones in his right forearm
broken, is now getting on quite comfortably and the fracture is fast uniting_S. S.
Roberts was knocked down by a pair of
horses while driving them into the barn
with a load of hay last Friday and somewhat injured. He was able to be out of
doors on Sunday—D. B. Flint and wife
and Isaac Flint of Bangor were the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Stiles July 14th_
Eva Hasty has closed her school at the
Snow schoolhouse and went to Rockland
last Saturday, where she has secured employment— Henry Fletcher has bought
the “Parsonage” farm, so-called, near
Jackson Centre, but Miss Louise Rowe will
continue to reside there during the summer.
Haying is pretty well along, although
somewhat retarded on account of the scarcity of help. The yield is at least one-third
Mrs. Joseph Ginn
larger than last year
of Brooks has a crew of men cutting the
hay on her farm in this town. She is on
the ground to superintend the work, and is
not afraid to take the “drag rake” herself
either, when occasion requires_R. E.
Page bought the grass on the John Page
farm and has cut it.
—

—

—

Liberty. This place has been the headquarters for a large number of sheriffs the
past few days, the occasion being a search
for Rudolph Cox and George R. Staples,
who made their escape from the county jail
at Belfast Wednesday night,
July 17th. It
is very evident from slight depredations
committed near Cox’s old haunts within a
few days that he has been here and up to
his old tricks. The house of Charles Rowell, who lives alone with his little boy, was
entered while he was at work coopering at
the Kingdom, having his little boy with him.
About everything in the eating line to be
found in the house was taken, together with
knives, forks and spoons and a pair of pants,
which it is presumed they were much in
need of in exchange for the prison garb.
Potatoes have been dug, peas gathered, etc.,
but no one has been able to get sight of the
desperadoes. It is thought that ere this
they have left for other fields_Miss Florence Blauvelt, sister of Lillian
Blauvelt,the
songstress, will spend the summer months
with In* friends, the Pulcifers, from New
York, who are occupying the Gilman cottage— Mrs. Nancy Wiley and daughter of
Hudson, Mass., are visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Wiley is the daughter of A. P. Cargill.
Mrs. L. C. Morse, Mrs. J. 0. Johnson
and Miss Emily Skidmore have been keeping house at the Morse cottage on Colonel’s
Island, Lake George, the past week. It is
needless, perhaps, to add that their callers
were numerous and were only limited
by
the boats to be had for transportation. G.
Osborne Lord and wife of Belfast were
their guests Sunday. There is no more delightful spot in Maine in the summer season
*
than Lake George.
....

Zinc and

grinding

double the wear.

Philadelphia.

Bangor, July 16. Ar, sch. Annie P.Chase;
New York; 17, sld, schs. Nat Ayer, Newark,
I Norumbega, New York ; 21,ar, schs. Geo. B.
Ferguson, Jersey City; Webster Barnard,
Perth Amboy; Hattie II. Barbour, Port
Reading; Mary Willey, Portsmouth; 22, ar,
I schs. John T. Williams, Jennie A. Stubbs
and Grace Webster, New York; sld, schs.
Maud Palmer, Baltimore;
Mary Ann
|

■

McCann, Vineyard Haven; July Fourth,

Sound port; 23, sld, sch. Nightingale, Lord,
Boston.
Fernandina, Fla., July 17. Ar, sch. Senator Sullivan, Kelly, Havana; 18, sld, sch.
General Adelbert Ames, Dodge, Elizabeth-

port.
Norfolk, July 17. Ar, schs. Edward Smith,
New York; George C. Thomas, Gloucester,
(and cleared for Galveston); sld, sch. Florence Leland, New York.
Washington, July 22. Ar, sch. J. Man-

would often be unnoticed.

chester Haynes, Kennebec.
New London, Ct., July 20. Ar, sch. F. C.
Pendleton, Ferguson, Brunswick for Norwich.
Port Reading, July 17. Cld, sch. Puritan,

Sargent, Hyannis.
Red Beach, Me., July 19. Sld, sch. Hattie
C. Luce, Philadelphia.
Brunswick, July 20. Ar, sch. Eliza J.
Pendleton, Barbados.
,
FOREIGN PORTS.

Honolulu, July 10. Xr, bark St. James,
Tapley, Newcastle, N. S. W.
Newcastle, N. S. W.. June 11. In Port,
ship St. Paul for Sydney ami Manila.
Curacoa, July 1. Ar. sch. Estelle, Hutchinson, Bangor.

Therefore

Familiarize. Yourself with the Genuine Moxie Label.
Look for it!
See that the word “Moxie” is blown in the Bottle and-

There

dealers in certain

beverages who wish to unload a worthless stock of
tonics who, in order to do this have offered special inducements to dealers to handle their goods. Dealers who buy such
goods must dispose
of them, even though there is no demand. In order to do this
they yield to the temptation of availing themselves of the prestige that Moxie has
gained and frequently sell
these nefarious drinks for Moxie whenever the opportunity presents itself. Often such
are

nerve

dealers go so far as to even refill
health destroying mixtures.

genuine

Moxie bottles with these

dangerous

and A

instantly allay itchine
irritation, and inflammation, ;u~|
soothe and heal, and Cutic; ha Hi.
solvent, to cool and cleanse the
Kent, to

blood.
A Single Set is ';,a
sufficient to cure the most torturing

disfiguring, itching, burning, t,i,.ed’
ing, scaly, crusted, and pimply
skin, scalp, and blood humours,

tow.

The chamber of commerce at Rouen,
France, has presented Capt. Sumner of the

five-ihasted sc hooner Rebecca Palmer with
an engraved
vermilion me lal. Ilis vessel
is the first ^ve-masted schooner to enter a
port of h ranee, and is the largest sailing
vessel that has ever entered the port of
Rouen.
New London, Ct., July IP. The Joy line
steamer Tremont which was disabled early
Wednesday morning in a collision with the
steam yacht Wrild Duck, left here to-night
under her own steam for New York, where
she will undergo repairs. The Tremont was
accompanied by the tug Alert.
New York, July 18. The cruiser Buffalo
successfully passed through Hell Gate yesterday. The vessel has greater length than
the Massachusetts, but she does not draw
as much water
by three feet, consequently
the passage of the narrow channel was not
attended by the s*me danger as when the
mg battleship went through. The tide was
favorable and the passage was easily made.
Boston, July 15. The long ocean race between barks Annie Lew is and B. F. Hunt,
from here, and Addie Morrill from Portland, to South America, ended last week, all
having been reported at Buenos Ayres prior
to July 13. The Morrill left Portland May
3, and the Lewis May 11, and Hunt May 14.
Until the exact dates of arrival are known,
the result cannot be stated.
The Hunt,

however, probably

—

Zinc and
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grinding
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when all else fails.

Million* ol People use Cutkuro So«p
assisted by Cuticuka Oiktmeni i«r-»»ui.
Ing the skin, for cleansing the scaiji.an <i
ping of falling hair, for softening and h
Ing the hands, for babyitchlngs and r.i
:c
baths for annoying irritations an d <• 1-,, L-.
too free or offensive perspiration, f, n
sanative, antiseptic purposes whitd
themselves to women and mother- anil j..r
the purposes of the toilet, bath, and
8old throughout the world. Britiah Depott
\,„
BBBT ft 80*.s, 27-88 Charterhouse Sq..Loudou.
l)uva AMD Casa. Cobp., Sole Fropa.
;.
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Leave Portland 8.30 a. m.
3lst, arrive in Buffalo 10.25
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i.
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Produce Market.

Prices Paid Producer.

to 1.00 Hay p ton,
Apples p bu.,
10.00513.00
dried, p lb. 5^6 Hides p ib,
555*
2.25to2.50 Lamb P lb,
Beans, pea,
pj
2.25 Lamb Skins,
medtum,
0051.00
YeP eyes,
2.T& Mutton p lb,
7
Bolter p lb,
15tol8IOats p bu., 32 tl,
48
Beef, sides, p it,.
1.25
tail;Potatoes p bu.,
Beef fore quarters,
ti* Round Hog,
li
Barley p bu.,
40545 Straw p ton,
lu.oo
Cheese p lb.
lua.17
lfilTurkey p lb,
Chicken p lb.
10tol2 Tallow p lb.
H d3
Calf Skins,per lb. OalO Veal p lb.
S57
Duck p lb.
14u 15 Wool, unwashed,
18
18 Wood, hard,
Eggs p doz.,
8.0054.00
Fowl p lb,
8.50O.4.00
Sq 1.5 Wood, soft.
Geese p lb,
13q 11
Retail Price.
Retail Market.
50

Beef, corned, p tb. saw
Butter Salt, 14 lb, 18to20
Corn p bu.,
08
Cracked Corn p bu., 08
Corn Meal p bu.,
08
Cliee.se p tb,
13lol5
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.40
Codfish, dry. p lb. 5,as
Cranberries p qt., iotol4

Lime p bbl.,
Oat Meal p lb,
Onions p lb,

DOS 1.00

“4a.5
4aS

Oil, Kerosene, gal.,13ffil4
Pollock p tb,
4n4*
Pork p lb.
10
Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
3
Rye Meal p lb,
Shorts p cwt.,
1.05
Clover Seed,
p It,.
tiati*
13gl5,Sugar
Flour p bbl..
4.75t05.25 Salt, T. L. p btl.,
35
H. G.Seed phu.,
2.50 Sweet Potatoes,
0
Lard p lb,
11 Wheat Meal.
3
HORN.
Gklo. In East Searsmont, July 6, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Gelo, a son, Clarence Edwin.
Gray, In Bluehill, July 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo S. Gray, a son.
Gross. In Orland, July 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
Winfield S. Gross, a daughter.
Grindi.k. In North Deer Isle, July 11, to Mr.
and Mrs. Justin M. Grindle, a daughter, Bernita,
Herrick. In Penobscot, July 9, to Mr. and
Mrs. Merrill Herrick, a daughter.
Mayo. In Rockland, July lti, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter E. Mayo, a son.

—

j

MAKkiBD.
Bradbury-Cottreia.
Bradbury and Miss
lonnerly of Belfast, both of
Gorham-Wkstendork.

In Boston, July 9,
Alma Enna Cottrell,
Boston.
[n inland, .July 14,
William Gorham and Miss Carmele M. Westendorf of Orland.
Hurd-Demuth. In Rockland, July 18, Charles
L. Hurd of Winterport and Miss Grace Belle
Demuth of Rockland.
Spofford-Knowlton. In Deer Isle, July 14,
Eugene Hale Spofford of Deer Isle and Blanche
I. Knowlton of Stoi'.ington.
Charles

IMKD.
Bartlett. In Montville, July 14, Levi Bartlett, aged about 80 years.
Barrett. In Bethel, Vt., July 1*2, Mrs. Rose
Barrett, formerly of Bluehill, aged *26 years.
Cook. In East Bluehill, .July 1*2. Cyrus A. Cook,
aged 63 years, 9 months and 1*2 days.
Hemmingwav.
In Camden, July 16, Capt.
Henry Hemmingway. aged 78 years.
Knight. In Whitneyville, July 18. William
Knight, formerly of Belfast, aged about 63 years,
Miller. In Swanville, July 19, Fred W. Miller
of Chelsea, Mass., formerly of Swanville, aged 58
years.
Sanborn. In Waldo, July -23, George C. Sanborn, aged 76 years.
Sellers. In Brooklin, Julv 8, Lester E. Sellers,
aged 4 years, 7 months and 18 days.
Taber. Near Riverside, Calif., June *29, John
R. Tabor of Riverside, formerly of Belfast, aged
60 years and l month.

The Best of Backs are Bad when they
Ache, and Belfast People Know It.

1

A bail back is always bad.
Bad at night when bedtime comes.
Just as bad in the morning.

try Doan’s Kidney Pills for it?
Know they cure backache, every kidney ill?
Mr. J. G. Gray, postmaster of East Surry, near
Ellsworth, Me., says: “It is a miserable thing to
have so bad a back that you are afraid to stoop
or lift anything for fear of twinges.
I have been
laid up with mine all the way trom a day to eight
weeks. I used a good deal of medicine and spent
a good deal of money looking for a cure
Doan’s
Kidney Pills was the last attempt and they did
me greater good in a short time than any or all
medicine I ever used. Doan’s Kidney Pills do
Ever

|
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ments made for board.
warn to

:

pay

PRICE CURRENT.

[Corrected Weekly for The Journal.]

—

w.

Individual tours every day
Any price you

BELFAST

n

expenses paid. Through sleep.
Mountains and Montreal. .V
Personally conducted. 7 day
first-class; $55.00.

w

double the wear.

CUTICURA.

Cuticcka Soap, to cleanse the skin
of crusts and scales and soften
the
thickened cuticle, Cuticuiia OisT.

New York, July 22. Ship Commodore T.
II. Allen, which took lire Tuesday last,
while outward bound for Ilong Kong, and
afterwards beached off Sandy Hook, was
floated into deep water this morning by
wrecking tugs and proceeded up the bay in

South Liberty. Mrs. Mabel CunningSmitiiton (Freedom). Frank Penney is
Prospect Village. Mrs. Murphy, who
ham and her brother recently visited their moving this week to his new farm in Knox. lectured here
Sunday afternoon, had a good
sister, Mrs. Hyer of North Union, who is The neighbors here are sorry to have him house—Miss Alvana Grant of Bucksport
ill w ith consumption. Dr. Plummer of Un- leave—Mark Busher is at home from is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Goodion is* attending her—Floyd Jones, his Nashua for a short time—Mrs. Carrie Tay- win Grant—Mrs. Ash of Winterport is
brother James, and Alton Hibbert ran into lor of Fairfield is visiting her mother, Mrs. keeping house for Mr. Leslie Hawes_Lee
a lime rack a few nights ago while on their
Florence Wentworth—Frank Thurston is Killman and family of Dexter are spending
wheels and [completely smashed all three helping Joseph Bartlett in haying. He ex- a few weeks at
Capt, R. Killman’s_Bert
bicycles. The boys, however, escaped with pects to return to Pittsfield to school this Blanchard and C. H. Partridge have bought
a few bruises—Tuesday, July 10th, was
fall. His brother Fred will attend Freedom cream separators of Mr. Collin of Monroe.
the hottest day ever known here, and in Academy.
.Mr. Dominick Gidamore, who was
this vicinity the thermometer ranged from
Isbesboro. At no former time were moving a friend from Brewer to Prospect,
90 to 104 above. Many of the men haying there so
many summer visitors here as at had his right leg broken and was taken to
were prostrated and had to stop work.
present. All the rooms at the Inn are taken the Bangor Hospital, where he is doing as
Many persons had to take np their sleeping and a hundred more guests would like to well as could be expected. His many friends
quarters out under the trees.
sympathize with him in his suffering_
come if accommodations could be provided.
Thorkhike. A goodly number of the There are only two cottages now unoccu- South Branch Grange is to have ice cream
friends and neighbors of Mr. and Mrs. J. pied, one being that of Geo. P. Philler, and cake July 27. All members are reG. Cilley met at their pleasant home last President of the first National bank of quested to be present with their families.
Miss Amy Lane conti lines very ill. Mrs.
Saturday afternoon and evening to celebrate Philadelphia, who rarely comes until the
the 50th anniversary of their wedding day. first of August. The following families are Fred Lane has so far recovered as to be
The rooms were prettily adorned with now in cottages: Rev. Dr. James S. Dennis, about the house-Mrs. Belle Erskine of
bouquets of carnation pinks, larkspur and and son. Professor Dennis, .'>01 Lexington Frankfort and her friend Mrs. Ambrose
Dunbar of Waterville called on friends here
Held daisies. The hours were passed in Avenue, N. Y; Henry S. Howe,
Boston;
last Sunday.
social intercourse. Among the gifts were Geo. B. Shattuck, M. D., Boston; Rev. Dr.
the following: A set of silver knives and Wm. Prall, Albany ; H. A. Lewis, Phrfadel "'nTsitv. Harry Gould and wife from East
forks from Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Cilley; gold pliia; Mrs. Ruth Dana Draper, N.CY.; J. -Madison were .11 town on a Hying visit redecorated water set, Mr. and Mrs. Horace W. Brannan, New York; T. B. Homer, cently. On their return home they were acRoberts; decorated glass set, Mr. and Mrs. Germantown, Pa.; Dr. James White, Bos\ ! companied by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Old folks Sunday was observed
Geo. Sherman; gilt edged vases, Miss Rena ton; R. A. Boit, Boston; Markoe and Cald- Gould
Roberts; gold sugar shell, china cup and well, Philadelphia; Mrs. Quincy, Boston;' July 14th. The church decorations were
saucer, Miss Eva Cilley; glass mug, Lois Chas. N. Platt, Sr., Philadelphia; ('has. N. pretty. Many thanks to our kind pastor for
Roberts; toothpick holder and picture Platt, Jr., Philadelphia; Geo. Bird, New remembering the old people, and for the
throw, Miss Margie Sherman; silver salt Lork; Mrs. H. C. Hart, Philadelphia; pains he took in providing an opportunity
and pepper, Miss Sylvia Sherman; pic- Mrs. Harriet L.
Johnstone, Washington, for them to be present at the services—
ture, Miss Eva D. LitehHeld and son J). (J.; Dr. Daniels, Boston, II. J. Horse, Mr. and Mrs. Hunt, who have been spendHorace Lester; picture, Charlie Roberts; Boston; Prof. Samuel Tucker of Columbia ing several days with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
linen splasher, Mrs. Olive Sherman ; silver University, N. Y.; R. H. Lewis, Phila- Whitehouse, returned to their home in Portbutter knife, Mr. and Mrs. Knrton Gross; delphia;
W. H. Howard and E. H. land Monday—The Sunday school of this
town has invited the Troy school to unite
silver spoon, Henry anil Grace Higgins; j Harding, Boston; R. H.
Kissell, New
with them in a picnic at Windermere Park
glass berry ilisli, Mrs. Lydia Higgins; glass York; P. V. R. Van Wyck, New
York;
cake plate, Mr. and Mrs. Blinn Hogan; Hrs. Louise
1st. Some entertainment will be given
Hinturn, New York; J. Wil- Aug.
china cups and saucers. Mr. and Mrs. Frank mur
the day. If stormy it will be
Biddle, H. ])., Boston; W. W. Shaw, throughout
Hogan; two dollars, Mr. and Mrs. V. N. New York; C. A. Wakeman, New York; postponed until fair weather. All are corHiggins; one dollar, Mrs. Rebecca Files; G. A. Dolby, New York; Preston Player, dially invited to attends.. Rev. W. A. Luce
one dollar, Mr. J. S. Files.
Candy and pea- St. Louis, Geo. S. Silsbee, Boston; James will give a party on Fred Whitten’s lawn
JOth. The band will be in attendance
nuts, bananas and lemonade were served in Lawrence, wroton, Mass.; Gustav C.
Kissell, July
liberal quantities by Misses Eva Cilley and
Morristown, N. J.; Dr. Lewis Starr, Phila- and ice cream will be sold_Miss Sibyl
Margie .Sherman. Mrs. Rebecca Files in a delphia ; B. C. Riggs, Boston; R. D. Sears, : Berry from Boston is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. E. I>. Chase at present—Charles
few well chosen verses expressed the sentiBoston; J. Murray Forbes, Boston; Duncan
ments of the company in kind wishes for Cryder, New York
Wellington will have a very convenient set
; Henry K. Sloane, New
of buildings when they are completed.
the future health, happiness and prosperity York; F. C.
Shattuck, M. D., Boston_
are getting along finely on the house.
1
of Mr. and Mrs. Cilley, who have lived in H. J. Morse of Boston is now
building a They
Whitten is doing the work
The
town many years, and are ready now, as new
cottage on the East Shore, on a lot re- George
they have always been in the past, to lend a cently bought of Loranus Pendleton. Much school league had an out-door gathering
helping hand to the sick and needy_Mrs. heavy blasting has been done in preparing I Tuesday—Laura Hunt of this town and
Maud Monroe and Bessie Connor of Troy
Olive Hurd and Miss Jennie Cox are pass- the foundation.Rev. Dr. H.
Mackay
ing a few weeks at the Campground in F'ox- Smith of New York will occupy the pulpit : are attending the summer school in Waterville— Royce Berry is recovering his health
croft.Misses Winnifred Sanborn and of tile
Episcopal church, July 28th. He |
slowly—Rosie Walker is working for Mrs.
Leila Howard of Belfast passed last week has a very fine steam yacht.A
very sad 1
Ed. Reynold for a few weeks_The sewing
with friends at the Station and in Knox_ accident oecurremast
Saturday when Frank i
circle will have a lawn social at Dr. J. E.
Fred Howard and wife of Belfast were Marshall, aged 39, wfis drowned in
i
Gilkey’s
A picnic
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alffed Howard harbor, by the shore of 700 Acre Island. He i Cook’s Wednesday afternoon.
July 20th and 21st—Mrs. Charity Thomp- was in the employ of Mr. George Nowell of supper will be served, after which there will
be an ice cream sale_Mr. H. M. Earle,
son Walker started for Brownville,
July Boston, whose summer cottage is near the
loth, where she will visit her son Isaac spot,and was engaged—Mr. Nowell assisting who went west last spring, is expected
home in September. His family is getting
Maddocks. Mrs. Walker is nearly 80 years him—in
depositing in deep water a large
along nicely, although very anxious for his
old and is wonderfully smart. She does a
rock, with cable attached, for a mooring for return. Mrs.
Earle and younger daughter
great deal of fancy work, threading the a yacht. This heavy rock was fastened
think of visiting in Waterville this week.
finest meedles and reading the finest print with
to
the
middle
of
a
ropes
piece of timin her Bible without the aid of glasses. She
ber, which was once an old mast, and each
Stops the Cough
has always worked hard and been a true end of the mast rested on a
boat. The men
and works ofi the Cold.
mother in Israel
among the sick and rowed the boat to the
spot desired, and as
afflicted. Last summer she made a long
they were about ready to unfasten the moor- Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
visit with her brother, Hon. W. P. Thomping and drop it, the mast broke in the mid- cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price
son,in Belfast. She was as brave and anxious
lyrSy
dle, capsizing, filling and carrying down 25 cents.
to start on her journey to Brownville, which
both boats with the two men. They both
she made alone, as though she were but 20.
Zinc and grinding double the wear.
had on long-legged rubber boots, but Mr.
Her many friends wish her a happy visit_
Nowell finally succeeded in swimming to
Miss Summerville of New York is visiting
SHIP NEWS.
the shore in a greatly exhausted condition.
at S. A. Coffin’s—Joseph Littlefield of BelMr. Marshall’s body was recovered Sunday
fast and Mrs. Florence Rose passed Sunday
I OR: OF BELFAST.
forenoon, about 24 hours after the accident.
with Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Wing—Miss Eva
ARRIVED.
He was unmarried and resided with his ^
Cilley of Portland is passing a week with mother and
July 20. Sch. Sunnyside, Eaton, StoningHis only sister, ton.
stepfather.
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Cilley,
when a young girl, died in Belfast, where
July 21. Sch. Lizzie Lane, Closson, Port
and attended their golden wedding Saturthe
lived some years ago. Mr. Mar- Johnson.
day..!.Geo. Gerry of Lincolnville stopped shallfamily
July 22. Schs. Levi Hart, Pendleton,
was one of the crew of schooner FanNew York ; Charon, Rich, Bangor.
withL. G. Monroe Saturday nignt_Evernie A. Gorham that about 1881 took off the
July 24. Schs. Carrie E. Look, Veazie,
ett Files of Fairfield passed a few days last
passengers of the steamship Oregon that Hoboken; 24. R. F. Hart, Pendleton, Rockweek at the home of Roscoe Perley_Bert
land.
sank near New York after colliding with a
Rich and son of Boston
are
SAILED.
visiting coal laden vessel_On Monday afternoon,
relatives at the Station—C. B. Cox and
July 19. Schs. Ellen M. Mitchell, Bryant,
July 22nd, while a number of swimmers
Jonesport and New York; Vandalia, Johnwife passed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. were in the
bathing pool at Dark Harbor, son, Rockland.
John Cox in Searsmont—Miss Esther which
covers several acres, a young man, |
AMERICAN PORTS.
Stevens of Lowell, Mass., is visiting her
Michael Wade, one of the porters at the Inn,
New York, July 16. Sld, schs. Levi Hart,
mother at the home of her brother, Joseph
called for help, but his comrades, thinking Perth
j
Amboy for Belfast; John T.Williams
Stevens, in Unity.Charles Drake and he was in
fun, did not at first render him and Telumah, do. for Bangor; 17, ar, schs.
wife of Massachusetts have been visiting at
Pendleton
Brothers, Brunswick; Maud
assistance, as the young folks, while bathML and Mrs. Charles Ward’s—Mrs. R. S.
Snare, Baltimore for Portland; 18, ar, sch.
often play jokes on each other. But Annie Lord, Port Johnson for
ing,
Bangor ; 19,
Ward and two children passed Sunday in
later when
attempted to help, they sld, sch. Etna, Norfolk; 20, ar, sch. FlorFreedom....Lynn Collin, who has employ- were unable they
to rescue him, either through ence Leland, Norfolk; sld, sch. Flora Conment in Massachusetts, is passing a short vadon, Bangor; 21, ar, sch. Win. H. Sumner,
fear or lack of judgment, or both, and the
Brunswick; sld, schs. Scotia, Philadelphia;
cation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
man
was
drowned
young
only a few rods E. L. Warren, Boston; 22, ar, schs. Maggie
Coffin—Mrs. Addie Ward and daughter
from the shore in about six or eight feet of Mulvey, Bangor; Emma S. Briggs, South
passed Saturday afternoon with Mrs. Lydia water. The
Gardiner; Mollie Rhodes, Sullivan.
body was soon secured, but too
Boston, July 17. Ar, schs. Young BrothHiggins—Fred and Frank Sayward of late to be resuscitated. Hundreds of
people ers, Baltimore; Winslow Morse, Newport,
Burnham are cutting the grass on Geo. P. were
along the shore and in the street near R. I.; 18, ar, sch. Gov. Ames, Newport
Ward’s farm
Mr. Emery Whitten, who the
News; 22, ar, sch. Theoline, New York, in
pool, and the mirthfulness was speedily tow.
has been ill, is improving very fast—Mrs.
to
and
the
stillness
of
changed
solemnity
Black is in very poor health. She is attendPhiladelphia, July 21. Ar, sch. D. H.
ed by Dr. Hurd....A heavy shower of death.
Rivers, Colcord, Bangor.
wind and rain passed over here last ThursPortland, July 17. Ar, sch. Frank A.
Palmer, Philadelphia; 18, ar, sch. R. F.
day night. No damage was done in this
Zinc and grinding double the wear.
vicinity.
Pettigrew, Philadelphia; 20, ar, bark Ethel,
—

CURED BY

Complete Treatment con.-ntsof

74 :44-

If you notice that a Dealer displays a stock of some heretofore unknown drink in
bottles, the same size and shape as Moxie bottles, you should then use special caution
and be sure that when you order Moxie You get the Genuine.

|

And all Forma of
Itching
Scaly Humours Instantly
Relieved and Speedily

Bark St. James of San Francisco,
Tapley,
from Newcastle, N. S. W., arrived at Honolulu July 10, partially dismasted.
The new Bath-built schooner Springfield,
which arrived at New York Thursday from
Jacksonville, made the run up the coast in
the quick time of 5 days.
The new four-masted schooner Jacob
Haskell, building at Cobb, Butler & Co.'s
yard at .Rockland for local parties, will be
launched about August 1.
Spoken. July 15,,off Fowey Ilock, sch.
Senator Sullivan, from Havana for Tampa.
Bark Mannie Swan, Higgins, San Juan, P.
R., for New York, July 10, lat. 38 28, Ion.

WHY SOME DISHONEST DEALERS OFFER A SUBSTITUTE FOR MOXIE.
various kinds of so-called

SKIN TORTURES

MARINE MISCELLANY.

When You Order Moxie Get the Genuine.

—

Capt.

,

The public is hereby warned to beware of
unscrupulous
dealers who are substituting obnoxious and injurious
beverages
for the celebrated Moxie Nerve Food.
Greed for larger profits and a disregard for their customer’s
welfare have caused some dealers to serve various
nondescript
and often unhealthy drinks that are the color of Moxie, in
bottles, that are similar to Moxie bottles in size and shape, and
with labels that, when covered by such a dealer’s hand in

....

Mrs. Hannah B. Fold and daughter Loessa
of Boston are in town lor the summer.

Charleston; 21, ar, bark J. H. Bowers,
Boston; 22, ar, sch. Maud Snare, Baltimore;

cld, sch. Frank A. Palmer, Wiscasset and

HOW MOXIE
IS COUNTERFEITED

Mrs. George H. Clark is at her father's,
Sakdypoint. Miss Jennie;Black has ar
George Field’s.
rived home from a trip to Newport News in
Miss Mary H. Nichols arrived from Bos- a barge—Mrs, Harry Morse and children
from Massachusetts are at Mr. J. A. Youug’s
ton Thursday.
for their annual vacation—George Ginn is
( apt. 1>. S. Goodell, Jr., arrived by City

1

than is claimed for them.”
Just such emphatic endorsement can be had
right here in Belfast. Call at Edmund Wilson’s

more

drug store and ask what customer’s report.
Sold for fifty cents per box by all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
substitute.

To the Honorable Justices ot

•'i

Judicial Court, next
Holden at Belfast, within ami
preme

County

of

Waldo,

the lit

on

-v

day of September, A. I>. Uh.il
.j. gtis ami Natimi.
Belfast. ami .!<•!(<.
Boston,
Count; <>i
wealth of .v.assaoliuseii>. 11,.
will of Albert B. Otis ip
ceased, and said Nathan I- I:•
m
right, respectfully repiv-, u
possession of a certain pa
on Seven Hundred Am
l-.a
lslesborougli. in the County a w
of Maine, bounded and d«*>.
Beginning at a stake, at tin
Harbor, at the corner of land :m m
Warrens heirs; thence, rium'.n
degrees east, litty-iour rods pM. W. O. and H.; thence, non!
grees west, seventy-four and
land formerly of said Warren'"
marked J. \\. O. and H. at land
miah warren; thence north, caeast, by land formerly of said .1
about seventy-1 wo and onr-hah
marked J. W. K. O. and 11.. a; a
Knowles; thence, by said kmm'.t
sixty-one degrees east, one hum;
three rods to a stake marked K. «shore of Gilkey’s Harbor; them-.
Gilkey’s Harbor southerly and v

both of said
Martha
in tinof

1

•-

1

■

1

point begun at, containing eighty
seventy-one square rods; togetii'
flats appurtenant thereto; and
selves or those under whom they
in uninterrupted possession then
years, to wit, since the niueteenrl
A. 1). 1890. claiming an estate of
that the

source

of their title

m

ranty from one Frank E. Marsha
boro, dated August 19, lS9o, and
Waldo Registry of Deeds in \
298, given to said Albert B. Otis,

to said Nathan F. Houston asp;,
and a devise under toe will of stm
to said trustees; that an apprehm
some persons unknown elaiinin-

vises,

or

assigns

by,

through

m

G. Kowe and one Enoch B. I.a
of them, claim some right, title
saidpreniisesadver.se to the sum
petitioners; and that such appi
a cloud upon the title, and depre,
value of their property.
Wherefore they pray that sm
known may be summoned to ^
should not bring an action
to the described premises.
Dated at Belfast, aforesaid, tin
of July, in the year one thouse
and one.
MARTHA
NATHAN
JOHN K. (
Trustees under the last will «>:
NATHAN F
Joseph Williamson,
Attorney for petition>

they

Waldo ss. July
Personally appeared Nathan 1
named, and math- oath to the ti
tion in the foreiroing petition tb

:

>

claimants named therein are nnku
Before me,
JOSEPH Will
\

SUPltKMK JUDlCIALCol Kl
County ok Knox
In Vacation 1
Upon the foregoing petition, it
service of the same be made i*\
of said petition and of this onh
on, attested by the clerk of
County of Waluo, to be publish
successively in The Republican 1
newspaper printed at Belfast, m
last publication to be at least h
fore the term of said court w :>•
and for said County on the nSeptember, A. D. 1901, that an
then and there appear and answtion.
WILLI A Mil 1
Justice of the Supreme
A true copy of the petition and
thereon.
Attest:
3w30
Tileston " v
>1

»

NOTICE. The sut

IEXECUTKIX’S
gives notice that she has been
Executrix of the last will and

•

tesiaim

ELMER A.

FLETCHER, late

<>i '1

in the County of Waldo, decease!
bonds as the law directs. All p*•
demands against the estate "t
are desired to present the same tviand all indebted thereto are reqm-s
payment immediately to A. K. He:roe, my authorized agent.
M A HE I S'
«

Whitman, Mass., July 9,1901.-30

TAXES FOR lWi.
COLLECTOR'S NOTICE.
Commencing August 1st I shall be
in Memorial Building daily from 9 to i1 to 4 p. M.f for the purpose of reeeivin.i

>■

discount of 4 per cent w ill be allow*
•>on
paid on or before August 15,1991.
M. C. HILL, Collector

